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ANALYSIS. 
INTRODUCTION. 
1. Period of social agitation and reform began in Engle.nd 
at close of Napoleonic wars in 1815, Naturally, the literature of 
the period partakes of the spirit of the age. Carlyle's and 
• Ruskin's writings e.re filled with this opirit. (Page ll. 
2. Their work marks the rise of the socihl tendency in 
English prose. Macauley, content with tho socir:~.l conditione he 
found prevailing, was the representative of English prose prior to 
1830. "Sartor Rebsrtus" heralded the coming of a new prose, filled 
with a social message. 
Carlyle, as tr.e pioneer, and Rusl:in, u~ the mc·st explicit 
and complete, rank first among the grev.t prose writers with a 
social me ssege. ( P. 1-3) • 
3. To underst6nd the work of Corlyle and Ruskin, sccie.l 
conditions of their times must be rer.:embered · At the close of the 
war in 1815, suf!'ering among the poor, \'1hich hod increased d nring the 
war on s.ccount of the introduction cf mr ... chinery, as well e.s because 
of high war prices, became even gre&ter· When the war ceased, the 
agitation by the v;crking clz::sses fer relief from their hf;rd lot bacE:n. 
The distress of the loborers increased, however, up to 
1836. The employers did nothing to relieve tbeir misery. They seemed 
oblivious to the need of chcnge• The middle classes, as ~ell as the 
aristocracy, were culpable. They hed been enfranchised in 1832, 
but used their new power for their 01m selfish interests• This 
indifi'erence provoked the indir:ns.nt pretest of Carlyle in "Sartcr 
Resartus." 
This distress of the laboring classes led to Poor-Law Reform, 
Ch&rtism, etc., movernepts in which Carlyle took great intcre~t ond con-
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ce,..ninrr which he wrote much. 
Carlyle's p,..otests a~ainst social and economic evils 
a roused ~usk in's int e,.est in reform. Then, the increasin~ a~itation 
of the worlcinO"cl.a~ses for bette-rment. of their miserable conditions 
evoked his sympathy and led him, like Ca ,..lyle, to become thai r 
champion • (Pan:es 3-8.) 
4. Carlyle's and Ruskin's lack of scientific method in 
social stud.xl~n marked cont--ast with treatment of society's problems 
by Bentham, J. s. Mi 1 t, etc. Carlyle was frankly contemptuous. 
or scientific methods. Ruskin, on the other hand, claimed to be 
a •poli tical economist." To him, however, as well as to Carlyle, 
the tit 1 e of sci anti fie thinker must be denied. T'heir· unsci en ti fic 
method of 
approach to tiDE· ·study of society has militated a~ainst the value 
5. Criticism may also be justly made of their lack of 
system in presentin~ thai'!"' views on society. Careful study, however, 
reveals that both clun~ mo'!"'e or less closely from fi,..st to last 
to Cti,..tain clearly definf3dand consistent views or society, as well 
as to some o:eneral methods fo,.. the solvin~ of 1 ts p rob1ems. (Pp. 9-11.) 
6. The value or ~hei,.. cont'!"'ibut ion to t m solution or the prob- t 
laas or society inno·wiae,..ests upon a systematio ·'or scient.it'ic treatment 
or tnese problems, but rnthe,.. on their prophetic insi~ht into the 
•~ evils or existinf! systf3ms, their vision of tne idoals tO\Va'!"'d which 
society should move, and thai,.. cla,..ion call to determinfld erro,.t to 
reach these idaala. (P.ll). 
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!HAP. I. 
1. ( Pat:!es 12-15). The old political economy and its 
repr-esentative: Adam Smith, the "ra-creator or the science ot political 
economy." Malt. nus, and nis theo!"y or the·increase or population. 
~ica,..do constructed his tneory on the basts or the "edonomic man," and 
treated man as thou,.h he we~ a "mere inst,..ument or exchanr.l'e."' He 
advocated absolutely r~e competition. 
Bentham took as his ideal ro,.. society "tne "-reatest happiness 
or the "-rea test number." He also held XXXMKB that manby nature is 
selt'-inte,..est ed and acts naturally only from motives or self-interest. 
James Mill was Sentham's disciple in sp!"eadin~ these views. 
John Stuart Mill was also an advocate or the "~,..e~test 
tiJ-m~ . 
or the "-""ea~est numbA"""theory. He attempted the hedonistic 
1\. 
happiness 
conception:-o.f.'human·;·.mot·.t .. v:esinvolved in the utilitarian doctrine, but 
not with complete success. He was an ext,..eme individualist, holdin~ 
. 
that there are ce,..tain "selt'-re,.ardin~ acts" upon which the rt;ovem-
ment shall not inf,..in,.e. 
This advocacy of "laisse~ faire" is one of the principal 
chara.cte,..istics of the Manchester School. This school has been 
accused or holdin~ selfishness to be "the most ener,.etic and the sole 
leR"i timate ec onomie .. motive !' 
The teachin"'s or thA above mentioned political economists 
we""e attacked by Car.lyle and Ruskin~ot)y In~a~dition, Ruskin opposed 
Henry Pawcet.t, his contemporary, who wa~like Bentnam,J.S.Mill, and 
the rest, a pronounced individualist and advocate o t "laiase~ fai re." 
2. Utilita,..ianism, (Pa"es 16-23). Utilita,..ianism held 
that the ~oal of society is "the "reatest happiness or the ~reatest 
number," and that tne tundament:al,motive or human actionis self-interest. 
Utilita,..ians la,..t7ely disre~arded the innter life of man in 
• J. 
iv. 
fixing their standard of' value. Tney !"erl:a rded morality "as a set 
Carlyle denounced this narrow, 
. ' 
I 
of rules based upon political economy." 
mechanical and materialistic concaption of man, and denied the possibility i~ 
of any adequate enume~ation of men's motives on a basis or WFrofit-and-
Loss," or of valid conclusions tne~efrom. 
Carlyle opposed the hedonistic con ooption of human motive with 
his doctrine that Duty must be the ~uidin~ principle of human action. 
T'o:-. obey the Infinite and Et13~n al Laws of nod is the principal con oe m 
of man. 
Utili ta,..ianism disreqarded oants rela Uons to !;od. · Carlyle 
finds in it an open, even heroic, avowal of belief in a mec bani cal, 
flodless· uni ve~se, in which man's actions a"'e f!overned by "'love or 
Pleasu .. e, tear of Pain." Such hedonistic philosophy must fail. 
Ca~lyle saw in utilita~ianism this virtue,--i-ila nxu}IJDt open 
commi tal ot itself to a mat.e~ial 1st ic conception of life makes plain the 
need of a new Pai th in society, and thus opensJ"y tor its approach. 
~uskin is evan more ener~atic in his denunciation of 
utilitarianism tnsn Carlyle. He too condemns the "seekinn: ror 
pleasure" and "'no~od" basis of the~xxutilitarian teachin~~ He 
a ccusf3s his an:e of beinn: domina ted by the utili ta rian doc trine of self-
interest. He opposes utiltta~ianism's ~~dlee conception of societyw.ith 
the teachinn: tnat mtm' s main business is to iobey:·niv1ne Law • 
Ruskin denied that happiness is a proper end toward which 
to 8t~1ve. To keep the Laws of nod is the chief duty and function 
ot man. Happiness will, however, be the inevitable concomitant of 
such obedience to Divine Law. 
This insistence that human action must notbe based upon 
selt-inte ~est, but upon mot 1 ves soundly et nical.is one of the most 
import ant con t~ibuti ons to the social tea chin~ of tnei r a~e made by 
Ruskinand Carlyie. 
i 
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C~rlyle and Ruskin did not always treat their utilitarian 
opponents with enti~e fairness. The latter, in practice, made 
conside~able provision for altruism. Their theory, however, was 
frankly hedonistic, and Car..lyle' sand Ruskin's attack upon it therefore· 
just 1 fiable. 
3. Individualism and ~laiRse~ fai~e.~ (Pa~es 24-32). 
The individualism of utilita~ianism: Bentham's individualism is in 
harmony with hils theory of society as an a~~re~tion of independent 
units, on the basis of whose self-inte"!"ested acts societ~·'mu:st proceed. 
t 
J.S.Millheld that the-re are "self-renardint:t:"acts,• acts 
wnich affect none but the individual himself; and these constitute 
li fa • They a !"1'3 t o 
a la rq:e part of be held sac red and inviolable. 
Carlyle a ffi !'"I'Ilt3d, in opposi 1: ion t'o:)'the util 1 t.a r"ians, that 
society is a concretion of units in omanic ralati on to each other. 
The q:ood of his fellows then must dete'!'"Dline the individualk actions. 
Tne st31fish principle unde,..lyinn: f,..ee competition, advocated bythe indiv-
idualists, was indi~nantly attacked both by Carlyp and by Ruskin. 
BOth denied, also, the validity of the principle of laissez 
t'ai re in q:ovf.jrnment, held by the old school of political economy, whose 
rap""t3sqntative claimed that the fewest possible checks should be placed 
on tht3 individual's actions by the s$ate. It was Q'!'thi s point that 
Ca ,..lyle b~oke with .Mill and the "'philosophic a1 radicals." He looked 
upon those advocatin~ a "let alone" policy as courtinq; a "French 
Revolution" in En "land. Ca!'"l yle would hav~sta te assume duties so 
extensive as to su,.,.,.,.est his z::r:oti:xll%tlllll sympathy with the socialistic 
theory of "OVe""nment. Ruskin also opposed tne laisse~ faire policy. 
t}te . 
He finds .discipline and inte,..fe .... ance to h~f.,basic: p!"incipl es of the true 
state. H:a~illust""ates his views by the analol'!'y ... ofthe discipline in 
a Ship's company. 
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vi. 
Carlyle and Ruskin, despit.e tneir opposition to the individ-
ualism or the old political economy, are individualists themselves or 
a cer-tain sort. The individual is subordinated to society. But 
they do not ro~et that the ril!hts or the individual are to 
be kept in mind. Both demand that it be remembered that back or every 
quest i'on or rerorm are individuals, human bein n:s, ~· Carlyle ~ives 
a hi~h evaluation to the individual life. 
and inmo rt al. 
Each is ~od-created, 
"!luskin i£o .~. reco"lli -zet~~mpo rtance or the individual, and 
looks to him larrr.ely for- the solution or society's problema/. Thout.;h 
nivin~ laro:e place·~to-:s«>cialistic teachinrrs, he warns the socialist that 
. . 
the ultimate corrAction or the -wrcntgs·,o~7~1~~ only riSUlt from refl:ener-
at ion or the indiVidual lire. 
Carlyle's and Ruskin's at.tacks on the advocates of individ-
ualism and laisse~ f'ai'"'e were not alto,.ether fair. The latter 
modified their doctrines inpractice. But tneir theory was in error, 
and it~s which Carlyle and Ruskin attacked with merciless Vil";or. 
4. What they added to the old political economy. (Pp.33-35.) 
Carlyle's and Ruskin's advocacy of a "'llreat.er-Nobleness" instead of 
. ' 
.'.· f 
. J 
.l 
' I ,, 
i 
· · tlt_e · · 
a "ftreater-Happiness" ideal for·s-o-c1:ety~:mnrkBljOe~inninr; or acceptance ot'xn, · 
' -
new motive for individual's action. John St'!Qart Mill, for example, 
~. modified his views until they were more in confonnity with Carlyle's 
doc trine. P'rede ... ic Ha ,...,.is on says the ri"id plut cnomy denounced by 
~skin has b~en overthrown. The doctrine or laisse~ faire has also 
been discredit~d. The new political economy treats economic 
t"Sla t ions on a more ethical basis. :r. S.MacKen~ie says this is 
I lar"~ly due to the influence or Carlyle and Ruskin. 
l 
\ 
Carlyle's and ~Uskin's part inthe transformation or political. 
l 
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vii. 
economy's treatment or society's problems is important enou!!h to J ustit'y 
their cla~Sification with the Q!reat social teachers or their al!e. 
CHAPTE~ II. 
1. The biolortica1 analO"'Y• (Pp. 36-39.) 
Their disdain for biolo'""ical science has led t~y:S~scurin~ o!7*fact 
that they conc~Hved of soc iet:Y as an omanism, analo~ous to the 
bi ol O~'~'iC al. Careful study,however, shows that they held such a 
view. Carlyle SUI"f'r!:9Bted it in his earliest wotks. There is mach 
in "Sartor Resa"i:us" showin"' this. Even before this work, in 
' 
. . ~ 
_, 
I 
' 
essay on "Characteristics," he pointd out that thou~h individual units :j 
chano:e, the common life continues from an:e toa~e. He illustrates his 
conception or soctety:'tu"_,comparina: it to the biolocr.ical or~anism. 
Tnis cmception or society as ornanic influenced Carlyle's 
enti ra te"1chin~. It lay back of his opposition to individualism 
I , 
and laisse~ fai re. ~uskln1 'also :il.:nsisted upon the or~anic int:err,rity 
I 
of society, and illust,..at~d his conception of' its omanic st""Uoture by 
us in"<" the bioloO'ical analo ay., 
or his anti re tea chin~. 
He' makes this c anception the basis 
2. The place of'tile,individual in society. (Pp.40-41.) 
In view of' thai r con caption of society as an or,q:anism, both subordinate 
.the individual's interests to those of society as a whole. His life 
is also viewed as inooparable f,..an that of' the whole. Carlyle 
condemns the idle rich who detach themselves from ordinary society 
and its p t"Oblems. 'Ruskin ~·too 6Xp,..esses severest disapproval of their 
ot of their ri CTh trul duties to society .. 
ne~le 
3. Sociqty's relation tcNature. (Pp.42-43.) 
Both find inNatu~ a modifyin" influence on society. Thi a influence 
is looked upon as prima,..ily beneficent. Carlyle identifies Nature 
I 
'I 
I 
r- viii. 
with 'lod. 
Ruskin, too,finds a beneficent Creator back of Nature. 
' 
llod 
reveals Himself tnrou-m. Natu'l'"f.l. This explains his ideal for Art. 
' .. 
,r'" 
r . 
•· 
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It must be true to Nature, for Natu"'6 is rivinely superior to anythin~ I 
I 
I 
man oan- conceiVe·. He expresses the curious and isolated view,also, 
I 
that because ot the intimate relations between man and Nature, debase-
ment of the to nner leads to di stlJ'ttbances in the latter. 
4. Society's relation to the World Power, or l'eity. (Pp.44-49). 
5oth believed in a Supreme Spiritual Power back or temporal phenomena. 
They demandad that society recor.mi~e its relatio~.to this Powar. Carlyle 
vi~orously attacked Benthamism, with its mechanical conception of the 
world. :Man 1 must submit himsf31 f to thf3 Eta mal Laws which llod has r.ri van 
tor man' s !r.Ui dance. 
Carlyle also believedthat·.·there:!s a vital connection between 
the spi r1 t of man and the Eternal Spi ,..1 t. "od's presence is~ 
in the he. art • ~his is ample refutation, he ~hinks, ot" Voltai~' s 
denial of "od. 
flod' s relation to tha world 1hrcugh.individuals l.ies at. 
basis of his "hero-worship.• Institutions a1s o s ynb oli -z. e the 
l'i vine. flod' s nand is in the rise and fall or nations. 
Carlyle seems to take scant note or the Christian Scr_iptures 
as Revelation from flod. Yl3t his refutation or Voltai~e's denial ot 
Christianity, as well as tne ttenwral atmosphe'1'"9 of his writinl1s, min:nt 
well indicate ~reater interest in Christianity and its Book tnal\ he 
openly acknowlf3d m) s. 
1 
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Ruskin is di a tinctly Cnri st ian and Biblical in:his views/ He ~i:C:.. 
finds f1.od immanent in the world. 1he individual man is in vi tal1mit~ 
with t'lod. .Man is the ima"'a of tlod. All men were creatdd by nod and 
hence a~e trothers. He b~li~vas in hero-worship. nod has reve.led 
his will throu~h ~ood and great men. Tnese are to be obeyed. .we; 
r~:.~ --~~~~~~~~~~~== 
1: 
fj 
• 
ix. 
He tra.cei~aecay of nations to disobedience or llod's laws. 
Ruskin oanplains that the "'Christian"' people of En~land 
have not a ~enuine Christian conception of the world • 
. 
,._ 
5. Development of society: The evol ut iona ry theory, ( Pp. 5&-5?.) 
... 
.... 
The evol ut iona ry theory is 3that "Bein~ is explained by Bee anin~, " and 
the world advances only by the "clash· of elemental forces. .. It rules 
out the supe"'!latuml. This rejection of J!eity alienated Carlyle 
They 
and ~uskin from the evolutionists. gar.t~kK failed to appreciate thex 
X 
va 1 ue of the theory and ext ended thai r c <nt empt even to, 1 ts advooa tes • 
Creator. 
..... -· .,.;. 
.. ~ .. J.. .• 
Carlyle denies that creation can be explainAd without a 
He belif3VI9S in th19 "su,..vival of the fittest," but does not 
expr19ss approval even or this phrase of' evolutionary teachin~.. He 
also recon:ni~ed the or~anic unity or society's development. !Jut 
as a historian, he was not consistl9nt with this latter view of the or~anic 
} ' 
{ ' 
I ~ ' 
. ; 
1 \ 
i 
:I 
~ : 
relations between the various sta~es or society's development. He is a 
not in hal'1llony with the vvolutionary histonans. Tney trace 
thflse supe"'lla tu,..a.l laws have found expression th,..ouri'h q:reat men, 
arises . · 0heroes," HenC!fnls tr~atment of history as the blo~raphy or great 
men. 
Carlyle dit"fo,..s al.so from the J:anvinian evolutionists as 
to the motives which should actuate san. He .. is ·~ to be guided by 
TiVine law, not by materialistic, non-f3thica1, selfish desires. To 
c."lo rify ~od is the chi flf end of man. 
The close S:trilia tion bei:vraen evolut 1 on and free competition, 
tor 
due to the evolut1on1st6' belif3f that %1 natu~l selflction to have 
free play, competition must be without cnecks,may have had sometnin~ 
to do with Oa !"1 yle' s antipathy to tne doct !"ina. 
Rusk19,..eJeoted evolution princppJ}ly because it ruled out 
supematura1 fo,..ces in the ori ~in and development of' society. 
• 
x. 
We are made, he says, after a Divine and inscrutable plan. He points 
out tne railu~e or the evolutionists to trace be~innin~s and develop-
ment back to their Pinal eause. Ruskin's own views or society 
a !"O dwr~ cti ve, however/ He fails to reco r.ni··~e tne organic unity or ad 
pror;ressive development from one e!"a to another. His ideal wqs too 
fixed • Like Carlyle, he views histo~y as the reco~d or ~reat men, 
''he roes." 
imp~rrect. 
He admits, however, that they have often been 
Like Ca !"lyle, he sna rply assails,. the teaohinp,: 
or the evolutionists that the p~dato!"y spirit is the natural and 
lo~ical spirit ~overning men's st~u~ale fo!" existence. Man must 
labor in accomance with .Clod's laws, which are laws or Justice and 
ri~hteousness. 
2. llevol'Jtion or l!'efo""''l, (Pp. 68-60.) 
. 
opinion or revolutions is not altoo:ether clear. 
Carlyle' s exact 
He seems clearly 
enouo:h, how~ver, to have indicated that revolutions are at times 
necessary and beneficial. They clear away shams and prepa~e for 
/ the oomino: or a better reo:ime. And yet revolution, thou~n 
sometimes necessary; is a necessary evil. Revolution is dest !"uc-
ti ve. It is synonymous with anarchy. 
Ruskin is less of a !"evolutionist than Carlyle. Revolution 
is dest~uctive, not only to the evil, but also more so to the ~ood. 
Refo'"lllatio,Uo what the wodd needs. :Po not chanaa present fo!1lls 
of ~ove~ment abruptly. Time will modify them. Tnis conservative 
• ~ constitutionally 
attitud~ is typical of~n~lishman, who is ~EHSXBXHHXi~ opposed to 
extreme measures. 
How is the refonnation which Carlyle and Ruskin seemed to 
favor to be effectert 
only adequate reply. 
ThrouRh app~al to tne individual, is their 
3. l'ivine plan: idealism, (Pp.61-62.) 
Both expect the developm·~nt or society to be alon~ lines c o"'respondinQ; 
· ..' 
.-· 
xi. 
to a Divine plan. Carlyle's Calvinism crops out: here • All thin",s 
A Civitas r~1, or t.p.~ocracy, is the final !l:Oal 
of soci~ty's d9~opm~nt. Men oompreh~nd this "Heavenly I deal" 
throuah an inner "ideal of r1"-ht" cor~espondin~ thereto. Ruskin 
holds these same views and finds them su~~eated and verified by the 
Bible. 
CHAPTE~ III. 
Ia· Slavery.(Pp.63-64.) 
advocates or a kind or Slave~y. 
Both have been accused or being 
It should be noticed that both 
unequivocally opposed to the slave trade. 
·-
Eoth how~ver find slavery as a ro~ or restraint in 
P.:overnino: men a Divine nec~ssity fo...- the larp;er part or humanity. 
Both vl~orously defend· . .,nov.Eyre whom all friends or the slaves 
looked upon as a bloody tyrant. Both Carlyle and 'Ruskin conside:r 
a to nn of "slavery" a necessary s tate in which most or the laborers 
or En!2:land must dwell •. 
f b. P'eudalism, ( Pp. 64-66.) Both reject democracy. Hence, 
for th~i r- ideal they lEva· to t u,.n to the ftolden Atte ot feud ali sm. 
Car-lyle speaks of it with enthusiasm. The permanence or the bond 
between master and man appeal~d to him especially. Ruskinbi!i£~i~ 
~~the peopilr1tS 003 ~~ rg6.erned~ by their superiors. 
He considers, like Oa~lyle, that the landed a~istocracy, with powers like 
those in feudalism, is to cons tit uta very lar,.~ly these superiors. 
Ruskin also advocated a return to the ancient ~uild system. 
\c. Machinery, factories, railroads, (Pp. 67-68.) 
Th~Y o.graei!nl:condernnin~"~' the cregrad'ing··- ~rrect3 upon life of machinery 
and th~ ractO"'"Y system. Ruskin finds little else than evil in ~CtbrtXKT. 
machinery. ·Carlyle how~ver admits that it has made lire happier in 
many ways. 
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xii. 
Ruskin' ,emphasi~es the de~radation or the workmen by mmtBrx 
machine labor, especially that ope~ated by steam. He would have 
:, . 
machine~ limited to the least possible quantity. 
He, also opposed rail f"'ads to a larf\e e.xtent, thoup;h admitting 
were sometimes needt.ul. and beneficial. Carlyle, thour1h finding 
evils connected with them, also sees.much p;ood resultin~ from 
them. 
2a. Capital and the capitalist~(Pp.69-71.) 
Both advocate protection of property. But both are opposed to the . 
owne_ ..... beinq: paid for ··the use of his_ unused inc-:-ement without his 
ll:mDm'X add in;, .labor tne~eto in the way ot: superintendence,· etc. 
Carlyle warns the idle rich that they will not always be permitted to 
- . 
enjoy t.he fruits of' others'. labors. Ruskin -would abol.iah all 
-, 
·:,.I 
.· 
. 
~-~· 
intilrest and_ ~X!Ix%11lB profitexcept such as rapreent fair compensation .. 
for labor in sup~ ~in tendina:~am/mana".in"' capital.. 
- Property, particular:ly land, 1s a sacred trust, and is to be 
used for t :·1 geno~al, and not for individual,· benefit. 
says the land belon t?S only to those who ·use 1 t ril'l'htly. 
Carlyle 
Ruskin 
too denies inherant ri noht and ownership in land. · . He ad_yocates 
that those who cont. rol the land- shall .be _remune .... ated tor their 
services by the state. 
Both insist that the attitude or capitalist or employer toward 
society ·should be altruistic. He is:to act as a se~ant of' society 
I 
• 
Such .attitude will make even the tradesman honorable in. the siP.:ht 
of' men. 2Jsx 
2b. The di~ni ty or labor, ( Pp. 74). Carlyle pays hitr:h~ 
tribute to labor. He declares all honest toil to ba noble. Ruskin 
also praises labor, but finds manual labor der1radin~. 
Adjustment or the laborer's ,..elations to his employer2(P. 73.) 
, . 
. 
.l 
:· 
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Both recoO'Jli •.. ' trf':latment or laborer to be unjust, but fail .: to 
P:1Ve adequate remf':ldy for his evil condition. Eoth help· laborer's 
cause, howeve~,by pointin~ out 13Vils of his state. 
3. P~OBL»!S OP THE ECONOMIC G~UP.2 
l. B::tsis of cont rnct between Oap11tal and Labor. (P. ?4). 
!loth advocat:e pl':lrmanent bond between employf':lr and employe. 
2. Inte,..F:st, (P.?5). Ruskin dem1y· its len:oitimacy as a 
Charn:'e. Carlyle !las little to say about it. 
3. Value, (P.?5.) Both 1ns1 st · that the money-standard 
must be supplanted by a vital standa~d of value. 
3. Wf':lalth, (P. ?6). They a~inm tnat wealth is spiritual 
as well as mate,..ial. 
5. Wa~es and tne wa"a sysyem.2, (P.??}. Wa~ea must be 
measured in' .femns of life, not money only. 
a fair cay's-wo~k'flis a just demand. 
6. S':anda'!"d or livin.o:, (P. ?8). 
"'A fair day' s-wa~s ror 
Both find the standard of' 
livin~ a ve,..y importnt item to be considered in disucssin.o: questions 
of wa o:es. 
?. ~elations or employer and employe, (P.?B.) 
~Carlyle not favorable to•vard Trades Unions. Ruskin app'!"ovg~·, them. 
8. Captains or Industry, (P. ?9.) Labor is to be or~r,anized 
under employ"l~s actinQ,: as •captains or industry." 
9. Pree competition,· ( P. 79-80.) Both condemn it 
as beincr. based on ~reed. It den"rades thosf3 enn"U.fl:f3d in it. 
10. Housino: condit,iona: sanitation, (Pp.S0-82.) Carlyle 
paints tf3a,..ful picture ot home ot·poor. Ruskin su~~ests practical 
m~th od s or 1m rpuvem P,nt •. HF3.is indi~nant at le~islative indifference. 
Carlylf3 too demands that the ~ovP."""llllent p?"'tect health or its cit1~ens. 
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xiv. 
11. lli,.ht to labor, (P82 ) 
• 
Men who are willing and able to 
work, should be ~iuen wo~k to do. Ruskin proposes '1,overnment indus-
tries '.'l'h~~ unemployed can find work to do. 
12. ~FUSAL TO LABOB, (Pp~e 83). He who will not work 
should be compelled to do so • 
13. PAUPE~S, ~P.83~64). Ruskin says no dese~in~ poor are 
to ~o unhelpod. Carlyle favors: le~islation to make lot ot pauper 
more baarable, but says the cause or pauperism is~ too deep to be 
removed by tF.Imporary measu t11s. 
1. CO-OPE'RATION: COMMUNISM, ( Pp. 85-86). Carlyle ·is 
dubious as t~8ract1cability of co-opg~ation. Ruskin, however, 
t thinks 1 t would be a ve cy d1:Js 1 rablfl a rrann:emf3nt. But he '!thinks: 
1 t ideal and impossible to be adopted at present. He believ<es in 
~rea tF.Ir publ1 c ownership, and calls himsf'llf communist, thOUn'h he is 
incorrect in this. 
2. O"Rr;ANIZE!' ANr P'RA.CTICJ...L El<'FO'RTS AT 'REFO"RM, (P.efi).S7}. 
Carlyle has little Rf~ sympathy for such efto~ts. Ruskin too 
looks_' more to individual initiative, thouP:h he sta~ted anumber ot 
p ra c t i c 31. ref o .,..m.s. 
3. SCl}~NTIPIO STU!'Y ANP. INVES'l'I'1A'l'ION, (P87). 
a scien~itic student of society. Both ~prase· ' some inte.,..est in 
social statistics. 
4a. LAISSEZ FAIRE, (Pp.87-88.} 
oppon~nts of the "lalssez faira" school. 
"Let alone~ policy or ~overnment. 
4b. SOCIALISM, (Pp.89-95.} 
Both are-- bitter 
Only ruin c m o orne r rom a 
Socialism arose as· 
a result of the samF.I conditions which causiJd Carlyle and Ruskin to protest 
\, 
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i 
a~ainst En"land's indust~ial system. lfhat socialism stands for, 
phillbsophically. Carl.ylf3 and "Ruskinr~EOcialists accor'tiin~ to this 
df3 f1ni t 1 on. !lut this definition is not sp eci fie enoun:h. 
refinition·• of W.D.P.Bliss. It is a "protest a,.ainst the pr-esent 
1ndust rial system." Carlyle and Ruskin a,.reo with it here. 
It asserts also that tne moans of production snould be ope!"ated for 
the ""lqui tablf3 .a:ood or all." Both conoorrilif~elfish ag~randizement of 
the rich. 
hateful to both. 
Social ism also opposes tree competition, a doctrine 
It advocates public ownership of all m .::laDS of 
production. · "regarding this pain± s.s 'l'hr:ly diffe!'" with': it 1 ·.;, u tnoy woUld riot abolish 
: -
private enterprise. Soci:1lism hol1 s th:lt the ~ovf3rnment shal~ be 
democratic in form. Car.1yle and 'Ruskin both oppose democ!"aoy. 
Carlyle's ~overnmen t by "~eal-Sup~iors" is pat', malistio, 'Ruskin's 
scheme even more so. Car.lyle's "socialism• may be said to be 
sane;what like St;ate Socialism; Ruskin's is akin to tnat of Catholic 
Socialism. 
Both find in it a partial 
solution or th~ economic problem. 
6. PHILANTH~OPY, (Pp.96-97.) Botn believe ih he1JS>inn: 
I 
distressed, but condem~ those who confin'l errorts to such work, i~or-
in~ evils which lead to dist,..ess. 
PA~ II. SOCIAL ~~OUP. 
la. MA~~IA~E: DIVO~E, (P.98). Carlyle considers marria".e 
bond p~.~ ,.man~Jn t. 'Ruskin adooca tf:ls state ~n:ulation or mar""ias:;a. 
lb. WOMAN~S PLACE IN SOCIETY, (Pp.98-99.) 'Ruskin QPpOS§S 
women en~~rin" industrial lifo, but Oa~lyla ravorAd it unoe~ certain 
c 1 rc uns tunce s. 
xvi. 
2a. T~ArES UNIONS, (P.99). Carlyle opposes them; 'Ruskin 
is~ ravo ... able to them. 
2b. ST~IKES, (Pp.99-100). .!oth a~r,ree that strikes 
are natural outoom e or evil economic conditions. 
2o. rlUILI'S, ( Pp. 100-101.) Carlyle admire old ~uilds 
because thl:}y r.;ot ~ood work done. 'Ruskin ravorod revival ot 
the old system. He rails to outlin,fully his proposed system. 
3. THE CHU'tlCH, (Pp.l02-104.) Carlyle harshly crit1ci"£es 
church. He does not r~ject i thowever. The world needs spiritual 
lea de ""S· In a prope~ly or~ani~ed socie~y, the Priesthood and 
~-.::.....,......._ ..... 
Aristoc,...acy should be one. Both at tack "laissez rai re" policy ot the 
Ca rl:;le thinks ole,...f?,'y should JlXHXl:K ~ioe p1-3ople by 
speakinR:; "R -eskin advooa tea less preachinP.: and mora pract 1 cal work. 
HI:} is also mora orthodox and Biblical than Carlyle 1nhis attitude 
towa ""Ci rl'll i ~ion and the ohu rch. He advocates appointment ot 
"bishops" overe.ve .... Y hund .... ed families. 
4 • THE N A 'l'I ON. 
la. DEMOC~CY, ( Pp.105-109). Carlyle begiDs as a radical 
and believer 11univP.rsal sut"frafl:'e. 
him a ,.ro•trintt distrust of people. 
But he soon ch~nges· We find in 
Democracy a necessary evil, 
useful to d'.~st ... oy old and prepara for new and better refl:'ime. 
His definition of de ano ~cy. 
is oppose~0uni~arsal surrra~e. 
Why deuocracy cannot be pe~nnent. 
He f::tnds nothin~ to praise in 
Am~ica's d~mocracy. H~ belieVXKBes in a limited suftra~e, con-
tined to best men. His idllal ~ove,·nment is an "aristoc...-acy or 
talent," under a 11hf.lro-k1n<;," an ideal out or ha nnony with that 
o'f df3moc racy. 
~uskin very early rApuciiatea ld&s fYf "liberty." This 
opposition to •liberty" continues throu~h life. He rollows · 
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C~rlylo very closely in his views on d~mocruoy. I'amocrs.cy, he 
said, is ana rch·y. He denies "natural equality," and advo_~atea 
"natu!"al slavery", or subo n:iina tion. 
him no more tnan it did Carlyle. 
Am?~ica•s democracy impress@fi 
He advocates a gover.nment 
of "n~roes," or "best men," who shouJ.d rule their inferiors. 
The pr"lsant. aristocracy is bad, but he woul.d rather trust them 
than democracy. ~uskin, tnou~Sh Oonserva ti ve by ins tinct, 1e·: 
int~ll~ct~atly a Liberal. He favors' a modifed tor.m ot universa1 
suffra~e. 
m 2. tAW, {P.ll5). Statute law is ri~htf"ully the 
definii;e enactmi:lnt and promul"'Cltion or '10d 1 sLaws. 
T'AXATION. 
3a. Carlyl~ opposea 1 br~ tax.' Ruskin also. Lat•er 
ftlvore{di T""lct tax tor revenue, i.e., t!p·ouo:h income and property tax. 
He opposes all export and import duties. 
3b. STATE ANr EDUCATION, {Pp.ll7-ll8.) C9. rlyle 
t}le 
emph~si~~~{need ot ~eneral education, and advoaates that it bo 
made compulsory. Ruskin insi.sts' tha]J:tate provide education 
for all, and favors' practical, as \Yell as cultursl, tr:ining. 
3c. !TATE AND MOliAL LIFE: THE LiqUO~ Q,U:F.STION. (Pp.ll9-120.) 
C a rlyl~ f!nda i'uoh dist rllss amon"' lab orin~ classes du/:3 to liquor. 
He looks·· to pl)rsonal rll!or-m as solution. 'Ruskindoes the same. 
,, 
· does · 
The latt,~r- ~not b~-~lieve in tot. :1.1. at3talnence. He would have those 
encoura~in~ drunkenn':las S"3V'lrf31y d~Jalt with. 
3d. STATE AND THE CH~CH. (Pp.l20-121.) Both, despite 
are c~iticisma or the Ohu--ch of Eno:land, mexm oppos8d to chann:e from it. 
Th13i r idl3al of -:rovarnment as a theocracy tUd~r course to.view that 
S ta til a..'ld Ch u,..ch should bl3 joined. 
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3a. S'rA't'E' S P'qQTECTION OP' CITIZErlS A'lAINST C'RIJ!.E. (Pp.l21-l23). 
Ca!"lyle favors capital psmishm"3nt. He also thinks'·. the treatment 
of criminals in prisons too mild, when honest people we!"e suffering 
privations. He traces increase of crun' to social_ evils. 
Ruskin also believed capital p~~ishment still necessary. 
Criminals not worthy of death should b~ put at most da.nQ,'erous labor. 
C!"ime can only be prevented by 13ducati on. 
3f. S'rATE AND IN'I'~N.&. 1'IONAL "R.F..LATIONS. 
1 11 • Tariff: f...,~ tr-ade. (P.l24). Carlyle advocates 
free trade, and like -quskin is: esp'3cia l.ly oppos~d to a 'bread tax. ' 
2~. WA~. (Pp.l24-127). Carlyle is opposed to 
war, thouo:h he fine's 1 t sometina s unavoillatll.e. He advocat:.es use 
of soldiers in peaceful occupations in in te..-vals between wars, or better 
still, that all. man be drilV~d in p'3aclil so as to be abl.e to fil";ht 
in time of war. 
~uskin Slllems to admire urar tor 1 tself to such extent as 
to justify criticism of him as adm1rl3r or ~BKe force. He does 
however point out folly or it, and accus"3s capitalists or incitin~ it. 
He opposes la .... ~e, idllil zxma standin~ anmies. He poin tsi out to 
laborino: men how war brinC1.8 muoh miaRry to them. 
4. CLASS l'ISTINCTI')NS INTHE STATE. (P.l28). Both hol.d 
that most ml:ln a r13 Di v1ne1y appointed to be "slaves;" a sal '3ct minority 
I'" is chos8n to be "~aal-Supllrio-ra." 
CHAPTEJ=t IV. JAISCF..LLANEOUS. 
1. SOCIAL MO~ITY. (Pp.129-130.) Carlyle and Ruskin 
vi~orously denouncelG materialism , spP.ou1ation, and n:en~Jral sooial 
dishonqsty and ~reed. 
2. SOCIAL I'ESTINT. (Pp •. l30-l31.) Tney seldom ventu~a. on 
definite p!"edictions. 
makes 
Carlyle mmt£ a few, some of which have 
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corne true, while others have not. Ruskin predicts a strugele between 
wealth Etnd p&nperism, which has teen verified, though not exactly as 
he meant it. 
· · 3. THEORETICAL, eR PRACTICAL? (Pp.l32-139.) Their work 
has been criticized as too vision[l.ry and unpractical. There is some 
truth in this criticism. But there have been practical results 
of their taaching• They have ably refuted utilitarianism, and also 
the non-ethict~l political economy of their times. Both ha·1e also 
contributed to the rise of socialistic ideals• Carlyle's "eospel 
of Duty" has had much 'influence in Enela.nd. His advocacy of 
popular reforms has been influential. He has also shown the under-
lyine; conditions requiring more drastic remed.ies ths.n mere re forns. 
He has preached fearlessly against rn~terialism. lie has exalted 
spiritual ideals• He has not been so practical, however, as he 
should hEve been· When pressed for specific remedies, he has e;iven 
the answer, inadequate and unsatisfa.ctory, that each individual must 
make himself right, und thus solve the problems of society. 
Ruskin, like Carlyle, has pointed out t:he fundenental evils 
of society. He has failed, like his master, to be specific enourh in 
his remadie s. lie has shcvm himself more praot leal, however, then 
Carlyle, by inaugnre.ting a nur:1ber of practicel reforms, among which 
arer:his publishing plant t=J.t Orpingtcn, his sanitary homes fer the poor 
in London~ his revival of hand-work, etc. His writings have 
impired othor social reformers rnc~e prbctical then himself. 
CEAPTER V. CONCLUSION. (Pp.140-141}. 
The social teachings of Cvrlyle snd Ru~kin closely~&rallel 
each ether. Ruskin confessed himself to be subject ~'' Carlyle in • :~~S·dd dHe was original, however, in his treatnent of flocinl probl!~~y 
the v e muc~ to the contribntirns of his master. Carlyle leid bB;e' 
germinal ~de~; Ruskin developed it with greater completeness 
the b Despite their rnistskes, both have helped lareely in ~oivin pro lens of society. ' ~ e 
-1-
INTRODUCTION. 
The widespread agitation for change and reform, now so strongly 
affecting the social, industrial and political life of England, began 
immediately after the close of the Napoleonic wars in 1815,' and has con-
tinued, with practically no interruption, from that to the present time. 
~ Social agitation and reform may be said, indeed, to be the predominant 
• 
feature of this period in the history of England. It is not surprising, 
then, that the literature of this period should be deeply tinged with 
the social spirit. It is to be expected that the writers of the period 
should be affected to a'considerable degree. One finds it quite in 
order, then, to discover tha works of the two greatest prose writers of 
the period, Thomas Carlyle and John Ruskin, impregnated with the reform 
spirit of their age. It is stran["e, however, that the fact is not 
more generally recognized that the central, dominating theme of Carlyle's 
and Ruskin's literary productions is sociB-1 reform. Yet from his 
first notable book, "Sartor Resartus," to his last, "Shooting Niaeara; 
and After?", C&rlyle, holding his merciless mirror before society, 
demands unceasingly that it reform, while Ruskin explicitly sta.tesl that 
he considers his principal ~ritings linked together by this central 
theme,---the fundv.rnental char!::.cter and. relations of sooiaty,---and 
plainly e.vows2 his conviction that it is his m&.in business to help 
solve the social problems of his age • 
It is not possible to determine exactly how ~ar this 
prevailing social ch&recter of their literature influenced the 
masters of English prose.who were their contemporaries, but it is 
interesting to note that the work of these two men m8rks the rise 
and development 
Note 1--Fors Cl8Vi[ere, Vol.7, p.llC. 
2--The Study of Architecture, p.28. 
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of tne social tendency in the great prose writing of their age. It 
·has bean said of ~hat period immediately preceding the appearance of 
"Sartor Resartus" that_ "the representative author of serious prose 
in the England of _1830 was undoubtedly Macaulay." 1 This popular 
writer summed up in himself the spirit of the educated and ruling 
classes of his day. "He thoroughly enjoyed the world and the age 
i_n whioh he found himself; finding it full of substantial comforts, _and 
a_sensibla and rational progress. England with her aver-lengthening 
miles of railroads, with the smoke of her thousand factories, with 
,. 
her accumulating gains, delighted him with her tangible and visible 
successes." 2 In the chapter of his History on "The State of 
England in 1685" (Chapter 3) we have his complacent judgment that the 
state of England in his own day was in every way superior, and that it 
was altogether satisfactory to himself. His ears were closed to the 
cries of the distressed laboring classes; his ayes were blinded to 
the in~ustica which prevailed on every hand. The literary 
world, soothed by his pleasing pictures, was: shocked out of ita 
aomplacanoy when a voioe cried out from the pages of "Sartor Res art us" 
that things ware~ right, that the world was filled with shams, 
greed, selfishness, injustice, and that something must be done about it. 
That cry, a cry later taken up and re-aohoad by Ruskin, marked the 
beg_inning of a new era in the literature of England, and from that day 
to the present, English prose has bean keenly conscious of the 
social needs of the age in which it appears, and its greatest masters 
have felt it incumbent upon them to participate in some degree in 
the efforts to right the wrongs, and to solve the problems of society. 
Charles Dickens, _George Eliot , Cht:rle a Reade, Matthew Arnold, John 
Nota 1--Vida D. Scudder "Sooial Ideals in Emglish Letters" p 143 
2~-H.S.Panooast "An Introduction to English Literatur;", • p .527. 
\ 
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Ruskin, William Morris,--these hBve created a prose literature sat-
urated witli social teaching. The prose %~~xx~xm of the present 
~ge also . . ~~is charecter~zed by its soc~al attitude. 
iVri~~i~ 
· In the prose xxit Er; of Engla.nd, then, since the 
appearance of "Sartor Resartus," the social note has grown in power 
until to-day it has become the dominating one~ .Among the · 
great prose writers with a social message tiiis the opening of the 
" 
"age o:f reform" in 1815, down to the present time, first place must be 
given t~'fwQ writers whom we are to discuss,--Thomas Carlyle, the 
pioneer of them all, who consecrated his genius to the ungracious 
task of giving society a faithful picture of itself and of arousing 
it to needed action; and John Ruskin, his d.isciple, who gave the 
most explicit, perfect, and effective expression to his social views 
of any who in this period have essayed to modify the society of 
their times through literature. 
The social conditions in England when Carlyle and Ruskin 
began their liter~.ry work must be kept well in mind in order to 
understand their work as social teachers. Carlyle, it will be 
remembered, left the university in 1814 to teach. The following 
year the long series of Napoleonic wars came to an end. During ~he 
wars there had been much suffering e.mong the poorer classes. The 
invention and introduction of machinery at the close of the previous 
fP. century had thrown many out of work, women and children being employed 
extensively,at a very low wage,to operate the new machines. As a 
consequence, the masters alone benefited by the improved methods of 
production. Prices became very high during the war, and the 
wealth of the nation increased, but wages did not increase in proportion 
to the prices of food-stuffs, clothing, etc., end the wage-e&anars 
were miserably poax. Rents rose rapidly, to the profit of the 
, I 
i II 
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'landed interest. 1 Manufacturers also gained in wealth, through the 
increased· profits e.ccnuing to them by the use of machinery and the 
division. of labor. But the condition of the poor was deplorable. 
Some, driven to. starvation, "ate nettles and weeds, without salt, for 
salt wes taxed fifteen shillings a bushel." 1 These conditions 
could not have been entirely unknown to the ScotQhyouth at Edinburgh, 
nor without their.impression upon his sensitive mind. 
It would naturally be thought that prosperity should have 
followed the cessatio~ of the wars in 1815, but such was not the case. 
Prices quickly fell, and lllEtny landlords end tenants, who had planned 
ahead on the basis of war prices, were ruined. Many small holdings had 
to be sold at this time, and fell into the hands of large land-lords. 
a s~ate of affairs 
There were many pauper~~ due ~xrtiJ to the large number of soldiers 
and sailors released from the serviae, and left without employment, 
s2ttii:x to the l£.nd enclosures which had ruined the small farmer, and 
JUtkJ to me.chinery, which had deprived the h'andworkers of a live-
lihood. The Poor Law also made matters worse. By its provisions, 
the earnings of a l~borer were supplemented by an allowance for each 
-ehild. Hence, the man with the largest family was the cheapest 
laborer for the farmer to hire• Wages ~ere lowered accordingly, 
and many were thrown upon the poor rates. Taxes, due to the 
~ war debt, rose to a high figure. The corn laws prevented the 
importation of wheat, and kept its price at an exorbitant figure, 
a situation not improved by several bad seasons and poor harvests. 
Tre~e and commerce, which had been augmented during the war by the 
exclusion of other nations from the seas, now fell off as other than 
English vessels began to sail again. All of these conditions 
combined in brineing about fearful distress and suffering among 
iiotel- 11 bocial England," Vol.VI., p.ll6. 
'l 
I. 
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the laboring classes, particularly. ~iuch discontent naturally 
arose among them, and agitations for reform, which had been held in 
abeyanc·e during the v1ars, were now actively begun. 
The distress among the agricultural classes, particularly 
farm laborers, continaad until 1836. The condition of workmen 
employed in factories was, however, even more deplorable. Up 
to the year 1833, when the Factcry Act was passed, practically nothing 
had been done to reorganize industry after the 'Industrial Revolution,' 
or to better the condition of the working classes. While the wealth 
of England had been increased tvdce over, "the wages for most kinds of 
labour had hhrdly, if at all, increased; and the conditions under 
which the work was done had in many respects deteriorated.l Child 
labor had increased enormously, and nothing hvd been done to ameliorate 
the±E condition of the little workers• When Lord Ashley, after-
wards known as Lord Bhaftesbury, advocated barring children under nine 
years of age from v;ork in factories, sn1f]tii~t those between nine and 
eighteen should not work more thnn ten hours daily, ~e was bitterly 
opposed, and was defeated in his efforts by the manufacturers, who said 
that such action would ruin their trade. 
This opposition to change, this satisfaction with things as 
they were, regardless of the ethical ccnsideratins involved, on the pert 
of the employing classes, together with the miserable condition of the 
wage-earning classes, celled forth Carlyle's trumpet blast against 
the times in "Sartor." .The uncorrected evils and abuses of the 
new industrial system aroused his hot indignation. The smug 
self-satisfaction of the masters while their men lived in conditions 
of the most appalling degradation and misery evoked his fierce 
wrath. The middle classes, particularly, came in for round 
Note 1--"Social England," Vol.VI., p.298. 
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denunciation. They had benefited by the Reform Bill of 1832, by 
which they v:ere enfranchised, but had used their new powers for 
securing legislation favorable to themselves, and had done practically 
nothing for the laboring classes. The condition of the latter, 
says Samuel R. Gardiner, in his "Student's History of England,"l 
"was most deplorable." Wheat in 1839 had gone to seventy shillings 
a quarter. 
cellars." 
In Manchester "one-tenth of the popul&tion lived in 
Workmen "were badly paid," and were often given goods 
instead of money. That such conditions could not go on forever 
seems not to h~lve entered the minds of those. responsible for them. 
It has been suggested that a very good picture of the 
employing and governing classes of this time can be seen in Jane 
.&.us ten's nov-els. "We there contemplate a middle-class and 
upper-class society in which nobody has a suspicion that social 
reconstruction is a thing to be considered."2 This part of 
society seemed oblivious of possible chr.nf.e; it "assumed its own 
permanence with conviction not to be stirred. Carlyle sounded 
anew in its ears the hope, the threat, of chenge •••• be quickened 
aeain the dying consciousness of social renewal. This conscious-
ness is the starting-point of all our scciel thought•" 
These then were the conditions which·existed when 
._ "Sartor Resartus" appeared. Out of them grew the :Poor-Law Reform, 
Chartism, Repeal of Corn-Laws, rise of Trade Unions, establish~ent 
of Free Trade, extension of the ballot, and. other reforms which were 
made during Carlyle's native career as a writer, which reforms ~ill 
be referred to more at length in th~ treatment of his views on these and 
kindred subjects. 
Note 1--Page 922. 
" 2--Robertson, "Modern Humanists," page 31 
~ .... 
i. 
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Turning now to his disciple, Ruskin, it is to be noted that 
not(tha least important of the conditions in Enelish life which lad 
him to become a social teacher were the writings of him whom he called 
his uw.st er, -Ce.rlyla. The fiery words of the latter kindled Ruskin's 
smouldering interest in society into flame. Then also the growmng 
dissatisfaction and unrest among the working clE~ssas, and their 
inareasing sense of the injustice with which they were treated by their 
employers, made a strong impression upon his mind and writing. In 
1852 and 1859 great s~rikes in London and other parts of the country 
drew his attention to the injustice in the relations of employer and 
employe. During the years immediately preceding the appearance 
of "unto This Last in 1860, the ever grovling discovery by the laboring 
classes of their power to secure the re medying of their wrongs, 
led tc bolder denunciations of economic and social injustice, more 
direct criticism of the prevailing industrial system, and increasing 
agitation and demand for reforms. Ruskin,whose interest in society 
and its problems is shown in his earliest works, 6elt increasingly the 
call to give his principal attention to the needs of these victims of 
the greed, selfishness, and inhumanity of their fellow men, until at 
last, as he tells us, he could not "paint, nor read, nor look at 
minerals, nor do anything else that I like, and the very light of the 
~ morning sky, when there is any •••• has become hateful to me, ~ecause 
of the misery that I know of, and see signs of, where I know it not, 
which no imagination can interpret too bitterly."l He says 
in 1866 that "for my own part, I feel the force of mechanism and the 
fury of avaricious comnerce to be at present so irresistible, that 
I have seceded from the study not only of architectur~ but nearly 
Note 1--Fors Clavigera, Vol.!, P·2-3. 
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of all art; and have given myself, as I would in a besieged city, to 
seek the best modes of getting bread and water for its multitudes, 
there· remaining no .. question, it seems to me, of other than such grave 
business for the time."1 
The conditions then which outraged Carlyle's and Ruskin's 
~ sense of justice, and which enlisted their efforts for reform, were 
economic and social rather than political. And by their efforts 
to point out the evil of these conditions, and the necessity of their 
reform, they have rightly earned an exalted place among the great social 
r 
teachers of their age. And yet they are unlike almost all the other 
great writers on sociBl and economic therneo in 1nglend. We heve but 
to mention the nernes of Benth&m, John Sturat Mill, and Herbert Spencer, 
among others, to suggest the radical differences between Carlyle's 
and ~uskin's method of approaching social and economic questicns, and 
thEt of their great contemporaries. Bentham, Mill, and ::>pencer 
=r~ilNttmr the study of social and economic life in a logical, 
ap.:pr£l}Ched it 
scientific way; Carlyle and RusRi~aften an extremely haphazard and 
unscientific fashion. Carlyle was frt nkly contemptuous. of the 
systematic and scientific treatment of the problems of society. He 
brands as "artificial" the society which "knows its o~n structure, 
its own·internal functions," and asserts that it is not by a study of 
its parts, their of:rices and powers, but "in working outwardly to 
the fUlfillment of its aim, does the well-being of Society consist."2 
Ruskin, on the other hand, laid claim to the title or polit-
ical economist,3 a claim which is denied him, however, by all leading 
exponents of that science. Not only did he make this claim for 
himself, but he also practically asserted that he had a better right 
Note 
,, 
" 
1--The Study of Architecture, page 29. 
2--Critical & Miscellaneous Essays, "Characteristics," p.300. 
3-- ''My forte is really not de script ion, but political 
economy." (Fora Clavigera, Vol.III., p.240.) 
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to the title than many who generally received it. He said, in 
1857: "Whenever I have taken up any modern book upon this subject, I 
have usually found it encumbered with inquiries into accidental or 
minor commercial results, for the :pursuit of which an ordinsry reader 
could have no leisure, and, by tile complication of which, it seemed 
to me, the authors thense1~1es had been not unfrequently prevented 
from seeing to the root of the business. "1 It was this "seeing 
' 
to the root of the business" which Ruskin thought to be the final qual-
ification for the title of political economist, and one which he 
, . 
clsimed to exhibit in his treatment of the economic problem. 
To Ruskin, however, as well as to Carlyle, the title of 
scientific thinker must be denied· Their lack ~f sympathy for the 
scientific spirit has led not only to a serious confusion in their 
treatment of socil:,l and economic questions,--a. fact which has militated 
against the influence of their work as social teachers,--but also to 
an unfair attitude toward the scientific thinkers of their times, 
and to· an unjust antagonism towards all which these thinkers propounded 
for the .solution of the problems of society. In the following 
chapters some note will be taken of the errors into which they fell 
through their opposition to such scientific students of society as 
Bentham, John stuaEt Mill, and others. 
The criticism has frequently been levelled at Carlyle 
and Ruskin that not only are thejr social views and teachings 
based on unscientific methods, but that in them they have no central 
. 
~1~~ no consistent purpose, no clearly defined system. 'ITo the 
casual reader, this criticism, particularly with reference to 
Carlyle, will seem just. For his teachings along social lines 
are generally poured out in a brilliant but confusing admixture 
Bote 1--Political Economy of Art, Preface, viii. 
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with comments on politics, government, history, philosophy,' and 
what not~ To untangle his views on social and economic questions, 
and to arrange them in any orderly and systematic fashion, is often 
wall nighx impossible. Only by carefully and patiently following 
through his kaleidoscopic presentation of life can one discover that 
despite his irregularity of expression. he has from first to last clung to 
some very clearly defined and consistent views of society, as well as 
to some general methods for the solving of its problems. 
Ruskin, also, is the despair of those who seek.to find his 
social teachings presented and developed in systematic and logical 
form. Not only does he refuse to abide by any of the n1les 
of formal exposition in laying down his principles, but he also claims 
and exercises the privilege of mixing in with his social and economic 
teaching, in a most arbitrary,but brilliant and dazzling, fashion, 
. 
a great mass of extraneous matt.or, drawn from painting, architecture, 
politics, religion, travel, or whatever else the remarkably strong 
associative faculty of his great mind might sunmon before his 
imagination. Despite the resultant heterogeneity and confusion of much 
of his writing on sociul themes,· Ruskin made a very strong claim for 
continuity and consistency of purpose in his v;ork. Referring to 
"Fors Clavigera," he asserted thr.t "throughout every syllable •• (of it) • 
••• the reader will find one consistent purpose, and perfectly conceived 
system, far more deeply founded than any bruited about under their 
founder's names; including in its balance one bast department of 
hu~an skill,--the arts,--which the vulgar edonomists are wholly 
incapable of weighing; and a yet more vast rea.lm of human enj-oyment,--
the apiritual affections,--which materialist thinkers are alike 
. . 
incapable of imagining; a system not mine, nor Kant's, nor Comte's;--
but thut which Heavwn has taught every true man's heart, &nd proved 
,., 
'• 
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by every true man's work, from the beginning of time to this day."l 
A cnreful stddy of all his writings will verify his claim to a degree 
surprising to one impressed after a cursory examination of his ~arks 
with hils confusion only. 
. ·~.it 
It is not to be expected, however, that the value of Carlyle's 
and Ruskin's contribution to the social teaching of tneir age will 
arise from any systematic, not tc :~i&kX~xxsmientific treatment of 
the problems of society. It will be foun~ to consist, rather, in 
their prophetic insight into the evils of existing systems, their 
vision of the ideal to~ard which society should move, and their 
clarion oall to all men immediately to do so~ething toward the 
attainnent of right and equitable conditions for all clssses in 
society. Carlyle stripped away the veil between the rich and the 
poor, the weak and the mighty, with his "Condition-of-England 
Question;" and demanded in no uncertain terms that the wrongs revealed 
be righted. Ruskin brushed aside the sophistical, selfish 
arguments of a blinded and blinding political economy, and pointed out 
with compelline force~that society's relations are not mechanical, 
but organic, that the treatment of men as though they were machines 
must cease, that MAN, a spiritual being, must be the unit of 
society, and that the basis of man's dealings with his fellow man must 
be that expressed in the words of Jesus: "Whatsoever ye would that 
men should do to you, do ye even so to them." 
----·---------
Note 1--Fors Clavigera, Vol.VIII, p.62. 
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CHAPTER I. 
THE OPPOSITION OF CARLYLE AND RUSKIN TO CONTEMPORARY 
SOCIAL TEACHING. 
, 
.The appearance in 1776 of Adam Smith's ~ealth of Nations" 
marked the "re-creation of the science of political economy."1 
He was followed by that brilliant group of thinkers and writers, 
.. 
among whom the most noteworthy were Malthus, David Ricardo, Jeremy 
Bentham, James.Mill, ~nd John Stuart Mill, who, following in many 
particulars the lines of thought laid down by Smith, developed the 
new economy in ways undreamed of by their_great forerunner. It is 
I~ 
the teachings of this gtroup of political economists which Carlyle 
sarcttst ically en tit led the "dismal science," and againt:t which he 
directed the sharp shafts of his wrathful denunciation, 
In order to understand the reasons for Carlyle's opposition 
' 
to these men, a brief statement of their principal teachings may be 
of service. Malthus' most important work was, of course, the 
enunciation of his well known doctrine that the population increases 
more rapidly than subsistence. This principle, which he laid do~n 
in 1798,_ greatly influenced the other men of the group, though they 
. theory differed from him in some of his deductions from his im%%X%X~, as 
for instance, his 'td±a::f opposition to the repeal of the Corn Law, 
lest the consequent lowering of the prices of necessities lead to 
dangerous increase in the population. 2 Rioard~ constructed 
his economic theory on the basis of the "eoonomio man." ·Consequent-
ly, he treated man as though he were a "mere instrument of exch~nge." 
c~is theories of value, of wages, and of rent were brilliant deductions 
Note 1~-H. S .Pancoast, "Intro. to English Literature," p .403. 
2--J .M.Robertson, "Modern Hurnaniots," p .10 2. 
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from the assumption of absolutely free competitiom, of a universal, 
enlighten_ed, and unquELlified desire .to buy in the cheapest and sell 
in the dearest market."1 
, Bentham took as the text for his teaching, "the greatest 
happiness of the greatest number," an idea which he, when a youth, 
2 had found in Priestley. This conception of the public good as the 
supreme desideratum of society is linked with his theory of human 
nature. Men, he snid, "are by nature self-interested to the core, 
and never to be counted upon to stir so much as n little finger (such 
are his ovm words) for the public, save ~nd except in so far as it is 
for their own interest to do so."3 This natural characteristic 
of man makes him, when in power ove·r his fellow men, a natural plunderer 
of the:c. The ideal government, then, is one in which every DOssibte 
' oheok is placed by the people upon those in places of authcrity and 
power. Hence, he advocated a democratic form of government, with 
the use of every means available, such ns universal suffrage, etc., 
for holding rulers in strictest accountability to and subjection under 
the people. Bentham's disciple, Jamas lUll, was, like his master, 
a utilitarien and a radical, agreeing with him in his "greatest 
happiness of the greatest number" theory, in his conception of man 
as fundamentally selfish and predatory, and in his belief in a 
democratic form of government. 
John Stuart Mill, though trained by Bentham and his father 
to carry on their radical theories and propaganda, depcrted from their 
views to a considerable extent. They had "located the disease of 
the body politic in bad political institutions;" Mill located it 
"in the niggardliness of Nature wedded to the improvidence of l!an. n4 
Note 1--"Social England,"·voi.v. p.S31. 
2--J.MacCunn.._ "Six Radical Thinkers " 19 3--Ibid, p.3G ' p. ' 
4--Ibid, pp.4b,48. 
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Like them, he was a utilitarian, holding to the "greatest happiness 
of the greatest number" theory, but whereas they, in a strangely 
paradoxical fashion, Joined this doctrine to that of the inherent 
~ 
selfishness and self-seeking of the individuals of society, John 
Mill declared tr~t "human nature has it in it to pursue the public 
good even, if need be, at total sacrifice of personal happiness."1 
Still, he never quite reconciled this doctrine of individual 
• 
• 
self-sacrifice for the public good with his other doctrine that 
"ell human desire is; as matter-of-fact, desire for pleasure." 
Like Bentham and his father, Hill believed in a democratic form of 
gov3rnment, out there is this dl.:'ference between his views and theirs,--
they distrusted those in ·authority and placed their trust in 
majorities; .Mill,on the other hand'' reversed this, insisting that 
the majority must not be permitted to be too dominating. In his 
theory of government, he wao a pronounced individualist, and based his 
belief on the. assumption that in tr:e individunl' s life are certain 
"self-regarding acts" upon which f'Cvernrr.ont shall not infringe. 
This advocacy_ of laissez~, fa ire, which we find in lUll, is 
one of the principal characteristics of the Manchester School, ~. 
the leading representatives of which were Richard Cobden and John 
Bright. The central doctrine of this school, however, was that of 
free trade, based on the teaching of Adam Smith. Because of its 
extremely individualistic concepti.on of society, "Schb.nberg has 
attributed to the .blanchester school as its ·fundamental base, the 
doctrine that selfislmess is the most energetic and the sole 
legitimate economic motive, and thv.t its free expansion can alone 
establish the gest economic conditions." 2 
Note 1--J.MacCunn, "Six Radical Thinkers," p.57. 
2--Dictionary of Pol.Economy--Article on "The Munchel:5ter 
School." 
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The general principles of utilitarianism, la1seez-faire, 
individualism, and democracy, as expounded by the above mentioned 
writers, continued to be held and advocated by the leading e~ponents 
of econom.ic, social, and political thought during the active career 
of Carlyle as a writer, and down to the time when Ruskin took up his 
master's battle for a new conception and treatment o£ the problems of 
society. The principal political economists with whom Ruskin 
entered into controverey wars, in their main belie£~. akin to those 
against whom.C~rlyle hnd leveled his attack. The writer who 
# 
was. perhaps, more particularly sinrled out by Ruskin than any other 
as an exponent of the "dismal science" wa·a Henry Fawcett. This 
distin~1ished blind teacher and political leador was a pronounced 
-ind,ividualist. "He was, in fact, a. faithful disciple of that school 
of economic tho11ght which inolinod in the direction of emphasizing 
individual liberty and limiting the interference of the state ••• nl 
' 
This brio£ and very general survey of these leading social 
and economic teachers of their age will enable us to understand more 
clearly the vigorous attacks made by C~rlyle and Ruskin upon the 
theories which they advanced. 
Bote 1--Dict,o£ Pol.Ec.-Article on "Henry Fawcett." 
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UTILITARIANISM • 
.. 
The first of thesd general theories upon which they made an 
attack was utilitarianism. Thio doctrine that the goal of society 
is "the greatest happiness of the greatest number," with its hedonis-
tic corollary that "all human desire is desire fDr plea.sure," and 
: · that the fundamental motive of human action is self-interest, was opposed 
with much vigor by Carlyle, and with ever greater force end en8rgy 
by Ruskin. 
Carlyle, in "Past and Present," placed his finger on the 
fundamental ethical difficulty of this doctrine,--a difficulty which 
even the younger Mill falled to surmount, --when he se.id that to de-
clare the chief aim of government to be "the greatest happiness of 
I 
., 
the greatest number .••• gencrally means that the greatest number is 
number one." .. 1 The utilitarians larr,ely disreearded the inner 
life of man in fixing their otandHrd o·f value, the·latter beine based 
on "what affected the outward man." Morality, therefore, they 
r~gnrded"as a set of rules based upon political economy." 2 As 
early as 1829, C&rlyle criticized this narrow, mechanical, and 
mete rialist ic concept ion of man, held by wha. t he termed the ".Profit-
and-Loss Philosophers," deriding their attempt to "count up and 
C'" estimate men's motives" and "by cttrious checking e.nd balancing, and 
other adjustments of Profit and Loss, to guide them to their true 
advantage." He denied the possi bill ty of any adeque.te enumeration 
of such motives, or valid conclusions from them. History shows 
that man has never been a roused to his gre~test efforts by calcu-
lations of Profit and Loss, or by mercensry and finite considerations 
• 
Note 1--Quoted by Samuel Davey, "Darwin, Crorlyle, and Dickens, With 
Other Essays," p.71. 
2--Ibid, pp.49,50. 
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1• but only by spiritual and infinite incentives. 
To the centra.l doctrine of utilitarianism, thnt human life 
proceeds on th_e basis of a hedonistic psychology, and that the right 
motive of mtm is a desire for pleasure and for escspe from pain, Carlyle 
opposed his teaching that obedience to Infinite and Eternal Law must 
be.the principal concern of man. This conception of the right.-
motive of life was the product of an evolution in Carlyle's thought. 
In describing the "Everlasting No" exporience,2 he says: "In spite of 
all .Motive·grinders, and Mechanical Profit-and-Lose Philosophies, with 
the sick ophthalmia end hallucination they had brought on, was the 
Infinite nature of Duty still dimly present to me: living without God 
in the world,of God's light I wao not utterly bereft ••. " But 
in his "Everlasting Yea" experience tho dimness of his vision is 
cleared away.,. and he says: "There is in mnn a HIGHER thsn Love of 
Happiness: he can do without Happiness, and instead thereof find 
Blessedness! •••• Love not Pleasure; love God."3 
His belief that man' a motives and actimns mlist be dominated· 
by his relation to the Infinite Law led him into sharp antagonism with 
the utilitarian school. The.? epproachcd the problem of' man's motives 
and actions with an almout complete disregard for his connection 
with an Infinite Law. 
"The out come of their teaching was to regard all 
religions alike as superstititions."' C~1rlyle says that Benthem-
ism is a complete, Rnd even heroic, avowal of the belief that "this 
world is a dead ir~n machine, the god of it Gravitation and selfish 
Hunger," and says: "It is the culminvting point, and :fearless 
ultimatum, of what lay in the half-and-half state, pervading man's 
Note 1-·"Signs of the Times" in "Critical & Misc.Essays," pp.l91,192. 2--"Sartor Resartus," p.l24. 3--Ibid, p.l45. 
4--Davey, p.5o. 
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whole existence in thnt ~ighteenth Century. It seems to me, all 
deniers of Godhood, and all lip-balievera ~f it, are bound to be 
. 1 
Benthamltea, if they have courage and honesty." In this same 
6 
·-lecture there follow very severe strictures upon this Godless concep-
tion of the Universe. He points out that this view will destroy what 
is best and noblest in life, and that tlfe'Doctrine of Motives' with 
which it is allied will put an end to all heroism by making "a 
. 
wretched love of Pleasure, fear of P.ain •.•• Hunger, of applause, of 
cash, of whatsoever victual it may be .••• the ultlinDte fnct of 
man's life."2 Such hedonistic philosophy mut->t fail. Human 
life can reach its noblest fruition only through obedience to Divine 
I 
' I
' I 
.• r 
I 
.I 
.I. 
Law~· Therefore, "to find his tru~ relations to the Universe is to ··1 
carlyle the whlhle Duty of men. "3 "Love not Pleasure; love God. 
This is the EVERLASTING YEA, wherein all contradiction is solved: 
wherein whoso walks and works, it is well wlth him. "4 
Carlyle recognized in utilitarianism, however, a usefulness 
similar to that which he saw in domocracy,--it uncovers shame, 
destroys cant, and commits itself boldly and openly to the materialistic 
conception of life whiCh it finds dominating society. It is "an 
eyeless Heroism: the Human Spemmea, like a hapless blinded Samson 
grinding in the Philistine 111111, clasps convulsively the pillars 
of ita .Mill;· brings huge ruin down, but ultimately deliverance 
withal ••• n5 It is an appronch towards new Faith," whose coming 
will be hastened when men see clearly the dt:solntion into which their 
selfish philosophy of life has brought them. 
Note 1--"Heroea & Hero-Worship " p 4 
3--V.D.Scudder, "Social Idoal~ in 
4--"Sartor Resartus " p 145 
5 "H • • • T~ eroes & Here-worship," p.4. 
Note 2--Ibid, p.4. 
English Letters," p.l81. 
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The views of Ruskin oonoerning utilitarienism,and the 
. 
grounds ·of hie opposition thereto, praot ically ooinoide with those 
of Carlyle. As has been intimated, he ia even more energetic in 
I hie condemnation then is hi~ master· He early exercised his 
extraordint1ry powers of rhetoric in vigorously denouncing the 
utilitarian theory and its representatives. Ovrlyle's outbur~ts 
against them early uttraoted hi~ attention end moved him to a like 
aasault upon them. Indeed, it was thus thnt he first beoame a 
disciple of the former. 1 As y.-ith Carlyle, it is the "seeking 
for pleasure'! and "no God" -basis of the utilitarl:m teaching whioh 
he most vigorously opposed. In "tlodern Paintoru, "2 he says 
that things "which only help us to exist are in a secondary and mean 
sense, useful, or rather, if they be looked for alone, they are 
useless and worse, for it would be botter thf\t we should not exist, 
than thr\t we shou1.d guiltily dieappoint the purposes of existence." 
He speaks with bitter acorn of men that "inDolently oall themselves 
Utilitarians, who would turn, if thoy hud their way, themselves and 
their raoe into vegetables; msn wto think, as far as such can be 
said to think, thr.t the ment is more than the life, end the raiment 
thbn the body, v;ho look to the earth e.s a stable, and to ita fruit 
as fodder." 2 He accuses his ego, ne Carlyle did his, of being 
dominated by the utilitarian dootrino of self-intoraet,nnd refers 
to sooiety as "not meroly without love of its neighbour, but 
founding all its prcoeedines on the prooiae oontrsry of thBt,--
love of its self, nnd the soaking of avery man for hie own •••• n3 
Like the author of "Sartor ReeBrtua," he opposes the Godless conception 
of eooietr with the teaohing,---more distinctly ehriEJtitm in form 
tht~n Carlyle'a,--thut mnn is God's servnnt, thnt faithful and 
.Note 1--J.A.Hobson, ''John Rnakin: Social Reformer," p.50·51. 
2--Modern Painters, Vol.II., p.4. 
3--Fora Clavigera, Vol.III. p 54-5. 
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loving obedience to the Divine Law should govern his actions, and 
that such obedience will bring to him & happiness which is ethical 
1 
and proper. 
~ It has been pointed out by J.A.Hobaon2 that Ruskin's 
dissatisfaction with the "gret.:test happiness of the greatest number" 
() theory is not due to his denial thut the greatest possible general 
happiness is"a iesirable state among men, but to his antagonism to 
"the hedonism by which most. of the utilitarian prophets delivered 
over the conduct of life to fleeting pleasures and pains, without 
providing for the attainment of the conditions of abiding happiness." 
' So far is Ruskin from denying thet genert:.l happiness is a justifiable 
desideratum for society that Hobson aays ho "may not unaptly be classed 
as a utilitari~n." For .tho~1gh the motives operating .in the 
individual man are. to be bnsed on prinoi plea of Just ice and Hone sty., 
-
the .result is to be measured in terms of happiness. "'The final 
outcome and consummation of all w0alth is in the producing, as many 
as possible, .full-breathed, D.right -eyed, and happy-h-oarted human 
beings.'" There is one thing to be ~apt in mind~ here, howeger, 
and that is tnat happiness io not the ~. the goal, in Ruskin's 
teaching, as it is in that of tho utilitarian school. Happiness 
will be the inevitable concomitant ~f obedience to the Divine 
Law. 'But to keep thnt Law as perfectly as ponsible is the chief 
duty and function of man. "We shall never know whr. t you have done, 
or left undone, ~til the question with us, every morning, is~ no~ 
how to do the gainful thing, but how to do the just thing, during 
3 
the day •••• " For example, happineso is the certain reward 
of doing to one's neighbor as one would that his neighbor should 
Note 1--Modern Painters, Vol.II., p.4. 
2--Pages 97,98. 
3--The.Crown of Wild Olive, p.243,--italios mine. See 
also Modern Painters~ Vol.II., p.4. 
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do to him, though the happiness attainod i3 in np wise the goal of · 
the action. Here Ruskin's great ddvantage over his utilitarian 
opponents becomes a~parent. Their doctrine that ''to do the 
best for oneself, is finally to do tho best for others" cannot st~nd 
the teet of practicbl application to human conduct, or of ethical 
judgment. They themselves endeavored, though futilely, to 
avoid its more reprehensible implications. But Ruskin's ·assertion 
that "to do the best for others, is finully to do the best for 
1'- . -
ourselves" is approved both by ethics and by actual application 
to life. 
His restatement of this teaching of Jesus, and hie et'lphasis · 
--
upon .. it, mt:;rk him as a notable leader in that movement which has so 
largelY overturned the old individualistic and selfish conception of 
-
society, particularly of industrial life, and which has resulted in 
such remarkable progress toward more distinctly socialistic ideals. 
With prophetic woris hc early w~rned the representatives of the 
prevailing economy that the principles of sel£-interest in trade and 
industry, particularly that of frt:e competition, --the buying in 
the cheapest me.rket and selling in the dearest, --could not continue 
.. 
as the basis of economic relations, thnt the getting men to do one a 
service for which one did the leest he could in return must have an 
end. "I dislike any reference to abstr~ot just ice as muoh as 
you do, but I cannot see my way to keeping this injustice always 
in my own favor; and if I cannot, it seems to me the matter may 
as well be settled at first, as it must come to be settled at 
last, in thnt disegreeably just way."2 This insistence that the 
political economy of the age cease to found its actions on self-
interest, that it ground itself upon a thoroughly ethical basis, 
Note 1--Crown of Wild Oliver, p.296. 
2--Ar;ows of the Chace, Vol.II, p.49. Letter to Editor of 
Pall :Mall Gazette," J..pr .18,1866. 
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that it make its principles moral, and that it substitute altruistic 
principles for its hedonistic rules for notion, is one of Ruskin's 
greatest and most important contributions to the social teaching 
of his age. 
It should be said that Carlyle and Ruskin did not 
always treat· their antagonists of the utilitarian school with 
entire fairness. The latter, in practice. nu.de larger provision 
for the altruistic element in economic and aooial relations than Carlyle 
and Ruskin were willing to take cognizance ~f. At the same time, 
it must be admitted that their theory of economy was frankly hedon-
istic, and that they did little which wna.aucceaaful to relieve their 
teaching of ita implications that the attaining of "the greatest 
happiness of the greatest number" was to be through the seeking for 
pleasure and,for eaoape from pain. Hence, in the rrAin, the 
strioturea of Carlyle and Ruskin upon their doctrine were justifiable, 
and did muoh to point out the need of a new ethical basis for eoonomio 
and social relations. 
To.summariza, it may be said that Carlyle and Ruskin success-
fully refuted the hedonistic basis of the Utilitarian economy, offering 
as a substitute for it the prinoiple that mr.n shall love God ond 
obey His Law. Happine~.s does not come as a result of the pursuit 
of self-interest, but from the doing of one's duty,.whioh is to 
aot in right relationship to the l~ws of God's Universe. 
Thia fact, thut happiness proceeds from conformity to God's Law, 
though inherent in uvrlyle's teaching, is not developed by him so 
fully as by Ruskin, the latter thereby giving a more adequate, 
setiufuctory and effective refutution to the utilitarivn theory 
ths.n his master. The v:ork of both, however, is important as 
marking a notable effort to resist and supplant an injurious 
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philospphy of economic and social life, to whose account many evils 
of their age were to be attributed • How succeusful their efforts 
ultimately ~ere will be considered in a leter chapter. 
' l < 
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INDIVIDUALISM AND "LAISSEZ FAIRE." 
The individualism of the utilitarian school has already been 
referred to. Bentham's hedonistic individualism wss in hbrmony 
with the definition of the community which he found prevv.iling in 
his day,--a "fictitious body composed of individual persons who are 
'" 
considered a~ constituting, as it were, its members." It naturally 
followed, apparently, that "the interest of tho community, then, 'is 
the sum of the interests of the severnl members wLo compose it.'" 
For enoh individual to seek his own interest is not, therefore. 
incompatible with the promotion of the public interest also. 
society mu~t proceed on the basis of the self-interested nota of ita 
individual members. This is Benth6m's teaching. Ilia 
individualism, as well as that of Mill, grew out of a revolt against 
the old dispensation, under which man's.moral duty was to submit 
and obey, if an inferior, or to protect, if a superior. "Tho 
new dispensation in which, by dint of his own free choice and self-
ass.ertion, man becomes the E•rbiter of his situz:tion, had como ••. 
' 
and whut remuined was that avery man, and avery woman, free, 
enlightened, self-protective, self-assertive, should hold their 
own fate lmd. fortunes in their own hnnds. nl 
J.S.Mill, who carne to modify the hedonistic implications 
of his utilitarianism by the adoption of self-sacrifice as a motive 
of .action, sought to reconcile his "doctrine of the inviolability of 
the individual" with his advocacy of the no arrall duties of the 
state, by advancing his distinction between actions which affect 
others, and "self-regarding acta," i.e., acta which effect none 
but the individual himself. These, he claimed, constitute 
Bote 1--lYlaoCunn, "::lix Rf;dioal Thinkers,., p.52. 
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a lb.rge part of life, tmd -with thet:l "neither law nor administration 
nor public opinion h[J.ve v.nything to do ••• unless to gunrd (them) 
~ealously from invasion. "l Hence, his steadfast belief in 
"private property, private capital, inheritsnco, contract, and 
competition,"! and his defense of the laissez faire doctrine of 
government. 
csrlyle attacked the individualh::m of motive in ":Benths.mism" 
.. • ' . - ·~ !'·! ·' ~ 
as being at the root of the evil of the new industrial order~ in 
which the old personul rel~tione between employer Gnd employe had 
been supplanted by the money relsti~n of the v.age system. "what 
Carlyle felt to be needed was the deeper sense of sooisl unity, 
a stronger feeling of responsibility. n2 Socioty,.he said, is 
not en e.ggregstion of separete units, but n concretion of units in j 
;I 
organic relvtion to each othor. Hence, hiu demand that man fl.Ot with 11 
disinterested motives. The l£1borer shall serve humanity with his 
best work, no metter how he himt~elf mny fara. The employer shall 
' 
seek .. the happiness of his men as eE.rnostly a.B that of himself. 
Ruskin held practically the same viov:s. Tho doctrine of free 
competition provoked the fierce wrath of both. "Our life," says 
Cs.rlyle, 3 "is not a mutual helpfulness; but rrther, cloaked 
under laws-of-war, named 'fair comp~tition' and so forth, it iv a 
mutuel hostility. we hove profoundly forgotton everywhere that 
Cash-pal!!l~nt is not the sole relation of hump.n beings; we think, 
nothing doubting, that it absolves end liquidates all engagements 
of man." Ruskin speaks even more sternly: "So fnr as I know, 
there is not in history record of nnything eo disgraceful to the 
human intellect as the modern idea that the commercial text, 'Buy 
Note--1--M&cCunn, "Six Radicc"l Thinkers," p.65. 
2--Windelband, "A History of Philosophy," p.665. 
3--Past and Present, p.l85. 
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-l in the cheapest market und sell in the der,reet, • represents, or 
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( 
. 
under_ any circumstances could represent, an available principle of 
nationfll economy. nl 
Both agree elso in denying the inviolability of individual 
rights when geners.l interests are 1;t stake. The doctrine of 
lsissez_faire, which prevailed among the leading political economists, 
from Adam Smith down to Henry .lfawoett, assumed "that each individual, 
in seeking to get the moss for himsalf, must tuke that course by 
which he v.ould contribute rncst to the general well-being, n2 end 
that .. consequently, the :rawest possible checks are to be placed upon 
his actions by the state. John Stuart Mill, for instanoe, in 
his "Principles of foliticnl Economy,"3 ·states what he conuiders 
to .be ''the principal rea~ons, of v. gener&l character, in favour of 
restricting to the narrowest compnsa the intervention of a public 
-
authority in the business of the community," and snys that "feVl 
. 
will dispute the more th8n sufficiency of these reRsons to throw, 
in every inst rtnce, the burt hen of moking out e. strong case, not on 
those who resist, but on those who recommend, government inter-
ference. L&issar-f'tdre, in short, should be the general practice; 
every departure from it, unles~ required by some great good, is a 
certain evil." 
It was on thia pcint that t:orlyle broke vii th Mill u.nd the 
'kka philosophical radico.lo·' "The (French) Revolution, uc~ording 
to him, meant the sweeping a~~y of effete beliefs end institutions, 
bu.t implied a lEo the necesai ty of a reconstructive process. 
~hbrtism begins with R fierce attack upon the laissez faire theory, 
Note 1--Unto Thio Lnst, p.58. 
2--J.A.llobson, p.92. 
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which showed blindness to this naoessity. The prevalent political 
economy, in wrdch that theory was embodied, made s. principle of 
neglecting the very evils which it should be the grant function of 
1 government to remedy." He aaw the possibilities of a revol-
ution in England,--"s. thing of tinder-boxes, vitriol-bottles, second-
hand pistols, a visibly innupportv.blc thing in the eyes of all," 2 
if this 'Do-nothing' policy should persist in the face of the 
conditions existing at thfit time in English industrial life. "In 
brief," he says, "a government of the under classes by the upper on 
a principle of Let &lone is no longar poosibla in Englund in these 
3 days." This statement io ·si[~nifioant, i.a view of the great 
extension of the functions of tho ::state since it vrTs 'lf1ritten. 
In 1885 it was said, "Amongst consinorable political writers, if 
we .except Mr.Ruskin, Carlyle stands out in solitl'l.ry O!-position to 
all such modes of thought, n4 that iu. to the laif::eez faire doctrine. 
In "Chnrtism," ".Past and Present," "Lr..tter-Day Pamphlets," and 
"Shooting Iiiagsra," as well as in l'crtions of "Sartor Resartns," 
he ndvocetes such extensive enlergeoent of the powers of interfer-
ence vd th the ind ividue.l by the ~tate as even to outdiatnnce most 
advocates of Socialism. Theca suggested extensions of the 
~tate's duties will be tre~ted at length when dealing with his 
"So oialism." 
Ruskin, teo, expreaeea himself very explicitly in favor 
of imparting to the State many new powers of interfering, for the 
public good, in the provinces markod by the political economists 
as sacred to 'Personal Liberty.' His views on State inter-
ference are, like Carlyle's, so radical oftentimes as to t sugges 
Note 1--Eno.Brit., Vol.V., p.352. 
2--C,hart:t.am p .42. Note 3--Ibid p 31 4--]ortn~ghtly Review, 1885. Vol.44, p.51~. • • 
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his belief 1n 8 paternalistic gove~nment. These views will be 
considered more in detail in a leter chapter. His opposition 
to laissez faire finds expression in words as strong as those 
of his master. "The notion of Discipline and Interference," 
he says, "lies at the very root of all humon progress or power." 
.. 
And he asserts "that the 'Let alone' principle is, in all things 
. . 1 
which man has to do with, the principle of death." He uses 
the analogy of a ship' a compvny to illuotrate the need of the 
subjection of tho individual to general restraints and control for 
the general good. He admito that a greater amount of personal 
liberty is necessary in society than on the ship. "This great 
difference in final COndition involves neoeSSRrily much COmplexity 
. 
in the system and application of general laws; but it in no wise 
abrogates,--on the contrary, it renders yet more imperative,--
the. necessity. for the firm ordinance of euch .laws, which, m£.rking 
the due limits of independent agency, me.y enable it to exist in 
full anergy, not only without becoming injurious, but so as more 
variously and perfectly to promote tho entire interests of the 
ccmmonv.-ealth. n2 
Before leaving this subject of their opposition to 
individualism and the leisoaz faire doct~ine, it should be noticed 
~ that Carlyle nnd Ruskin must themselveD be classed as individualists 
of a certain kind. The individualism of the "Benthamites" was 
bssed upon their conception of society as an segregation of 
units; while that of carlyle on~ Ruskin is in harmony with their 
view .of society ns an orgrmism. This orr.enic view of sooiety 
"regnrdad the relation as an intrinoic one" e.nd "recognized ua.t 
the individual has an independent life of his own," but "thBt 
Bote 1--Politicel ~conomy gf Art p.21. 2--Tlme and Tide, p.7 • ' 
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that independent life is nothing other than his social life." 
Bearing this in mind, it is to be remembered, however, that in 
considering the demands of society ns a whole, the rights of the in-
dividuals who compose it are not to be forgotten. Treating the 
individual as a social being, and subordinate to the general 
rtghts, needs and requirements of his group, Carlyle and Ruskin 
do .. not forget his fundamental importance as an integral unit of 
. 
that society. No one has given greater recognition to "the 
worth, dignity and possibilities of tho individual life, 
however i'lickering and obscure," than they. Both demand that 
it be remembered that back of every question of economic, social, 
or politice.l·reform, --baok of the questions of wages and profit, 
of Malthusian laws, of Factory legislation or the abolition of 
CD~ Laws,--are individuals, human beings, ~ uarlyle sees 
in every m!::n that which renders':his cutting off from others a loss 
to all the world. In the odd, fnnoiful language of Teufelsd:r.l,..ckh, 
he ·says: "More thvn once have I s aid to myself, of some perhaps 
whimsically strutting Figure, such as provokes whimsical thou~hts: 
'Wert thou, my little Brotherkin, suddenly covered-up within the 
largest imaginable Glass-bell,---what a thing it were, not for 
thyself only, but for the world! •.•• thtne has a Hole fallen-out in 
•· the immeasurable, universal World-tissue, which must be darned-up 
. 1 
again! r" From the French Revolution he derives· a lesson which 
.. 
·England, with its disregard for the welfare of its humble workmen, might 
learn to advantage,-- "The masses count to so many millions of 
units; made, to all appearance, by God ••••••• Every unit of these 
.. 
masses is a miraculous Man, even as thyself art; •••• with a spark 
Note 1--Sartor Resnrtue, p.l84. 
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1 
of the Divinity, what thou calleat an immortal soul, in him!" 
"All men, we must repeat," he says in •che.rtism,"2 "were made 
by God, and have immortal souls in thom. The S'anapotatoe is of 
the selfsame stuff as the superfineat Lord Lieutenant." This high 
evaluation of the individual enters lnrgaly into his views as to the 
-proper solution of the problems of society, as will be pointed out 
ina later chapter. 
Ruskin, also, glvea clear recognition to tho importnnce 
.. 
of:the individual in society, and looks to him as the one upon whom 
.. 
the correction of many of the evilo of society dovolvea. He snya 
that one of his correspondents wrote him~· evidently "under the 
conviction, --a very natural one, --that no· individual practice can 
heve the zlx smallest power to change or check the vast system of 
-
modern commerce, or the methods of its transaction. I, on the 
:kk£ contrary. a.m convinced that it is by his personal conduct that 
any ma.n of ordinf:•ry power will do the greatest amount of good that 
is in him to ,do ••••• n3 Though' he grwe a large place in h~.s 
teachines, as will be pointed out lf.ter, to government control in 
industrial and aooial affairs, along lines very plainly in harmony 
with socialism, and though he expected grant benefits to accrue 
from such extension of the State's functions, yet at the same time 
• he declared very emphatically tha 1:, while. "the laws v;hich at present 
regulate the possession of wealth are unjust," it is "because the 
motives which provoke to its attainment are impure," and that "no 
socialism can effect their abrogation, unle~s it can abrognte also 
covetou~neas and pride, which it is by no meano yet in the way 
of doing,"---an individualistic note to ~hich those who expect 
Bote l::F~e~ch Revolution, Vol.I., pp. 44,46. 3--~ofs ~favigera, Vol.III., p.269. 
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socialism to usher in the millenium might profitably give hoed. 
Carlyle and Ruskin, then, may be said to have bean 
individualists in that they emphasized tho fact that (in words used 
of one of their followers), "there is but one place in which, by 
reason of its very nAture, the ultimata good for mnn can reside, 
~ because there is but one place in which it can find realisation, and 
• 
that is in the willa and characters of individuals • For the good •••• 
.. 
is .a spiritual good, a dutiful attitude of will, a right state of char-
acter, end however aeny the materiv1 conditions it may need as ita 
~ instruments, it is in the lives of men and women that it onn alone 
find .ita dwelling-place." 
In summing up Carlyle's and Ruskin's views on "individual-
ism~ and "laissez faire", it should be noted, as was the case in 
considering thair opposition to utiliturienism, that thay were not 
entirely fair to those who differed with thorn. The fact is, thr-t 
" 
the exponents of individualism and laissez fEdre ware far less 
circumsori bed in their taG.al"..ing:s by o. s triot intcrpa:etat ion of 
tho sa doctrines th&n Carlyle and Ruskin Viere willing- to e.dmi t. 
John Stuart lUll, for example, udvocr ted u much greater extension 
of the powers and duties of the State than a close confinement to 
his doctrine of the inviolability of individual righta, and of 
lai;:;sez fnire, would logically have permitted. The same wee true 
to .a greater or less degree of the other political economists of the 
aee. And most of them participated actively in bringing about 
some of the ereatest reforms of the ora, many of which involved 8 
broadening of the scope of the State's powers. It is true, 
however, thnt such admissionn into their teaching and prnotice of 
granter po\'lert3 to the Stt:1te were at the expense of oonoictenoy 
• 
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with their central theory of the individual and the state. Carlyle's 
and Ruskin's reasons, therefore , for attacking this theory were val"fii. 
And the impo:r.tance of their refutation of it cannot be overestimated; 
for whether the socialistic conception of the functions of government 
be the right one or not. and whether Carlyle and Ruskin may be 
. 
aaid .directly to have influenced very greatly the introduction and 
acceptance of that idenl, it is true nevertheless that such conception 
is largely supplanting the ind ividueli :Jt:fc and laissez ft;ire view 
of government; end it should be remembered that among the earliest 
noteworthy writers in England to combat the latter theory were 
these two great social teachers v;ho form the subject of our 
discussion •. 
'! 
I 
• 
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WHAT !HEY ADDED TO THE OLD POLITICAL ECONOMY. 
The attack made by Carlyle and Ruskin upon the prevailing 
political economy was not without far-reaching rvsults· Their 
refutation of the selfish, hedoniotic utili tariCJnism of their day, 
and their advocacy of a "gi-eater-Noblenoss" instead of a "Greater-
·~ .. 
Happiness" ideal for society marked the beginning of the wide-spread 
acceptance of a new motive for human notion. Even those whom 
they antagonized in their own ,dEly we.re compelled to modify their 
inh,rent _ 
teachings in·the light of the wea¥~esses t~~i% which were pointed 
. 
out to them. John Stuart Mill, trained from boyhood to carry 
-
on .the propaganda of Benthamism, made radical departures from the 
principles of that teaching. From his first break with that 
-school in 1826 "he went on, he tells uo, to .materially chnne-e his 
. 
views. He adopted what he later found was Carlyle's anti-self-
-
oonsciousnesu theory,of happiness not as an end, but to be attained 
only by having another aim, the happiness- of others •••• "l The 
power with which Carlyle advocated this and other truths made, 
says Mill, "a deep impression upon me, " 2and. inspired him to give 
-increasingly·grca.ter emphasis to them in his teaching. 
The great changes Which have taken place in economic thought 
since the days when political economists based their ~eaohings upon 
abstract theories of individualism and self-interest •'-theories 
which bolstered up an iniquitous system of industrial inequality 
and oppression,-are suggested by Frederi~ Harrison, in an article 
on Ruskin~ in which he says: 
.. Note 
I 
I 
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'Unto this Last' appeared·· have seen the practical overthrow of the 
rigid plutonomy which he denounced." The disrepute into which 
many of the theories of the old economy have fallen is too well 
known to require explication. Not the least notable of these 
discredited theories is that linked with the mame of the Manchester 
school, viz., the doctrine of laissez ftdre. Regarding the 
--
successful rebellion againot this conception of government E.T.Cook 
. .. .. . 1 . 
has said: "At the time when Ruskin wrote, al~ke the science and 
the. practice .. of State-craft founded upon it were beginning to be 
undermined; but the work of the historicai school in Germany was as 
yet but little known in this country, and Ruskin's amplification 
of Carlyle's protest against the 'dismal science' did much to 
stimulate the revolt." 
-One. of the most significant characteristics of contemporary 
... 
political economy, as compared with that of tho first hnlf of the 
-· Nineteenth oentury, is its treatment of economic relatione on an 
ethical basis, and not on the old mechanical basis of what Carlyle 
called the 'dismal science'. Of this revolutionary change, 
John s. MacKenzie says: "Not only has thoro been a tendency to 
... 
subordinate the study of Economics to the larger science of 
Sociology, kkxm~x but there has also beon a demand---largely 
• through the influence of such writors na Carlyle and Ruskin---for 
a more distinct recognition of ethical considerations on the 
economic aspects of life."2 
It may be said then that the coincidence of the rise 
of the new political economy with the advocacy of the same by 
Carlyle and Ruskin cannot be entiroly fortuitous. How far 
Note 1--Introduction to Vol.XVII., "The Works of John Ruskin," 
page ciii. 
2--J.S.MacKenzie, "An Introduction to Social Philosophy," p.a. 
I 
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the teachingE of these two writers waa,reaponsible, directly and 
indirectly, for the overthrow of the old and the coming of the new, 
it is not possible to determine OEnctly. But that their work 
had far greater significance than their contemporaries were prepared 
to admit is now coming to be more generally recognized. That 
+' 
many of the views propuunded by them, which were received with 
' -
contempt and scorn by practically evury great contemporary writer 
on .political ,and economic subjects, have now received wide-spread 
acceptance and approval, is the beat proof of their right to be 
classed among the greatest social teachers of the ~ineteenth century. 
I 
----------------:------~·--~--! 
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CHAPTER II • 
THEIR VIEWS ON THE NATURE AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF SOCIETY. 
I. THE BIOLOGICAL ANALOGY. 
The :fact has already been mentioned, in contrasting their 
views with those o:f 11Benthsmiam," that Carlyle and Ruskin looked upon 
the .ra lations o:f society as or gonic. Because o:f their reiJUgnance :for, 
i:f not hostility to, science, particularly %±3 biological science, 
not only did they :fail to strengthen their treatment o:f society as 
organic by the more extended use o:f the analogies suggested by that 
rapidly advancing science, Dut they also caused xu~. to be much 
the f;uct 
obscured, and even largely overlooked/. that they had any organic 
theory of society at ell. 
.~ 
It will be found, however, on careful examination, that the 
-
view that society is an organism, analogous to the biological, 
. 
which has been so thoroughly worked out by Herbert Spencer, and others, 
was anticipated by Carlyle in his :first book, "Sartl!r Resartus," as 
well as in the others which :followed. Written at £X a time when 
Rousseau's •social contract' and Bentham's 'aggregation o:f units' 
theories or society prevailed, Carlyle wrote of society as "a living 
unity of fellowship. ,l In his wonderful chapter on "Organic 
Filaments," in "S artor Resartua," he finds the relation of a ach 
• man to all other men so close and vitnl that "all things, the 
minutest that he does, minutely influence a~l man, and the very look 
of his face blesses or curses whcmoo it lights on, and so generates 
ever nev1 blessing or new cursing •••• ," and illustrates his meaning 
thus: "There is not a red Indian; , hunting by Lake Wlinnipic, can 
. . 
quarrel with his squaw, but the whole world must smart :for it: 
Bote 1--Scudder, "Social Ideals in English Letters," p .150. 
l~ 
• 
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will not the price of beaver rise? "1 In this same chapter he 
uses the biological analogy, a favorite with him, X±xx%x~xt~~ 
to indicate what he considers to be the interdependence of the complex 
parts of society. "For if Government is, so to speak, the outward . 
., 
Skin of the Body Politic, holding the whole together and protecting 
" it;.and all· your Craft-Guilds, and Associations for Industry, of 
hand or of head, are the Fleshly Clot~~s,-tha muscular and osseous 
Th;sues (lying under suoh bkin), whereby Society stands· and works:--
-then· is Religion the inmost :Peficardial and Nervous Tissue, which 
• 2 
ministers Life and warm Circulation to the whole." 
Before ''Sartor Resartus" was printed, there appeared 
in his essay on "Charactoristice," (18311", some very striking 
statements as to the nature of society. In this essay he speaks ··· 
-
of "SOCIETY, the vital articulation of many individuals into a new 
.. 
collective individual •.••• n3 And in tho same essay he points out 
the fact, since emphasized so muoh in the application of the 
biological analogy to society, that while the unite change, the 
common life continues from age to age. "To figure society as 
endowed with Lii'e is scarcely a me.taphor; but rather the statel'lent 
of .a fact by .such imperfect methods as la.ngus ge affords. n4 
This life goes on forever • The evils of the e.ge might make 
Note 1--Bartor Resartus, p.l85. 
3--c.& M.Essays, p.299. 
5--Ibid, p.302. 
Bote 2--Ibid, p.l62. 
Bote 4--Ibid, pp.299,300. 
,' 
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In "Chartism" he compareo the agitations of .the times to 
"boils on the surface," indicating that "virulent humour festers 
deep within" the veins of society •1 His remedy is "a total change 
of ,.regimen, change of canst itutioil and existence from the very centre 
~ of it; a new body to be got, with resuscitated ooul,--not without 
• 
. . 2 
convulsive tra~ail-throes; as all new-birth presupposes travail!" 
. 
This coneeption of society ao an organism influenced Carlyle's 
entire teaching. It lay bamk of his oppooition to individualism 
and laissez .faira; it enabled him to visualize the feet, -to which 
.. 
those whom ho addressed himself ware blind,-that rich and poor, 
-great and omnll, were in vital relctionship, and that the welfare 
o.f all was essential to the ultiw:te peace and happiness of any, a 
-fa.ot which he preached with compelling force and power to his readers. 
This belief thet the relations of society wore organic, and that its 
graver troubles were deep-oeated, oending their roots down into 
.the .. vitals of the organism, lad also to some of his at the time 
inexplicable opposition to the efforts of practical reformers. 
Their remedies helped only the surface eruptions; he insisted npon 
tho sa which should reach the roots of the disease. 
Ruskin, also, though he "did not philosophise upon the 
'organic' nature of the State,"3 did neve-~thaless insist upon the 
organic integrity of society, ·and urged, as has already been 
pointed out, that the ~ell-being of ooc~ety depends upon the proper 
conservation of the interests of all ita members. J.A.Hobson, 
who has called him "a pioneer in the theory of Social Economics," 
says that Ruskin hE.s Justified this claim for him "by insisting 
Ncte 1--Chvrtism, pp.4,17. 
2--Past and Present, iS. 
3--Hoboon, p.94. 
i 
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upon the organic integrity and unity of all humnn activities, and the 
organic nature of the co-operation of the social unito."1 
Like Carlyle, Ruskin makes usa of the biological analogy 
in _presenting his view as to the nature of society. In his Preface 
to "The Economist of Xenophon I n2 he refers to Cyrus' "~aultless" 
arrangement of State powers, an arrangement which was justifiable 
-
on account of "the State being one human body, not a branched, 
coralline, semi-mortified mnss." In "U~to this Last, n3 he finds 
~ 
that .. the circulation of wealth in a nation. "resembles that of the 
blood in the natural body," an analogy which he carries out still 
:further, and which he claims "will hold, down even to minute 
particulars." 
Ruskin also points out, like uarlyle, the analogy between 
the evils of society and the diseases of the body. Thus, "crimea ••• 
are, as in the body natural, stains of disease on the faoe of 
delicate skin, making the delicacy itself frightful. n4 
~ 
Not only does Ruskin follow Carlyle in the uee of the 
biological annlogy to illustrate his conception of the integral 
unity of society, but he also followo him in making this conception 
of social relations as organic the basis -of his entire social teaching. 
throughout his writings, he holds consfstently to the proposition 
~ that society must ever be dealt with as an organic whole. 
Note 1--J.A.Hobaon, p.l02. 
2--l?age 28. 
i::~rrs~r~0~ulveris, pp.lOO,lOl. 
• 
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CHAPTER II •. 
II. THE PLACE OF THE INDIVIDUAL IB SOCIETY. 
Their views oonoerning the relation of the individual to 
' 
sooiety have already been referred tc in the discussion of their 
> 
attaok upon individualism • A few additions may be made to what was 
~ 
pointed out there. In view of their conception of society as an 
organism, both, of oourse, subordinate the individual's interests 
to .those of sooiety as a whole. 
- Furthermore, the individual's 
life is considered as inseparably connected with that of hi~ 
. 
fellows. __ Independent individual life is unthinkable. By nature 
he requires sooinl relationships and responsibilities for the nDrmal 
expression and development of his own character. Thus Carlyle, 
in his essay on "Characteristics," saye: 1' "To understand man, however, 
. 
we must look beyond the individual man and his notions or interests, 
and view him ,in combination wihh his fellows •. It is in Society 
that man first feels ·what he is; first bec-omes what he ca.n be. 
In ~ociety an altogether new set of spiritual activities are evolved 
·• 
in him, and the old immeasurably quickened and strengthened. 
Society is the genial element wherein his nature first lives and 
grows; the solitary man were but a small portion of himself, and 
must oont inue for ever folded in. stunted, and only half alive •••• " 
In "Past and Pre sent, "2 he says: ''Men c annat live isolated: we 
.!!:!, all bound together for mutual good or else for mutual misery, 
as living nerV'es in the same body." It is to a noglect of this 
principle that Carlyle attributes much of the evil and distress 
of the t irne s • The hereditary aristoc~acy, to whom the remainder 
of society looks for guidance, nmusex themselves with horses and 
Note 1--c.& M.Essays, p.299. 
2--Pnge 293 
I 
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hunting,· and expect to be served without rendering any service 
in return. The poor, whom they should help, perish, he says, "like 
neglected, foundered Draught-Cattle,of Hunger and Over-work," but 
..... 
they, as a result of shirking their duties, "still more wretchedly, 
of Idleness, Bstiety, and Ovcrgrowth •••• "1 
Ruskin also looks upon ths individual as indissolubly 
bound to· his·· .. fellows' enjoying benefito as .their welfare is augmented; 
undergoing privation when they suffer the loss of their prosperity. 
And, like Carlyle, he sees, springing from this int irutte relation, 
a demand that each do hiu aru~re in adding to the well-being of 
the .. whole group. The idleness o:f the aristocracy, therefore, 
.. 
meets with his severest disapproval, also . These men of superior 
.. 
training and opportunity should do more than "soak their own 
ple"esure and .. pre -eminence only; n 2 they, in return for the reverence 
and high at at ion accorded them, "will have some duties to do in 
return, n 3 duties the neglect of which will entail dire consequences 
upon those who shirk them. 
The views then of Carlyle and Ruskin as to the relation 
of the individual to society ~re in haroony with their conception of 
aocie.ty as an organic unity~ Tho individual is by nature a social . 
-being, linked inseparably with all his fellows, and responsible for 
his share in the life of the whole grou.~:-, so far as his inherent 
abilities permit contribution to tho general life. To assume 
an unsocial attitude, to re~tse to assume tho responsibilities which 
devolve upon him, means simply hie forfeiture of his rights in . 
SQoiety, and his ultimate cutting off fr~m the benefits to be derive! 
from right relationship to his fellow men. 
Bote 1--Snrtor Res~rtus, pp.l74,175. 
2--Time and Tide1 pp.l5Q 151. · 3--~esame and Li iea, p.~o. 
I, 
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CHAPTER I I • 
III. SOCIETY'S RELATION TO NATURE. 
Both give recognition to the a lose relationship between 
man and his environment; both find in Nature a modifying influence 
onsociety. And it is perticularly noticeable that this power 
exerted upon·men is looked upon ae nainly beneficent, and destructive 
. 
only for correction or punishment, a view based upon the ~ :· concepti on that 
~· 
rl Nature is & mt;nifcstation of Divino Presence in the v1orld. 
Carlyle finds Nnture' s benoficonce upon the battle-field, where the 
mouldering bodies axe transmuted into frngrant flowers or r~pening 
grsin. "Thrifty, unwevried Nvtnre, ever out of our great vwste 
educing some little profit of thy o~n,--how debt then, ~rom the 
very carce~a .of the raller, bring Life for ·the Living!"]\ As he 
. 
contempl!;ttes the Titanic lubors of lh.:.ture for man, he sees Deity 
-· in it, and cries: "HC'w thou fermentest Lnd elHbors.test, in thy 
gre~t ferm€nting-v&t snd labor~tory of an Atmosphere, of a world, 
0 N~ture: ---Or whc1t is Natura? Ha! why do I not nbme thee GOD? 
Art not thou the 'Living Garment of God'?" 
Ruskin,too,finda a beneficent Crerltor baok of Nature. The 
phenomena of NRture, rightly understood, enforce "His eternal laws 
of .lo,,.e and judgm~nt •••• more strongly by their patient beneficence, 
and their salutary destrnotivenesa, thnn the miraculous dow on 
Gideon's fieeoe, or the restrained lightninr,s of Horeb •• ,,"' 2 so 
filled is Nature with the nwnifeetations of the presence of a Divine 
~pitit, friendly to man, th~t "it is not possible for a Christian man 
to walk across sc much ac a road of t ha ~r tnral anrth, with mind 
unagitated and riehtly poised, vlithout receiving strength and hope 
Note 1--Sartor Roanrtus, p.l32. 
2--The Oxford Museum, in Works, Vol.XVI., p.221. 
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from soma stone, flov:.:er, lee.f, or sound, nor without a sensa of a 
1 dew falling upon him out of the sky." So strongly did he feel 
it to be true tLat God reveals Himself to mnn through external Nature 
2 thot he tells us, in "s·tonas of Venice," that "the whole second 
volume of 'Modern !'ainters' was v:ritten to prove, that in whatever 
has been made by the Deity exte1·na,lly delightful to the human sensa 
of beauty, there is soma type of God's nature or of God's laws.'' 
This idea of Nature explains his ide~l for Art. It must be true 
to Nt1ture, for "Huture is t.o iruneasurea.bly superior to all thrlt the 
hurnun mind can conceive, thllt ever~r deperture from her is a fall 
. 3 benaath her •••• " Ruskin expresses the curious thought, arising 
out of his conception of the intimate relations between man and Nature, 
that the debasement of human life leeds directly to grs.ve disasters 
in the realm of Nature. This bizarre view appears in "Fors 
Clavigera;"4 "I believe that the powers of Nature are depressed 
or perverted, toget11er \'.ith the ~pirit of Lian; and therefore 
that conditions of storm and of physicel darkness, such as never 
were before in Christian times, £.re developing themselves, in connec-
tion also with forms of loathsome insanity, multiplying through the-whole 
genesis of modern brains." No importance, however, should be 
attached to this isolated expression. · It is interestine only as 
an illustration of the aberrations of which great minds are some-
tii:Jes ctpable. 
Note 1--Modern Painters, Vol.II., p.l39. 
2--Vo 1 • I I I • , p • 21.. _ .... .. . 
3--Modern Painters, Vol.I., p.48. 
4--Voluroe VI., p.ll6. 
'I 
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Cli.APTER II. 
IV. SOCIETY'S RELATION TO THE WORLD POWER, OR DEITY. 
Cerlyle and Ruskin 
It has been observed thrt both xx%xxxx found Nature's 
beneficent rele.tions to man traceable to the God of whom Nature's 
phenomena are manifestations. Their disinclinatinn to rest con-
'-~ tent with views of these pr.enon:ena bssed on a sensational empiricism, 
their insistence upon looking beyond to a Spritual Power behind them, 
and their demand that society's relations to that Supreme Power be 
given recognition, are tracenble to the influence of German Idealism. ·1 
The "Godless view of society held by the Benthamit as, \·;i th its assert ion 
of the mechanical constitution of the world, and its opere.tion 
accordi~g to mechanical laws, was vigorously attacked by Carlyle, 
who. declared that the world "does not go by wheel-end-pinion 'motives,' 
self-interests, checks, be.lE>.nces; that there is something far other 
in it than the clank of spinning-jennies, and parliamentary majorities; 
and, on the whole, that it is not a machine at all!~1 The 
world is in ceaseless, vital relationship with a Supreme Being, and 
every action on the part of man is cornreendable or blameworthy only 
so far as it is in harmony or disagreement with the Divine Laws 
of the Universe. "A divine message, or eternal regulation of 
the Universe, there verily is, in regard to every conceivable 
proaedure and affair of man."2 These Laws,--Laws of Duty, 
Equity, Justice,--bind man to the great world-plan. Carlyle 
cries out to man, therefore, to sub~:lit hir.1celf to them. The wise 
man in the past found this to be the highest wisdom. He c~me to 
know that the world "had verily, though deep bepond his soundings, 
a Just Law, that the BOul of it was Good; --_-t!:at his pert in it 
was to conform to the Law of th~whole, and in devout silence follow 
that; not questioning it, obeying it as unquestionable."3 God's 
Note 1--ileroes & Hero-Worship,p.399. 2--Latter-nay parnphlets-p.41 
3--Heroes & Hero-Worship,p.291. 
-·-·------------- ., ___ ---·--· --
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God 1 s laws, then, exiot that they mE.y guide man aright. · They link 
God directly with human affairs. Carlyle had no patience with 
the doctrine of an 'Aboentee God.' As one writer has said, 
1 
"he conceived spiritual reality as spiritual Force." 
It has already been pointed out that Carlyle, as well as 
Ruskin, sees God blessing men through Nature • Carlyle sees also 
a vital connection between the spirit of man and the Eternal Spirit, 
'~an, thereby, though based, to all seeming, on the small Visible, 
does neverthelessLextend dovm into the infinite deeps of the Invisible, 
of which Invisible, indeed, his Lii'e is properly the bodying forth." 2 
In his own spiritual progression from "The Everl&sting No~ to the 
"Everlasting Yea~ he testifies to the influence of the Divine Spirit 
in his o~n life, and when the struggle is over and he has found 
' peace in his faith in "The Everlasting Yea~" principle,--that whosoever 
loves not Plev.sure, but God, it is well with him,---then he inquires, 
pertinently, in response to Voltaire's attacks upon the Christian 
religion: "Or is the God present, felt in my~ heort, a thing which 
Herr von Voltaire will dispute out of me; or dispute into me?"3 
God's relation to the world through individuals lies at 
the basis of his "hero-worship," als~. The great l~aders of 
history he calls "the inspired (speaking and actinel Texts of 
that divine Book of REVELATIONS, whereof a Chapter is completed from 
epoch t c epoch, and by some ns.med History •••• n4 God's relation, 
however, to the world end its history is seen also in institutions. 
In "Sartor Resartus" he asserts at much length thl't human institutions 
are only symbols of the Divine, and that while the Supreme One back 
of them is unchnneing, they like all symbols to the humvn mind are 
Note 1--MacCuim,., "Six Rooicl;ll Thinkers.1" p.l71~ 
2--Sartor nesartus, p.l64. Not~ 3--Ibia p.l46. (Italics 
4--Ibid, 134. ml.ne.) 
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altered with the change and pr~gress in society. He sees God's hand 
also in the rise e.nd fo.ll of nations, and his monumental "French 
Revolution" has for its aim to show that obedience to the Divine 
Law is essential to the ultimate welfare of the most opulent and 
powerful State • "It is,'' says Samuel Davey, "a practical commentary 
upon the inspired text, 'The nationx tr~t will not serve God shall 
1 
perish.'" 
Carlyle takes small note of the Christian Scriptures as 
a Revelation from God. He has for this reason been called a 
believer in Natural Religion. and also classed as a "Pantheistic 
Theist." But his contemptuous brushing aside of Voltaire's ~ythus 
2 
of the Christian Religion," when he finds the latter ~unable to 
"help us to embody the divine ~pirit of that Religion in a new 
Mythus,H as well as a general atmosphere, distinctly Biblical and 
Christian, which surrounds much of his writing, might well indicate 
and its 
that he took more account of Christienity~Inspired Book than is 
to be surmised from the lack of acknowledgment of his indebtedness 
to them for his belief in God and His Revelation of Himself to man. 
Ruskin's teaching, on the other hEnd, regarding God's 
relation to man and society, is distinctly Christian and Biblical. 
He, too, insists that God's Laws obtain among men. In words almost 
• parallel with those of Carlyle3 he says that, "It will be found 
ultimately by all naticnc, as it w~s found long ago by those wh~ 
have been leeders in·hum~n force and intellect, tr~t the initial 
virtue of the race consists in the acknowledgment of their ovm lowly 
nature, and uubmission to the laws of higher being."4 He sees 
Note l--8"DartWin...._ Carly1e, aud Dickens With other b:ss.,ys," p. 65. 2-- ar or nesartfls ~ ~46. ' ~ 3_--In Heroes & Hero-worship, p.291. 
4--Fors Cla.vigera, Vol. V., p .87. 
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injustice in the world, but "there is yet a Divine Law, controlling 
the injustice of men,"l which shall in the end overrule the triumph 
of wickedness over innocence, of might over right. 
Like ~arlyle, he finds God im~anent in the world. It 
has already been mentioned that Nature is to his mind the phenomenal 
manifestation of Deity. The relation of the individual man to Deity 
is the sarr.e as that pointed out by Carlyle, though given a more 
orthodox exp ression, ---"unity with a great Spiritual Head,'' the 
doing of whose will brings to man, "in his sonship, fu.lness of 
power with Him, whose are the kingdom, the power, and the glory, 
2 
world without end." He sees in man one m~de in the image of 
God, and "if Man be made in God's image, much more is Man's work 
ma.de to b e the image of God' a v1ork .• n3 The land-oVIning Squires of 
England are sacred becsuse they hnve ignored the precepts of their 
"mortal fathers, and their Heavenly One, n4 and have shamefully 
neglected to do the work obligatory upon them by the laws of God. 
The basis of relations between msn and ne.n, he says, is brotherhood, 
for God is the Father of all.5 He prophesies thet "the saying of 
St .James is coming true, and thnt fast, thet the erie s of the reapers 
whose wages have been kept back by fraud, have entered into the esrs 
of the Lord of S abaoth; that is to say, Lord of allc reatures, as 
much of the men at St.Catherine's Docks as of ~t.Catherine herself 
' 
though they live only under To'\'1er-Hill, and she liv·ed close under 
. Sinai. nG 
As he stuclies the course of history, Ruskin finds "hero-
worsLip" an important element, and sees in it e resultant of nivine 
Note ~::¥~~~: ~gy :v~: 'p~st-~ 6 • . 
~==f~ra: igl·!~·, ~p:i~A 129. 
65--Sesame and Li1ies Pref x xi 
--Fors, Vol.II., p.107. •' • • 
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Lav;. "Learn to obey good laws; and in a little while, you will 
reach the better le e.rninf- --how to obey good I~ en, who ere living, 
breathing, unblinded law •••• recognizing in these the light •••• of the 
Lord of Light and Peace, whose Dominion is an everlasting Dominion, 
and his Kingdom from generation to generation. nl These "good Men,"· 
as we shs.ll see later'· are, in_ his ideal society, the representatives 
of God to man, und the interpreters of His law; the mediators between 
ms.n end God, and the executives of the application of His laws among 
men. In the hhird par~ of tr.e "Stones of Venice," he 
traces the decay of a nationx as it abrogates God's laws. On the 
other hend, he sees never-ending prosperity for the people which 
forgets not the tarnal laws of the ~uprerne Being. 2 
Ruskin • s acceptance of the ~criptures as Inspired Revela.t ion 
is so clearly shown by his innumerable referenc es to and quotations 
from them, es well as by the distinctly Christlan tinge whicll mnrks 
all of his writings, t~~t it calls for no particular instances in 
proof thereof. Thet the religious England of his day needed 
arousing from its hypocrisy and cant, to a view of society more 
in harmony vlith Jesus' teaching, "Love thy neighbor as thyself," 
is illustr&ted with rather grim humor by Ruskin's O'w\<n statement 
th&t v.hen he addressed his audiences on the assum.t.ltion that 
they believed in eternal life, and tried to becure action based 
_on such belief, they told him "that 'what you say is very beautiful, 
but it is not practical'," and t·n~t t~ ~ on 1~e other hand, if one 
addressed them as unbelievers in eternal life, and.tried to "draw 
a:ny conoequences from th,.t unbelief 
' 
Note 1--Fors, Vol.II., p.21~ 
2--Ibid, Vol.II,, p.37. 
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an ac<lursed person, end shfJ.ke off the dust from tl'.e ir feet at you. nl 
Carlyle and Ruskin agree, then, in the main, in teaching 
thnt the world is not an indepent'l.ent, self-acting "machine," but is 
in vital connection and relationship with God. He is a spiritual 
Force in the affairs of men, giving to them laws,which they di~regard 
at their peril. God reveals Himselft not only through Nature, but 
also.; through the indivi'dua.l consciousness. His hand appears, also, 
in history, raising up leaders about whom the events of epochs 
cluster themselves. He holds nations responsible for disobedience 
to His laws, and those which heed not his voice are hur!1bled in the 
dust. And to these revelations of Himself, Ruskin adds another, 
that tl'.rough the inspired writ era of the Holy Scriptures. In their 
writines Ruskin finds the full revelation of the Fatherhood of God, 
the Brothsrhood of Man, and the Divine Laws which are to eovern 
man's relations, not only to his fellow ~en, but also to his God. 
Note 1--Crown of Wild Olive, Introduction, p.203. 
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CHAPTER II. 
V. DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIETY. 
The modern theory of evolution has been succinctly defined 
by Rudolf Eucken1 as follows: "What is produced within experience is 
conceived as the product of forces which are themselves active 
within experience. Being is explained by Becoming, by its histor-
ical genesis; the advance of the world is held to be due not to the 
action of any transcendent, external Powor, but solely to the clash 
of elemental forces. Such a conception places the doctrine of 
evolution in direct opposition to all e~~lanttions ~hich proceed on 
the assumption of an unseen and supernatural order." 
In view of this ~pposition to supernnturalism, it is not 
difficult to understand something of the antagonism which the 
doctrine of evolution aroused both in Carlyle and in Ruskin. Their 
failure to appreciate its scientific value as ' working hypothesis 
for the explanation of progress and development was due in part, 
no doubt, to their ignorance of, and even contempt for science and the 
scientific method in general, a contempt which extended also to some 
of the most nqtable representatives of that method. Thus, Carlyle 
says scornfully: "A good sort of men is this Mr.Darwin, v.nd well 
mev.ning, but wtth very little intellect,"8 while Ruskin asserts 
of Darwinism that "very positively I can say to you that I have 
never heard yet one logic£1 argument in its favor, and I have heard, 
and read, many that were beneat-h contempt. n3 
But it is the insistence upoEh9xplaining of origins 
and development on the basis of forces inherent in Nature itself which 
furnishes the primc:.ry cause for Cvrlyle's and Ruskin's most vigorous 
den1mciations of the e~o;utionary. theory. L1L..~ ~ 1'-ts-b 
-
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i ti Thel.·sm" finds God's forces at work in Nature, Carlyle's "Panthe s c 
in history, end in the life of the individual man. All life is the 
unfolding "of the divine Unity, as tho temporal manifestation of 
eternal Being." All origins and development proceed, therefore, 
from the operations of the Infinite• Carlyle even diverts 
from his usual cusbom,E}nd holds up the account of Creation in the first 
chapter of Genesis in refutation of the evolutionary doctrine 
. 1 
of beginnings. The tracing of man's origin to "a kind cf Blubber, 
or Protoplasm •••• Apes and even Oysters, and anirnalcules ••• "2 receives 
scant consideration from him, for he hns no patience with "these 
gorilla damnifications of humanity."l If he recognized any 
validity in the claims for natural selecticn as explanatory of the 
survival of the fittest, he fails to give it expression. Thlit the 
fittest do survive, however, none taught more emphatically than he. 
To call a teaching centering in this "new'' surprises him. "What 
they call Evolution is no new doctrine •••• That the weak and inc om-
patent pass away, while the strong and adequate prevail and continue, 
appears true enough in animal and in. hume.n history;" 
significantly, "there are mysteries in life, and in the universe, 
but, he adds 
not explained by that diacovery."3 The organic unity of society's 
development, he recognizes also. ""Bfr not Mankind only, but all 
that Mankind docs or beholds, is in continual growth, regenesis and 
self-perfecting vitality."4 In his remarkable chapter on 
·"Organic Filaments" in "S art or Resartus," he deacri be a the burning 
of the "World-Phoenix,"---"In that Fire-whirlwind, Creation end 
Destruction proceed together; ever as the ashes of the Old are 
Note 1--W.H.Wplie, "Thomas-Carlyle," pp.329,330. {Conversation 
2--Last Words, f,·34-6. (quoted from A.J.Symington.) 
3--M. D.Conway, 'Thomas C6.rlyle," p. 84-5. ( Conversatir.n quoted) 4--Sartor Resartus, p.29. • 
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are blown about, do organic filaments of the New mysteriously spin 
themselves: and amid the rushing and the waving of the Whirlwind-
Element come tones of a melodious Deathsong, which end not but 
in tones of a more melodious Birthsong."l And again, "If now 
an existing generation cf men stand so woven together, not less 
indissolubly does generation with generation."2 
Had Carlyle, the historian, been consistent with this view 
of the organio relations of the various stages through whioh 
sooiety•s developme~t has passed, and had he traoed out these 
"organi-c filaments" uniting the Old to the New, his historical 
methods would have harmonized with those of the evolutionary 
sohool. For "evolutionary soience •••• fixes its attention 
primarily on the processes of development, and regards the 
individual, in comparisxon with a species or the raoe, as 
a negligible quantity, A similar spirit has guided historical 
students. They have turned away •••• from the achievements of even 
the mightiest of individuals, to scrutinize human aotic•n in its 
collective forms, the rise and supremacy and fall of institutions, 
the growth of parties, the waxing and waning of organisms like Church 
or State, in whose many-centuried existence individual oe.reers are 
swallowed up."
3 
But though Carlyle views society in all its 
historical stages as organically related, and though he regards its 
development as based upon fixed lews, yet these laws are not, to 
his mind, to be determined by mere study of the social organism 
and its development; they are no~ natural, but supernatural. 
They have found interpretation and exeout ion through the 
great leaders of history; and it is in the ch&racters and deeds 
Note 1--Sartor Ressrtus, p.l83. Note 2--Ibid, p.l85. 
3--The Forum, Vol.XX., 1895-6, pages 476,477. 
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of these heroes, accordingly, that the lessons of history are to 
be found. The history of society, therefore, must be based upon 
the history of its gre.at men. 
Carlyle differs radically also from the Der~~nian 
evolutionists in his views regarding the motives which should 
~ actuate men,and the ideals which should be set ~afore their eyes. 
He £inds right and wrong something more than "mere association 
of Ideas."1 There is an Eternal Law in the world which directs 
whet man's conduct should be. Because he is strong, he may not 
trample under feet those who are weak and unable to protect them-
selves against him. It is true that life is a struggle, and that 
the fittest gain ascendancy, but the struggle is not to be on the 
materialistic, non-ethical basis of the evolutionist,--it is governed 
by a Divine Law. And he alone des•rves to be exalted who most 
completely fulfills that Law in the service of his fellow men. 
Not blind, selfish aggrandizement by the individual, but loving, 
sacrificing labor for God and His childre~,---this is Carlyle's 
conception of the proper aim of human endeavor. In his later years 
he once said: "The older I grow---end I now stand on the btink of 
eternity---the more comes back to me the sentence in the 
Catechism which I learned when a child, and the fuller and deeper 
it becomes. 'What is the chief end of man? To glorify God, 
and enjoy him forever.' Bo gospel of dirt, teaching thst men 
have descended from frogs, through monkeys, can ever set that aside."2 
In this connection, Carlyle's bitter opposition to 
free competition may be recalled. There was a natural alliance 
between evolution and this doctrine. Emphasis upon the fact, 
Bote 1--Last Words, pp. 34,35. 
2--Wylie, pp.328,329. (Conversation). 
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asserted by evolutionists, that society's progression depended upon 
the working of the impersonal natural laws, such as that of "natural 
selectinn," led logically to the position assumed by Herbert Spencer, 
and others, that any interference with the individual's actions, 
aside from police regulsticn:x, was K injurious, and that industrie.l 
competition was essentisl to human progress, in order that the 
weaklings might be weeded out, and only the 'fittest' survive. 
It is quite probable that this mlose affiliation between evolution and 
the doctrine,which he abhorred, of unrestricted competition, had 
no little to do with the unfaltering hostility shown by Carlyle, as 
well as by Ruskin, towards Darwin's theory. 
\ The fundamental reason for Ruskin's antipathyto evolution, 
\ 
however, is the same as that of Carlyle's. Its reJection of all 
supernatural or Divine forces in the origina and development of 
society was diametrically opposed to his basic conception of the 
genesis and history of man. In "The Eagle's Nest,"l he states 
that we are made after a Divine snd inscrutable plan. 
"The law 
is &round us, and within; unconquerable; granting, up to a certain 
limit, power over our bodies to circumstances and will: beyond that 
limit, inviolable, inscrutable, and, so far as we know, eternal·" 
He expresses indifference as to v.heth~r or not rnan was evolved from 
lower forms, 2 b t h d i i 
u e oes ns at that the presence of a Spiritual 
Designer, making man after His own image, and giving to him dominion 
over the works of His hands, be recognized. The effort to 
exple.in the eppea.rllllce of beautiful and admirable qualities 
in the 
development of animals, as well as men 
, by natural and impersonal 
laws of variation and nature.l selection 
__ provokes his displeasure. 
Note 1--Page 155. 
2--Fors, Vol.I., pp.85,86. 
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"But it never occurs to him," he remarks, sarcastically, in 
co~rnenting upon Darwin's explanation of the peacocks' blue tails 
and mandrills' blue noses, "to ask why the admiration of blue 
noses is healthy in baboons, so that it develops their race 
properly, while similar maidenly admiration either of blue noses 
ar red noses in men would be impro~er, and develop the race im-
properly. The ~ord itself 'proper' being one of which he has 
never asked, or guessed, the meaning. And when he imagined the 
gradation of the clcudings in feathers to represent successive 
generations, it never occurred to him to look at the much finer cloudy 
gradations in the clouds of dawn themselves; and explain the modes 
of sexual preference and selective development which had brought 
them to their scarlet glory,before the cook could crow thrice." 
Bot a soientifio, but none the less pertinent and effective 
criticism pointing out one of the fundamental defeats of the 
doctrine of evolution ns based on an atheistic naturalism. 
While Rnskin indicates defeats in the views of development 
held by the evolutionists, his own also are deficient. He fails, 
for example, to give that recognition which has been pointed out 
in Carlyle of "organic filaments" uniting the New with the Old. 
He looks upon society, not so much as progressing toward a goal, 
as rather alternately approaching and falling away from a fixed 
and specific "ideal of society, independent of race, pla.ce, age, 
and all other conditions."l This conception dominates his 
treatment of history. J.A.Hobson traces it2 to his having 
possi~ly been "misled by the 'specific ideals' of his early 
art theory." His defective Ydea as to the development of 
Hote 1--J.A.Hobson, p.43. 
2--Page 116. 
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society led him into an erroneous view of the evils of society. 
They app_eared to him as diseases which kJCt needed only to be 
overcome by curative measures.l 
''Social health presented it self 
to him rather as an accomplished order than as a mesns of progress."2 
This failure to accept the principle o£ progress by evolution in 
the development of society led him to "impart too statical a 
character to his 'Political Economy', and too uniform a type to 
his ideal society."3 
In his theory of history, Ruskin was a faithful disciple 
of Carlyle in his "hero-worship,~ and like his master, conceives 
of all human events centering about the world's great men, those 
who have been appointed by Divine Law to lead and dominate their 
fellovr men. He finds, however, that the "captain by divine right 
•••• as you find him in history,k too often, alas, uses his power and 
talents to prey upon the people rather than to serve them1 and 
hence his record is one of injustice, oppression and misery, 
rather than one of equity, protecticn and general happiness and 
prosperity. 
Like Carlyle, he sharply assails the evolutionary 
ethics. The teeching of some of that school that "the predatory 
spirit is not only one of the conditinns of man's nature, but the 
particul&r conditions on which the arrangements of Society are 
to be founded,"5 especially aroused his ire. He refutes such 
views with emphatic assertion of man•s relationship to a Supreme 
Being and responsibility to His Law, as has already been indicated 
in considering his replies to utilitarianism. 
"Whether we ever 
Note 1--Time and Tide, p.SS; Sesame and Lilies, p.65. 
2--J.AdHobson p.ll9. ~==o~5wn gf1~~1d Olive, pp.330,331. 5--Fors, Vol.IV., p.S4. 
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expect to be angels, or ever were slugo" does not matter now. "We. 
~now Human creatures, and must, at our peril, do Human---that 
is to say, af~ectionate, honest and earnest work."1 "If Men be 
made in G6d r s image, much more is 11.1e.n' a work made to be the image 
2 
of God's work." 
Their views on evolution, then, may be said, in summary, 
to be: Both were unfair and prejudiced toward the new t~ory. 
Their opposition to its naturalistic implications, howevsr, was 
a forerunner of that criticism of it which has led to its extensive 
modification and spiritualization in ~ecent years. They failed to 
comprehend the possibility of the genetic explanation being applied 
to man, but they prepared the way for such application, even by 
those holding a theistical conception of the Universe, by insisting 
that baok of all origins, no matter how appearing, is Infinite and 
Eternal 6pirit. Carlyle sees society developing by the evolung 
of New from Old; Ruskin's views lack this conception of society as 
progressing by an evolutionary process. Both center history about 
paat men. Both denounce the unrestricted competition advocated 
by evolutionists. And kmXk they unite in a general denouncement of 
evolutionists• substitution of natural±x laws for the ethics based 
upon Divine Law. 
....-~~-- ... Bote 1--Fora, VolVII.,p.69. 
2--Ibid, Vol.IV.,p.l46. 
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CHAPTER II. 
V. DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIETY. 
2. REVOLUTION OR REFORM. 
Chnnee s in society may fellow the lines of a grf!.dual evol-
ution or may occur by means of violent upheavals in society called 
revolutions. lnasmuch as Carlyle has wtitten a history of one 
of the greatest of these cataclysmic changes in society,---the French 
Revolution, ---it might be expected t,hst his views as to the good 
or evil of revolutions might be very explicit. Such, however, is 
not the case. He seems cle~rly encugh to have indic!ted th6t 
revolutions are at times necessary and beneficial. By them "sen-
tence of death is pronounced on Shams; judgment or resuacit~tion, 
were it but afar off, is pronounced on Realities."l When 
rulers are deaf and social injustice becomes unbearable; "when the 
general result has come to the length of perennial starvation, 
argument, extenuating lbgic, pity and patience on that subject may 
be considered as drawing to a close. It may be considered that 
such arrangement of things will have to terminate."2 
He finds it 
possible to justify the Regicides of :h:ngland, whose act ion "did 
in effect strike a damp like death through the heart of 
Flunkyism univers~lly in this world."3 
It is the thought 
of the destruction of shams, unrealities and impostures wrought by 
revol·ution which inspires his approval. 
The rotten-at-heatt 
Old is overthrovm, End a way opened for the New to appear. It 
' is this clearing away of the obstructions in the way of a better 
regime which causes him to look with ~aver on revolution. "Thus 
.---
Note 1--French Revolution, Vol.I., p.l66. 
2--Chertism, p.l7. 
3--Cromv.ell, Vol.II., p.94. 
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is Teufelsdrockh aontent that old siak Society should be deliberately 
burnt (alas! with quite other fuel than spioewood); in the 
faith that she is a Phoenix; and that ~ new heaven-born young one 
will rise out of her ashes!" 
And yet revolution, though necessary, is a necessary evil • 
The French Revolution he ch~racterizes as "open violent Rebellion, 
and Victory, of disimpriscned Anarchy against corrupt worn-out 
1 
A: uthority." The fatal defect in ~evolution is thrt which he 
also finds its main virtue,--its predominating destructiveness. 
It ofxers no remedy 1'or t11e ills which it reveals. "How can there 
be any remedy in insurrectionr It is a mere announoement of the 
disease, --visible now e7en to ~ns of .Night. Insurreoticn Uf:iUE.l.iy 
'gains' little;, usually Wf•Btes how much! n 2 Revolution mHy do to 
olear the path for Progress, but it cannot lead her on her way. 
The world'.s development then is not to be by revolution. 
Ruskin is less of a revolucionist than Carlyle. He finds 
less to approve in it than does his rnHster. Hevolution is destruc-
tive, not only to the evil, but more so to tne g0od. He formation 
is what the world should have, to bring about its needed changes. 
He says of .Heformation and Revolution,--"They are each oth'3r's 
exact negatives. Reformation •.•• is of a broken ~quare into a 
steady one; Re·rolution •.•• tho blasting of a tO\'ier on a Rock into 
its ow.n ditch head do\v.nmost."3 Present fo~s of · t 
... ,.... soc~e y need 
·no upheaval. Time will work the nseded modifications. He 
quotas with approval what o f t· 1 
ne o ne o d writers has said: 
"'For forms of government let fools aontend· 
That which is best administered is best.r~4 
Note 1--Frenoh Revolution~ Vol.I., p.263. 
2--Past and Present, p.82. 
3--Tha Pleasures of England, p.51S. 
4--Time and Tide, page 170. 
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The reason for this conservative attitude is suggested by the 
significant contrast drawn between Continental and Emglish 
1 conditions by W.G.Collingwood, in his biography of Ruskin: 
"On the Cent inent, the wrong was open and cbvious in the form of 
tyrannical government in church and state; the remedy suggested 
by precedent was violent rebellion. Here in Englend, with 
apparent liberty of conduct and opinion, the same evils took a 
more subtle shape; and were practiced by the kindliest man and 
women, with the best intentions. The slow and sura pace of our 
constitutional reform accustomed us to a grumbling content and a 
disinclination for extreme measures." Ruskin's typically 
English casta of mind leads him not only to reject revolution as a 
oorraotiK@ for England's evils, but also as a proper method of 
change in any society. 
~----------
llow are society' a changes, v.·h:tch both Carlyle and Ruskin 
admit to be urgently needed, to be wrought, revolution having been 
rejected as a means? How is the "reformation'' of \·1hioh Ruskin 
speaks to do its work? There is some indefiniteness in their 
teaching at this point, but in general it may be said that both 
writers look to the individual as the one through whose regeneration 
and Xx*Kkx initiative the reformation of society is to take place. 
Note 1--Vo 1. I I • , p .125 • ,-
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CHAPTER II. 
V. SOCIETY'S DEVELOPMENT. 
3. DIVINE PLAN: IDEALISM. 
We have already found that both writers gave a very large 
place to Divine Laws in the regulation of the affairs of men. We 
find EKE on still further examination that both look upon the 
development of society as along lineo corresponding to a Divine 
plan. RBxx Carlyle's inherent Calvinism crops out here. 
"Accidental all these things and persons {in history) look, un-
expected every one of them to man. Yet inevitably every one o~ them; 
foreseen, not unexpected, by Supreme Power; prepsred, appointed from 
afar."1 This Supreme Power has laid down laws for man, which, 
alas! he has not obeyed. But he must, he will learn to obey 
them. The Divine plan for society will be consummated. '~ise 
obedience and wif:le command ••• (will) ••• in the course of generations, 
make us all once more a Governed Commonwealth, and Civitas Dei, 
if it please God!"2 A theocracy is then the final goal 
which society shall reach. "Is it not what all zealous men, 
whether called Priests, Prophets, or whatsoever else called, do· 
essentially wish, and must wish? Thar right and truth, or God's 
Law, reign supreme among men, this is the Heavenly Ideal (well 
named in Knox's time, and namable in all times, a revealed 'Will 
of God') towards which the Reformer will insist that all be more and 
more approximated."3 How shall society comprehend this '~eavenly 
Ideal" in order that it may a ttain to the same? He answers that 
men have in them an "ideal of right" which is in all their 
"arrangements, JK••k pactions and procedures_," and which leads 
them into an understanding of the Divine requirements of and plans 
for Ntohaem ·S "Ittis to this ideal of right more and more 
. t --Char istn ll 53 N ' 
--Hliroes &:'Rero:.worship,~:~a~~-Litter-Day Pamphlets,p.l53. 
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developing itself as it is more and more approximated to, that human 
1 society forever tends and struggleD·" 
carlyle, then, conceives society's development to spring 
from the development o£ the individual follO\"iing the guidance of 
an indwelling "ideal of right·" leading him aver more nearly into 
harmony with God's laws and plans for men, until finally tha cul-
mination of such development is reached in a theocratic form of 
society. 
Ruskin' a idealistic conception follows more distinctly 
Christian and Scriptural lines. That there is a Divine plan for 
the world, that there is an "idee.l of right" revealed to man for his 
guidance and inspiration, that the goal of society is a theocracy~ 
he finds ample testimony for in the Inspired Word. How far he was 
influenced in these viewa by his early training along strictly 
orthodox and Scriptural lines, it is difficult to say. It may 
be said, however, that from his earliest works on art, in which the 
Divine supremacy in the world is asserted, to those later writings 
on social and political subjects in which all progress is measured 
by its approach to a theocracy, he holds consistently and steadily 
to the "doctrine of theocratic governnent of Nature and of human 
life,which rem&ined a fixed principle in all his work, and which we 
shall perceive as dominating his conception of a sound sociRl 
"-' order. n 2 
Note 1--Chartiam, p.30. 
2--Fors, Vol.4, p.l66; Vol.YII., pp.258-9; Vol.VIII.,p.l97. 3--J.A.Hobson, p.43. 
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CHAPTER III. SOCIAL ACTIVITY. 
PART I. ECONOMIC GROUP. 
1. Forms of Production: at Slavery. 
Carlyle and Ruskin have commented with more or less 
explicitness on the forms of production in the economic group. 
~ Both have been accused of being advocates of a kind of industrial 
slavery, a charge not altogether without foundation, as we shall 
see. But it should be noticed that both were opposed to that 
slavery, even of the negro, which involves the selling of men. 
Carlyle makes this clear in that much criticized pamphlet, ~ 
"Occasional Discourse on the Nigger Question;"l "If buying of 
Black war-captives in Africa, and bringing them over to the su~ar­
Ialands for sale again be, as I think it is, a contradiction of 
the Laws of this Universe, let us heartily pray Heaven to end the 
practice; let us ourselves help Heaven and it, wherever the 
opportunity is given." Ruskin delivers himself of a similar 
assezltian,--"Parenthetically, may! ask you to observe, that though 
a fearless defender of some forms of slavery, I am no defender of 
the slave trade."2 
• Both, however, find slavery, as a form of restraint for 
and government over men, a necessity, approved by Divine Law, for 
a larger portion of the human race. Carlyle says of the 
negro, "The Almighty Maker has appointed him to be a Servaht."3 
And he extends the principle to the white man too. ''My friends, 
I have come to the sad conclusion that SLAVERY, whether established 
by law, or by law abrogated, exists very extensively in this world, 
in and out of the West Indies; and, in fnct~ that you cannot abolish 
~ote 1--Page 26. 
2--Time and Tide, p.l60. 
3--Shooting Niagara, p.5. 
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. 
slavery by act of parliament, but can only abolish the~ of it, 
which is very littla."l Ruskin is no less sweeping in his 
at atettent. "The fact is that slavery is not a political institution 
at all, but an inherent, natural, and eternal inheritance of a 
large portion of the human race---to whom, the more you give of their 
own free will, the mora slaves they will make themselves."2 
Both, by these extraordinary and extreme views, as well as by their 
attitude in the Gov.Eyra matter, deserved, no Uouit, to a certain 
extant at least, the severe criticism passed on them by Thomas 
.. 
Hughes, who was one of their opponents in the Eyre matter: "Carlyle 
has been a power-worshipper and a despiser of freedom any time this 
twenty-five years ••.• Ruskin is as bigoted a hero-worshipper, both 
in the good ~md evil sense, as his grant master. n3 While Carlyle 
and Ruskin would have denied that they desired to see "slavery" 
EXtxkxtxkmt applied as a name describing the economic position of 
the great masses of workmen in Englrmd, yet in fact they considered 
that such a state, call it by what name you please, is essentially, 
and must be, by Divinely appointed necessity, the lot of the greater 
pert of the laboring classes. These views will be brought out 
more clearly in discussing their scheme of "Captains of Industry," 
and so on. 
Nota 1--The Nigger Quost±~n, p.l07. 
2--Munera Pulvaris, pp.l25,126. 
3--Quoted by Wylie, pp.294,296. 
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b. FEUDALISM. 
Their conception of a certain part of society being 
-by Divine neces::>ity subordinated to a certain other and higher 
restrained 
class, and needing to be controlled, guided and governed by that 
higher class, naturslly leads them to turn their backs upon the 
equalizing ideals of a rising democracy to the romantic perfection 
of a feudalistic system. So Carlyle, in describing the times 
of Abbot Samson, 1 speaks with sympathetic interest and even 
enthusiasm of feudalism: "A Feudal Aristocracy is still alive, in 
the prime of life; superintending the cultivation of the land, and 
less aonsciously the distribution of the produce of the land, the 
adjustment of the quarrels of the land; judging, soldiering, adjusting; 
everywhere governing the people,--so that even Gurth born thrall 
of Cedric lacks not his due parings of the pigs he tends." 
feudalism to be And in this same work he finds thet ~ approved by 
the Law of Nature. "It was a Land Aristocracy; it managed the 
Governing of this English People, and had the reaping of the Soil 
of England in return. It is, in many senses, the Law Of Nature, 
this same Law of Feudalism;--no right Aristocracy but a Land one!" 2 
The feudalistic relation between work-men and master appeals to him 
strongly because of his firm belief in the necessity of perms.nence 
of contract between the laborer and his employer. 
"I am," ·he 
says, 3 "for permanence in all things, at the earliest possible 
moment, and to the latest possible. Blessed is he that continueth 
where he is." The subjection of workmen to master in the ideal 
feudalistic system is not to be by the "brass-collar" method which 
Note 1--Past and Present, p.l21. 
2--Ibid, p.261. 
3--Ibid, p.288. 
---------------------------~~~~-----. 
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bound Gurth to his lord, but by the ruling classes making themselves 
so useful and indispE!nsable as guides, protectors, and governors 
over those in subjection to them, thet the latter cannot do otherwise 
· for their own welfare than to submit in all things to be ruled and 
directed by them • 
"'Govern us,'" says Ruskin, also, is the great cry of the 
English people.l Even they themselves recognize their need of 
guidanae, and that it must come from their superiors. Like 
Carlyle, he considers these mtperiors to be largely members of the 
old nobility, the landed aristocracy. And he too finds the 
feudal system offering the ideal model for the relations between 
the le.boring classes and their masters. "My chief hope is, indeed, 
to get the proprietors of land, on which there is still an 
uncorrupted English race of peasants, to look upon these as their 
greatest possession, and to bring kk~K back for good, instead 
of evil, the organization of the Beudal System."2 
We find in Ruskin's teachings advocacy of the return t. 
also to another arrangement of the old economic and social system,--
the guilds. His views on this will be treated more at length 
under the head of "Trades," pltge.!.Q.Q.:lOl. 
Note 1--Crown of Wild Olive, p.366. 
2--Letter to Charles H. Woodd, Aug.9,1871, in Works, 
Vol.XXIX., p.532. 
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o. MACHINERY, FACTORIES, RAILROADS. 
The two ~Titers are agreed in condemning the mechanizing 
effect upon life of machinery and the factory system. Ruskin 
oakes BOrne very extreme statements which have led to his being 
pointed to as the uncompromising opponent of the use of machinery 
in any form. He says in one place: "'Have the Arkwrights and 
Stevensons, then, done nothing but har~?' Nothing ••• "l Carlyle, 
on the other hand, found much to praise in the results of new 
inventions. In "Signs of the Times," (1829}, he exclaims: 
"What wonderful accessions have thus been made (by machinery), 
and are still making, to the physical power of mankind; how much 
better fed, clothed, lodged, and, in all outward respects, ac-
commodated, men now are, or might be, by a given quantity of labour, 
is a grateful reflection which forces itself on every one."2 
It must be remembered, however, that Ruskin's strictures 
on machinery and the factory system hnve good grounds. He had seen 
much of the misery and degradation brought to the worh~an by long 
hours spent at machine labor. In eloquent words he condemns the 
heflrtlesa sacrifice of the laborer's soul to the demand for greater 
output and cheaper production of goods. "If you put him to base 
labor, if you bind his thon~ht s, if you blind his eyes, if you blunt 
~) his hopes, if ycu steal his joys, if you stunt his body, and blast 
his soul, and at last leave him not so much as strength to reap 
the poor fruit of his degrE-.dation, bnt gath~r that for yourself, and 
dismiss him to the grave •••• this you think is no waste, and no sin!"3 
lie would not, however, have industry utterly eschew machinery. It 
is mechanism ~perated by stea~ ~o which he-offers his main objections • 
. Note 1--Fors, Vol.IV., p.lll. 
2--C.& M.Essays, p.l88. 
3--Crown of Wild Olive, pp.249,250. 
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Machinery driven by wind or water is, under certain conditions, 
desirable. Even this, however, is to be limited as far as 
possible, for "evan mechanical occupation not involving pollution 
of the atmosphere must be as limited as possible; for it invariably 
' 1 
degrades." 
Ruskin's opposition to railroads is not so indiscriminate as 
it is so~etir.es supposed to be. "I am perfectly ready even to 
construct a railroad, when r think one necessary," he tells us in 
Fors Clavigera. 2 He does find much to complain of, however, in 
it. Railway building, he tells us, involves the crention of 
"a large class of man, the railway n&vviaa, especially reckless, 
unmanageable, and daageroua. We have maintained basidas ••• a number 
of iron founders in an unhealthy ond painful employment .•• '!3 
The profanation of natural beauty by the smoke and roar of the 
iron horse also evokes his disa.pproval.4 
Carlyle, on the other hlind, though he too finds avila to 
be condemned in connection with the railways, finds it n1so possible 
to speak very favorably of them,5 and he predicted the construction 
of "one big railway ••• quite across America,6 a prediction which 
shortly thereafter came true. 
Note 1--Fors, Vol.IV., p.ll4. 
2--Ibid, Vol.IV., p.ll. 
3--seven Lamps of Aroh!tectura, p.217. 
4--Sasame and Lilies, p.55. 
5--Latter-Day Pamphlets, pp.229,230. 
6--Ibid, p.l40. 
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CHAPTER III. 
2.CAPITAL AND LABOR. 
a. Capital and the Capitalist. 
The rela.t ions of capitalist, or employar, to society, and 
pa.rticul~::~rly to the labor3r, form a text for much of the writings of 
these two men • They do not npproach the matter, however, in any 
systematic fashion, and it is somewhat difficult at times to 
determine exactly whnt tj1e ir 1Tiews on the subject are. 
~oth defend man'~ right to save, and insist that this 
unused wealth, or property, shall be protected.l But both are 
opposed to a man's being paid for the ufle of this unused incramant 
wl thout his adding any labor in the way of superinten~lanoe, and so 
on, to it. He who idly, without labor, enjoys in selfish en.se 
and luxury the fruits of his lands, his property, his capital, is 
doomed to face a bitter reckoning. Of such Carlyle says grimly: 
"You ask him, at the yahr's end: 'Where l:a your three-hundred thousand 
pou.nd; whf.t have you realised to us with that?' He ansVlera, in 
indignant surprise: 'Done with it? Who are you thst ask? I have 
eaten it; I snd my flunkeys, and parE-.si tea, and slaves two-footed 
and four-foot·3d, in an ornamental mnnner; and l am here alive by 
it; I am rehlised by it to you!---It is, as we have often said, such 
an answer as was never before given under this Sun. An answer th~t 
,.~ fills me with boding Eipprehension, with foreahc.dows of despair. "2 
Ruskin expresses the oa!:la thought \?hen he says: ''All capital is 
justly and rationally in·rested whioh supports productive labor (thet 
is to say, labor directly producing or distributing good food, 
clothes, lodging, or fnel); so long as it rend:3rs to the possessor 
of the capital, and to those whom he employs, only such gain as 
Note 1--Chartism, p.36; Munera Pulveris p.56. 
2--Past and Present, p. 290. · ' 
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I 
shall jxxt~ justly remunerate the superintendence and labor given 
to the kusiness, and maintain both master had operative happily in 
the positions of life in'lolvea by their several functions• And it 
is highly advantageous for the nation t~~t wise superintendence ana 
honest labor should both be highly rewarded. But all rates of 
~ interest or modes of profit on capital, which render possible the 
rapid accumulation of fortunes. P.ro simply forms of t~ation. by 
individuals, on labor, pure imse, or transport; a11•l are hiehly 
detrim:Jntal to the n~Ltional interests, being, indeed, no means of 
national gain, but only the abstraction of small gains from many to 
form the large gain of one."l 
Property, particularly lond, is a sacrea trust, and should 
be used, not for the selfish enlnrgment of the "owner's" private 
income and the increase of his personal enJoyment, btlt for the 
benefit of those whom he employs and of all who in any manner depend 
upon that property for t:1eir livelihood ~nd happiness. As we 
89-95 shall see under "Socialism," pageo __ , both Ctlrlyle and Ruskin 
tend toward public ownership of cupitRl, pnrtioularly with respect 
to land. Carlyle jeers Ht tilose who 'JlRim land as their own, 
to do 'i.-1 th as the~· please. "Properly speaking," he seys, "the Land 
belongs to these two: To the Almighty God; and to all His Children 
of Man that have ever worked well on it, or th~t shall ever work 
'Nell on it.'.'2 
"The tools to those Vlho con use them" is a cry 
which he has made immortal. 
Ruskin has re-echoed this cry. 
inherent rightfulness of land ownership. 
He too denies any 
Those who possess the 
land shall be rewarded bJ the St&te cf the basis 6f ~er'li~Je 
reniared in the s.diLinistraticn o.t' the lr.nd; their support shall 
not be derived from the exactions of rents from ten~nts under 
Note 1--Arrtov.s dofpthe Chace, ~cl.II. p 85. 2--Paa an reaent,pp.206-7. ' 
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them.l He does not crowd out all private enterprise~ but he 
would restrict the incomes gained thereby, 3 and suys "l8rge fortunes 
cannot honestly be mude by the work of~ m~n's hrnds or head."4 
Their enswer to t!1e querotinn, Wr.et shall be the attitude of 
the capitalist and employer toward society in general? has f4lresdy 
been hinted at• Both say that his should be an altruistic 
attitude. He is not to bend all his effc,rts towtird filling his own 
pockets. His should be the office of a serv~nt of society instead 
of a servent of self only. Ruskins finds the general conception 
(in Englbnd) of trftde as being degr&ding to s rise from the improper 
mctives of the tradesman, and his selfish attttude toward society.5 
As for Carlyle, the story is told of him thet of all commendations 
which his writings ever received, thst pleased him best given by 
a tanne1 who explained the excellency of his we.res to his having 
tried to follow out cr,rlyle 's advice. 6 
Tl~ capitalist's, or emflOyer's, relation to his wor1~en 
i t t t t 
!18 '79 . 
s re£ ed a grea er length en page_s_, but it mr:y ue said here 
thet both urge him to treat his men as he himself would like to be 
treated were conditions reversed. Or, as Ruskin has put. it, the 
employer oan arrive at an equitable ba~is for the tre&t~ent of 
his employe by conceiving what he would do for him were the workman 
his son.7 c~.rlyle warns the employer thst "Love of rr.en cannot 
be bought by cash-payment; and without love, men cannot endure 
tc be toeethor."8 
Note 1--Time and Tide, p.l60. 
2--Arrows of the Chace, Vol.ii., p.86. 
3--Time and Tide, p.lO. . 
4--Ibid, p.91. 
5--Unto this ~ast, p;36. 
6--Wylie, p.356-7. 
7--Unto this Last, p.41. 
8--Past and Present, p.282. 
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b. THE LABORER. 
1. ~he Dignity of Labor. 
No writer anywhere, at any time, has more highly exslted 
work then h~s CErlyle. Scattered throughout his writings are such 
sentences as these: "Work is the mission of man in this Earth."
1 
·"All work, even cotton~spinning, is noble; work is alone noble.2 
"All true ~ork is sacred; in all true Work, were it but true hsnd-
·labour, there is somethine of d ivinene ss. "3 In "Sartor Resartus ': 
in the pEssage beginning, "Two rr.en I honour, and no third, n
4 
he 
has given us one of the most notable panegyrics on Labor in all 
litera:·ure• 
of Labor. 
Ruskin joins with his master in praising the nobllity 
He strongly opposes the assumptinn of the old Political 
Econoffiy that work and enjoyment ere intrinsically separate, and finds 
the.t v.·ork may be a good and a. plef.sure in itself, as well a.s brinring 
them in the ends to which it leads. Unlike Carlyle, however, 
he findsthat "simply manuel occupeticns are degrading."5 This 
belief explains his reasons for advccating, as we shall see later, 
that so far as possible such work as that in mines be done by 
the criminals of the land. 
Note 1--Cha.rtism, 14. 
2--Pest end Present, p.l90. 
3--Ibid, p.227. 
4--Sartor Resartus, p.l71. 
5--Time and Tide, pp.l40,~141. 
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2. Adjustment of the Laborer's reletions to his Employer. 
we have already observed that Carlyle and Ruskin both 
gave recognition to the fact that the laborer was not receiving 
proper treatment at the hands of his employer. When it comes, 
however, to adiislng him how he mey better hEs condition, and how 
he may compel his employer to give him,fe.ir and just treatrr:ent, 
their suggestions are woefully inc.dequate. Their repliee, full 
of rhetoric and little else, to the demands of the laboring man, 
suffering from insufficient pay, long hours, unsanitary working 
condi ticns, unemployment, and hig-h prices, t:ru::t he be shov;n a way 
to escape these evils, reminds us of one who being asked for a 
fish gave a serpent, and for bread gave a stone. Ce.rlyle's 
reply, for example, is: "Subdue mutiny, discord, widespread despair, 
by manfulness, justice, mercy aru.'l. wisdom. "l Certainly no very 
definite specific for the laborer's troubles. Ruskin discourages 
looking to Parliamentary action for reli~f. 2 It is interesting 
to surmise in wh!t condition, had the workmen of Englend followed 
this advice, they would have found themselves to-day. 
Credit must,however,be given to Carlyle and Ruskin for having 
done much to help the workmen toward trUJ attainment of better 
conditions. It is Sbid of Carlyle's "Sartor Resartus," for example, 
... :r"· thf.;t it "is one of the first books in which the modern working-
class is recognize~ and its condition noted,"3 a ~attar of no 
little importance in calling attention to the needs of the 
situation. Ruskin also did much for tho workingmen's cause by 
pointing out the evils which he suffered. 
Note l--£~st and Present, p.~2. 
2--Tiuie and Tide, Preface, p.ix. 
3--V.D.Scudder, "Social Ideals in EngliEh Letters," p.l50. 
I 
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CHAPTER III. 
3. PROBLEMS OF THE :ECON011IC GRCUP. 
1. What is the basis of the contract between Capital and Labor? 
Scattered throughout Carlyle's end Ruskin's wcrks, 
with no pretence to systems.tic arrangement or order of expression, we 1 ' 
I find numerous references to and cocments upon the problems of the 
economic group. The first question to be noted, which they endeavor to 
answer, is, "What should be the charll.cter of the contract between 
Capital and Labor?" !t hns elready been observed thDt both Carlyle 
and Ruskin thought the majority of the laboring clasBes destined by 
im~utable Divine Law to continue r.lways in a state of very pronounced 
subordinetion to their superiors. And it was hinted, in reviewing 
their belief concerning slavery, that in their opinion, this subordination ·~ 
should take the form of a permanent bond· binding the laborer to his 
employer, the governed tc his lord. On further study we find this to 
be very plainly stated by both of then as their view.l To their 
mind, such a permanent relation ~ould result in the cessation of 
many of the evils which were noVi involved in the unstable connection 
between the upper and lower classes. 
Note 1--Shooting Nieeara, p.6; 
Ruskin's letter to Editor of the "Daily Telegraph," 
~ept.l8,1865, in Works, Vol.XVII., pp., 523-4. 
• 
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2. INTEREST. 
To the queotion, Should interest be paid for the use of 
another's capital? Ruskin gives a very peculiar reply. He denies 
that int ere ot is e. legi timv.te cha.rge, c.nd says thst it is either 
1 
"taxation or usury." And his definiticn of "usury" is such2 
as to include practically all interest, even that which is generally 
considered legitimate. Cnrlyle hbs little to say on this subject, 
but uses the term "usury", however, in whet corre spends to its usual 
3 
sense. 
3. VALUE. 
Among the notable contribntiOJ?.S reade by these two writers 
to the solution of tr.e economic proble~s of society, one of the most 
important w~s t~eir new definition of "value." Cnrlyle attacked 
the prevailing "cash-payment," or money basis of the economic relE.tioss 
between man and man, 4 but it remained for Ruskin to state the 
matter so pluinly and forcibly as to compel the eventual modification 
of the old Political Economy. He insists that the money-standard 
of value must be supplanted by a vital standard. This doctrine 
'may be summed in his eloquent but strictly scientific formula: 
'There is no wealth but life.'"5 
Note 1--Fors, Vol.III., p.233. 
2--"Usury: A Reply and a Rejoinder," in Works, Vol.XXXIV.,p.408 3--Past and Present,p.l:l7. 
4--Chartism,p.38. 
5--J.A.Hobson, p.89,90: see also Fora, Vol.II.,p.l20. 
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4. WEALTH. 
Closely allied with their views on "value" are their 
viewa on "wealth." The old Political ~conorny defined wealth as 
H•utilities embodied in material objects,' and possessing a money 
value. "l 
able things. 2 
They generally included under "wealth" only exchonge-
Carlyle and ~uskin denied th~t wealth is confined to 
the m&terial, only .. Carlyle asserts that a superabundance of 
mat erial wealth may not be accompz:mie d by a state of rea.l v.eal th, 3 
while Ruskin clain.ed that "ThER..H:: IS NO WEALTH BUT LIFE •••• That country 
is the richest which nourishes the greatest number of noble antl. 
ha~:py human beings. "4 
Note 1--J.A.Hobson, p.76. 
2--Ibid, p.86. 
3--Past an~ Present, pp.74,76. 
4--Unto this Last, p.~ ~ 126. 
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5. WAGES AND THE WAGE SYSTEM. 
Their doctrine of waees is consistent with their theories 
of "value" and "wealth." "Cash-payment" and a money basis ~re not 
satisfactory. Wages must not be measured in terms of money alone, 
but in terms of life. Not even the giving to the l~borer of 
( suf1"icient bread and clothing satisfies the requirements as to "we.ges." 
He must have his shr.re of "life," using that term in its brondest 
sense. 1 
Carlyle scornfully calls paying wuges strictly on a money 
basis the following of tr.e jjLaws of the Bucaniers."2 An adequate 
wage, he says, means the paying "to every man accurately what he 
has worked for, what he has earned and done ·and deserved .... " 3 
"'A fair day's-wages for a fair day's-work;' it is as just a demand 
as Governed man ever made of G~verning."4 Th~t men, willing 
to work honestly snd hard, f:lhould need t o strain every nerve in 
order to secure mere subsistence, and then not be sure of ths.t, 
fills him with pity and sorrow.5 Ruskin vlso insists that 
the minimum wage should in no case go lower than an amount sufficient 
to provide proper subsistence for the workman.6 And he also 
points out the fact that wages are not hieh or low, according to 
their money-value, but according to their pn.rcr .. ssing value. 7 
~ote 1--Sa.rtor ~esa.rtus, Book iii., chep.iv. 
2--Pest and Present, p.221. · 
3--Lbid, p.86. 
4--Ibid, p.84. 
5--C.& lil.Essays, p.372. 
6--Tirne and Tide, Appendix, p.209. 
7--Time and Tide, p.23. 
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A very important elerrent in deterffiing what wages shall be 
is, according tc Ruslcin, "Wh!lt do yen want?" He would he.vo man' a 
wants, so fv:::· no they o.:ro geed t.md v;crthy, satisfied ir the largest 
possible der.see • Tho standard for the individual or the nation 
ia one "of true hnmani ty to whidh the do aires nnd onprices of the 
moment must .be referred. "l 
Cbrlyle finds the standard of living a very important item 
to be concidered in discussing quc~tions of ~a~eA. He ~arne 
hie countrymen tr...st the !1·lsh imnig~t::nt. ~rhren out of his own 
country by its rniseriofJ, will tond. to d!'ae dov;n not only the wages 
of the English le.IJorer, bnt also hi::; l:ltundard of Jiving to th!lt 
of n pot~to diet. 2 Hence, to koep up one's own stnnierd of 
living, &.11 po~ai.blo nhould be dona to lift his neiehbor' s nlso. 
7. RELATIOliS OF ~P10YER AllD · EMP!.OYE. 
Their viawc en this subject have alrevdy been hinted at. 
Curlyle looks vri 1;h oons ide:rgble oontempt upr.n tho e fforte; of the 
Trt:..des Unions tc rejrnlt:to the rehd· iC'n:.: b-etween their rnombers ancl 
emplcyel~s, partioulurly as to wngau nnd hours. He thinks 
tht.t E.r:.cng tl!e first queutions any "P.eformod l'BrliHr:ent" will 
need to look into will be'~hat of Trades Union, in quest of 
ite 'Four eights' (~ork, play, 
assassin pistol in ita hend,"3 
sleep, ohillinr.s per day}, with 
Ruskin, howevor, a.n~roves 
of them. 4 More will be said concerning their attitude towards 
the h:bor organizations nnd·"r tho · d f 
.... naa o "Social Group." 
Note 1--J.A.Hobson, p.97. 
2--Chnrtium, p.22. 
3--~hooting rliegara, p.35. 
4--~ora, Vol.VIII., pp.79,80. 
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8. CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY. 
Turning now to the employer, and hie proper relatione to 
those under him, we find both writers agreed thr:t he should be a 
-
"Captain of Industry," one who shall organize and drill the foroea 
of ·industry as are the hosts of the military. Carlyle is thoroughly 
imbued with this idea: and preaohea it even to the laborers. "Your 
-·-
want of w~mt a," he say a, "is that you be oornmanded in this world, 
not. being able to command yourselvea."2 Richard Garnett, in 
hie "Life of Thomas Carlyle," oalla Corlyle'a aoheme for the organiza-
tion of labor, with ita "Captains of Industry," a "suggestive 
. hint toward.xeoonoiling the truth of individualism with the 
truth of aooialiem."3 
-· 
Ruskin oonaidera that this organization will not be 
dif:rioult, onoe a euf!"ioient quantity of honesty is gotten 
4 in the oaptaina. He says whom he thinks fitted for the 
-task that they would be doing something worth while if they 
would under this work. 6 -Like Carlyle, he takes it for rranted 
that the people must needs submit to this program, that they 
will in faot aooept it as whnt they want.6 
9, FREE COMPETITION. 
-One of the favorite principles of the old Political 
Economy whioh aroused Carlyle' a and Rue kin' a ire in pf;rtioular 
was that of the necessity of free competition in industry. 
Carlyle finds the life of England "not a-mutual helpfUlness; but 
-rather, cloaked under due laws-of-war 
' 
nc1med 'fair oompet iti on. • n7 
Note i --.~Patatt and Preaent1 p.282; Ibidi p.286. -- a ef-iay Pamph eta, pp.60 6 • -- a e ' -- n~o ~ ewLaatA PrefaoeA ~.xi. :: t~JO o 3691d ulive, p.~S7. 
-- ast•aE~ Present, p.l85. 
I 
I 
I 
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He is opposed even to co~peting with other nations, and attempting 
to undersell them. 1 
Ruskin looks horns with the "vulgar political economy," 
and says that "it is not ••• a law of nature that wages are determined 
,. 
by oompetition."2 And he becomes indignant as he looks upon the 
~ . ' .. 
spectacle of employers' greed leading them to buy men's labor at 
the lowest possible wages while disposing of the products of such 
labor at the highest obtainable price.3 He finds,. ss.ys J .A ,Hob-
son,4 competitive industry "doubly degrading to the character of 
those engaging in it, both in the conscious motive it indulges 
.. 
and in the character it imposes upon work. Since profit, not 
excellence of work, is the admitted motive, the individual producer 
is purely self-engrossed, his selfishness not baing tempered by 
any sense of social servico."X 
10. HOUSING CONDITIONS: SANITATION. 
The miserable, unsanitary and degreding hovels in which 
-
many of the poor were compelled to dwell aroused the indignation of 
Carlyle and Ruskin. In "Sartor Reoartus,"5 Carlyle holds up 
-to the horrified view of his readers a vivid picture of a "Poor-
.. 
Slav_e 's" household, one so wretched r.s scarcely to be fit for the 
beasts who shnre it with ita human inhabitants· Then, in startling 
-
contrast, he shows us a picture of the luxuriously appointed 
habitation of the rich. And he finds in the contrast a significant 
portent of coming change, even of terrible upriaing and rebellion. 
The "Poor-Slave's" conditions are rapidly· becoming unbearable. 
Bote 
Ruskin recognizes theavil conditions, also, and with 
1--P~st & Present p.213 !2::i~fger~aiPn±ve;:sp.Ea~~aoe, p.xiv. -- ages 2 42, i~~. -- age 3. 
. I 
j 
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his more praotioal bent of mind, proposes that aotion be taken 
to provide sanitary lodgings for tr~ poor; that these be separated 
from eaoh other sufficiently to permit the free ingress of sunohine 
and air; and. that in the oities, nonr the homes of the poor, large 
spaoes be provided as natural parka for the enjoyment and recreation 
of the w~rki~g olasses.l 
Better sanitary conditions generally for the workingmen 
' 
and their families are demanded by both. Ruskin waxes indignant as 
he considers legislative indifference to sanitary regulation to 
protect the poor. They are permitted to hove their lives "parched 
. 
out or them by fog fever, and rotted out of them by dunghill plague, 
-for the sake of sixpence a li fa oxtra pe :::" week" t o their landlords, 
while those who should take measures t 0 p.rotect them "debate' with 
driveling tears and diabolical sympathies," whether they ought not 
"piously to save, and nursingly charish," the lives of the 
nation's murderers. 2 
Carlyle alao domands that tho government protect the 
. 
health of its citizens. "Is Industry free to tumble whatever 
. 
horror of refuse it may have arrived at into tho nearest crystal 
brook?"3 The unwholesome conditions ~ngendered by the 
~ 
increase of factories and factory labor oall for particular 
attention. His suggestions have avery modern sound. The 
. 
legislative body should order lill«:t"all dingy .Y.anufaoturing 
Towns t~ oease from their soot and darkness; to let in the blessed 
sunlight, the blue of Heaven, and become olear end olean; to burn 
their ooal-smoke, namely, and mc,ke· flame of it. Baths, free air, 
a wholesome temperature, ceiling twenty feet high, might be 
ordai~ed, by Act of Parliament, in all establishments licensed 
Note 1--sesame and Lilias, p.l87. §::s~~gtiEs4Hiagara, p.53 
I 
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as Mills."1 In factory towns par~icularly, much attention 
should be given to providing large· pErks "of free greenfield, Vli th 
trees" where the workmen and their families may disport themselves 
in the air and sunshine, 2 
11. RIGHT TO LABOR • 
. .. 
The spectacle of men willing to work, able to work, ~et 
refused the right to earn their bread by honest toil fills Carlyle with 
sadness. 3 There is somethinb' radically wrong with an industrial 
system in which such conditions exist. Men by it are treated 
worse than four-footed workers, whose musters oare for them after 
their summer's work is finished.4 Nor· should masters be permitted 
to .turn workmen adrift in the "dull season" to subsist as beat they 
may. The owner of horaes mKXt is surely under no more obliga-
tion to care for them than is the employe·r of men for them. 
-Ruskin also insists that he who is able and willing to 
. 
work, should be given v.ork to do. And he has a more definite 
method to offer for providing labor for those who a:e unemployed. 
Ill connection v.:ith govornment training schools are to be "established, 
also entirely under Government regulation, manufactories and work-
shops, for the production and sale o~ every necessary of life, and 
for the exercise of every uoeful art." Every person out of em-
ployment, who is able end willing to work; shall be imrr.ediately 
"received at the nearest G0vernment school, and set to suoh work as 
it appeared, on trial, they were_ fit for, at a fixed rate of wages 
determinable every year."5 
Note 1--Past and Present, pp.276,277. 
2--Ibid, p.277. 
3--Ibid, p.72. 
4--Chartism, p.l6,21. 
5--Unto this Last, Preface, xii, 
'l 
1 
' 
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12. ·:REFUSAL TO LABOR. 
:But there are some who are able to work, but who are 
not willing, who refuse. What shall be done with them? Carlyle 
does not minoa matters in expressing his opinion as to what 
should happen to them. "He that will not work aooording to his 
faculty, let him perish according to his ·necessity."l And he 
no respecter· of persona, or of classes. · An idle aristocracy is 
as repugnant to him as an idle proletariat. He warns them 
that "he who cannot work in this Universe cannot get existed 
in it."2 
. 
Ruskin,again,has a more practical suggestion as to what 
should be done. Vagabonds and honest people are not to be shut 
up indiscriminately in the workhouses,---you are "to discern 
.. 
and seize your vagabond; andshut your vagabond up out of honest 
people's way, and very sternly then see that, until he has worked, 
. he does not eat.n3 
-
Those nho refuse to work he would put "to the 
more painful and degrading forms of necessary toil, especially to 
that in mines and other .. places of dRnger ._"4 
13. PAUPERS. 
-· Ruskin's views as to the proper treatment of the 
indigent have been suggested above. The deserving poor are 
carefully to be separated from tho undeserving. And no deserving 
person in distress is to go unaided, though often this aid must be 
- . 
in the v1ay of" guidance, much more than gift, n5 a principle now 
generally reoo8nized in organized and scientific wbaritable 
work. He views aid to worthy workmen, now incapaoi tated, but 
who have served society well, after ~ vory socialistic fashion, 
Bote 1--Chartism, p£.13~14. 2--Past and Pr ainu p,206. 9--~e~am~h~ndT 1 1ah s~185. ~==~Bl~t!os~ ~88 om§tSrui~t,xp~99. 
I 
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r~ '· ~.1 
~~ likening it to the pension granted the soldier in return for 
l, 
('i faithful services rendered ahan in health and strength. Even 
;', 
~:·'i 
f_l_ 
t' 
confinement in the workhouse may be viewed as honorable in thiD 
1 light. 
,. 
Carlyle's harsh speech oonoerning the punper question 
would seem at times to indicate that he had little sympathy with 
those upon society. But John Nichol, ·in hie "Thomas Carlyle," 
testifies that "he set himself against every law or custom that 
-
tended to make harder the hard life . of the poor: there wae no more 
consistent advocate of the abolition of the 'Game Laws.'"2 
He oondemned the harshness of the Poor-Law Amendment, which forbade 
outdoor.relief, and compelled all who desi::-ed help to enter "work-
houses," but found the Aot a protection, however, to "the thrifty 
labourer against the thriftless and diosciiute."& 'But the 
principle underlying all "Poor-Laws" is in error. "A Poor-Law, 
and and every Poor-Law, it may be observed, is but a temporary 
measure; an cnodyne, not n remedy: Rich and ~oor, when once the naked 
facta of their condition have come into collision, cannot long 
subsist together on a mere Poor-Law."4 Tho poison of pauperism· 
lies deep in .. the blood; no surface rernedies, like Poor-Relief 
Laws, ann heal society of it.5 
Note 1--~esame and Lilies, p.61. 
2- -Page 20 8 . 
3--Ch~rtiem, p.l4. 
4--Paet ~nd Present, p.73. 
5--Latter-Day Pamphlete,_p.l48. 
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CHAPTER III. 
4. REMEDIES. 
1. Co-operation;~Communism. 
Their spocifio remedies for· certain of the evils of 
society have been learned above. But they also favored or advanced 
other general solutions for the problems of the economic group. 
6f these we .may first consider oo~operation and communism. 
Carlyle on~ hrrdly be said to have given mnuch thought 
yo either of these panaceas for the ills of industrial life. John 
Nichol, in his life of "Thomas Carlyle," has said: "While brought 
in evidence by most of our modern Sooinl idoaliots, Comtists, 
and Communists alike, all they onn say is that ho has given to their 
protest against the existing state of the oom~sroinl ~~rld a more 
eloquent expression tr~n their own. He hoe no oompaot scheme~ 
Nichol adds, however, that "he seems to share with Mill the view 
that 'the restraints of oommuniam' are weak in comparison with 
those of oapitalista."l Carlyle is rather dubious as to the 
practicability of co-operation, for he thinks that "despotism is 
essential in most enterprises."2 
Ruskin believes that co-operation would be a very 
desirable arrangernent,3 But he thinks this system ideal and 
impossible for soma time to oome of baing adopted and put into 
general praotioe,4 He suggests that in the meantime an 
. ·' 
intermediate method of more equitable wnge-paying b·e adopted.5 
In several places he calls himself a"Communist~6 The 
it 
generally aoeeptad definition of Comt:lunism is that is "The eoonomio 
theory whioh advocates the total or pvrtial abolition of the rJght 
note ~=~~g:t 2~Rd Present P 289 Note 5--Time and Tide,pp.6,7. 3--Tirr:e andfTide D.P.2:4 · 6--Fors,Vol.II •• p.3. 4--Arrowa o tne•cnaoe, Vol.II.,p.73. 
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of private property, actual ownership being ascribed to the community 
as a whole or to the state."l Though having little in common 
with many advocates of this the cry, Rusldn does hold that the 
property held by the public shall be much greater than at present; 
that privately held property is to be limited to a certain extant~ 
He may be snid then to have tendencies ,toward Communism, thoughf!fom 
.. ~ -~ ~ .. 
beinf, n full.fledged advocate of that theory. 
~ 
2. ORGANIZED AND PFACTICAL EFFORTS AT REFORM. 
Carlyle early expressed his contempt for those who seek 
by practical movements to reform the natinn.Z This attitude he 
retained to the end of his career, taking little interest in suoh 
movements, and having still lese faith iri' them. One of the 
soundest grounds for criticism of his writines is his refusal to 
sanction or aid concrete efforts to work out reforms; his obstinate 
"' insistence ~hat nothing·was to bc done except whnt each person could 
. 
do for himself. There are, of course, some exce-pt ions to this 
policy, as we shall find in noting his views as to the duties of 
government, but on the whole hie program for reform is strictly 
an individualistic one. 
Ruskin, too, often satisfied himself with pointing cut 
the evils of society, leaving the individual to remedy them as best 
he could. When remonstrated with fo~ his indefiniteness by those 
who demanded that they be shown a way to do what ought to be done, 
~t is only "by doing whst is in your own po~er 
he responded: ":lmcEU~~:t:tsxE:t~xplxts:ct~ar.kxuxtaxap~:z::tsxxuax:tkrt 
S~ acr_t,&ve_.of pln:ln ri..;;:-ht. --(that l you can ever bring _ . xm11~ «xo:lXll'll'xXX'.Wmx~:-:t:o:xdiXxl~~x~~~~xicti~~xtdl:adlcx 
about any of your v:ish8s."''r 
~xixibdxtxJ~.:mom:xbc~ ttll Certainly not a very 
satis.fyine program f3~0 hi-~erassion. Ruskin engaged, however, 
Bote ~-_-=!~0~ot~.o~nYo£tR•~~art.i~lo on "Comrnuniaro." 4 ~~~~~ 10 . Note 3--~.& M.Easays,p.l96. 
-" ore , • • ,- -p • , 90 • 
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in practical reforms to a very considerable extent. His connection 
with the Working Men's College, his revival mf hand-weaving, etc., 
and his st.George's experiment mny be mentioned among others. So 
much.does he feel himself a practical reformer and his opponents 
impractical, that he speaks of them a.s the "theoretical reformers," 
who ... resist his "prectical reform:t. nl 
3. SCIENTIFIC STUDY AND INVESTIGATION. 
. Neither could by the wildest flight of the iTnl:lgination 
be considered a scientific student of oocioty. Ror does either 
give very.great evidences of interest inn scientific investigation 
of the caut:Jeo and affects of t:le evils of social nnd economic life. 
Carlyle, it \?ill be :renembered, wns rather contemptuous of those 
who endeavored to app roach the study of social and economic evils 
in a systematic and .soientifio manner. He and Ruskin, both. 
however, now and then express a deoire tht~t more accurate statistics 
on certain m~tters might be available. cc~rlyle complcdns that it 
is difficult to treat the ws.ge quostion properly on account of 
Erma a lnok of exact information, 2and wishes that same might be 
available. Ruskin also expressed a similrr wish with reg~rd 
to statistics on poverty and extravagance.3 
0 4. INTF.RFERENCE AND CONTROL BY GOVERID~NT. 
a. LAISSEZ-FAIRE. 
Carlyle and Ruskin gave much attention to the question 
as .to whether or not the govornmgnt should interfere in any way 
with economic conditions and relatione. The p rev a iling 
doctrin9 of "laisae z fa ire" excited ths ir. otronf!est indignation 
and most vigorous opposition, ~a has nlready been sug~ested in 
a previous ~hapter. Carlyle pours out the vials of his biting 
sarcasm on thoso who advocate the hateful doctrine. 4 
1.~,Vu-t·!Y-p-3. ~~Vh ~~-f'·~1L-
~~ -1'·10 If-~- P·S'l· 
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Hill and h.ia followers have said tha. t government must so fr:r e.s possible 
confine it self to polioe duties. Carlyle replies tha.t "keeping 
o:f' the pea.oe is the function of n polic_eman, a.nd but a small 
fro.ct ion of that of any Government , King or Ohio f of men. rrl He 
see~ only ruin in a continuance o :f' the preaent policy of la.isse z-
;!'';.• 2 
fa ire. 
Ruskin, like his master, has dire forebodings of the 
result of the present policy of government .3 "The 'Lee alone' 
principle is, in all things which mvn has to do ~ith, the principle 
of daath." 
Their socinlistic views, to be discussed lRter, were 
entirely heterodox, according to the prevailing political economy. 
It is interesting to remember that c~ rlyle and Ruskin hnve been 
justified by .. the years, the hdo~oz faire having lost moat of 
ita popularity in recent years. 
Note 1--Latter-Day Pamphlets, p.l33. 
2--Pa~t and Present, p.271. 
3--Political Economy of Art, p.21. 
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b. SOCIALISll. 
. ' 
Hating observed that they· insist upon the government 
interfering with industrial relations, the question is, How far is 
this interference to extend, and what shnll be its oharaoter? 
It is interesting, in the first plaoe, to notioe that 
. 
Socialism arose in protest against the same eoonomio conditions 
.. 
whioh provoked such severe oritioisms from Carlyle. In the latter 
. 
part of the Eighteenth century, tho industrial system wns revel-
.. 
utionized by great inventions. The employer who formerly worked 
~ 
with his journeymen and apprenticoE;, no-r.· becmnc a "cv.ptRin of 
industry;" his employeb became wage-earners. Formerly, the 
employer had .. no income except that derived from his personal toil. 
-But now he no longer worked with his men, for his ownership of 
their tools brought him a lnrge income, entirely independent of 
his personal.·labor. Thus grow up the modern industrinl system. 
And with it arose much disoatisfaction on the pert of the workmen. 
They began to feel that since it ~us by the socillization of 
" 
production, i.e., by the co-operation of u great number of highly 
specialized worker;;;, that the enormous profit accrued to the 
:mapitalist, there was no reason why the instrument a of production 
should not be socialized also, and the advont age thereof aocrue 
-
to the workers themselves, instead of to the capitalist alone. 
"'To the workers the tools!' beca.r.1e the rallying cry. nl It 
was then that the socialistic movement began in En~land. And it 
was these same inequitable conditions in economic relations between 
m~ster and men which, ns we hsve already noted, provoked carlyle's 
fierce assaults upon the prevsiling industrial system. 
Note 1--R.T.Ely, "Socialism and Social Reform," p.p.52,53. 
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rn order to understand what Socialism s.tands for in England, 
it may be well to define it. J.A.Hobson tells us tha:t "Considered 
as a philosophic term, Socialism is best taken to imply an organic 
view of sooial life, which accords to society a. unity not consti-
tuted· of the·mere·addition of ito individual members, but contained 
in .a common-end or purpose, which determines end imposes the aotivi ties 
of these individual members. nl We hE~ve already sea how Carlyle 
. 
and Ruskin opposed the doctrine of Bentham E:.nd others that "the inter-
" 
est ... of the .community 'is the sum of the interests of the several 
members who oompose it,'" and how they insiLted upon the orgc1nic 
'unity of society. They may, therefore, according to Hobson's 
definition, be classed as Socialists. 
This definition, however, is too broad to indicate exactly 
the aims of the Socialiot movement in England. A better definition 
is thlit of Wm.D.P.Bliss, 2 who says: "Socialism moy be said to be the 
collective o~nership of the means of production by the community 
democratically organized and their oporntion cooperatively for the 
equitable goodolf! all." He further says the.t Socialism "is a 
protest e.gfiinst the present induetrinl system, hence it presupposes 
a state of development of t;:at system to a point where it has 
become oppressive; it involves e. criticism of the system, hence it 
0 implies a dissat isfact!on with it; end finally it offers a. sub-
stitutw for the present 6ystem. hence it is predicated on tho 
assumption of a state of senility of the capitolist regime." 3 
From this definition and this explanation, we are able 
to determine what Socialism stands for. 
Bote 1--,age 193. 2--3-- Articlo on "Socialism," in Enc.of Socinl Reform. 
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First, it may be said to be a "protest against the present 
industrial system." Exorbitant ohnres in the proceeds of industry 
by the capitalist,-returns on capital controlled b~t not created 
by him,-while the hard toiling ~orkmvn receives scant sufficiency 
for his needa,---these phases of tr~ present syotem ara entirely 
abhorrent to the Socialist. And ec, it may be said, are they 
to Carlyle and Ruskin, also. ''On the pr~sent scheme and principle," 
says Carlyle, "Work cannot cent inue. nl Ruskin io even more 
explicit in his criticism of the 1.resant eystem, and sr..ys that it 
2 does not S.!-P9 Bl' to him "a state of mv.tters munh longer tenable." 
. 
In tha second place, Socialism asserts that the means of 
product ion should be opera ted for the "equitable good of all," not 
for the particular benefit of a fnvorad class. Carlyle finds in 
the selfish exploitation of the 1 aboring man by his employer the 
secret of the ominous unrest among the v;orking olfisses, and 
prophesies that unless scmething be done, dire oo!l.Bequences must 
3 followx. Ruskin calls the unjust employers "bagmen. n4 
·Even more plainly he uays: "The pecple hvve begun to suspect that 
one .. particulc.r form of this past misgovernment has been that their 
masters have set them to do all the v1ork, uni hnve therr.selvee taken 
all the wages. In a word, that whet w~s called governing them, 
0 meant only wearing fine clothes, Elnd living on good fare, at their 
expense. And, I att sorry to any, the pe.ople are quite right 
in this opinion also."5 
Socialism, in the third place, opposes free competition. 
We have already noted how bitterly both Cnrlylo 
- _ and Ruskin opposed 
Note 1--Past ond Present, p.299. 
· ·2--Fors, Vol.Ili., p.302. 
3--Past and Present, pp. 28 f., 267 -e. 
Poto 4--Crown of~ 0 232 
"· .,p. . 5--Ibid, pp.360,361. 
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thE.Lt doctrine. 
Again, socialism advocates that all manna of production· 
sh~ll be owned collectively, i.e., by the people in the form of 
governoent, whether national, local, or municipal. Here Carlyle 
and Ruskin, both, differ from true Socialism, for while they would 
bring much property under the control of the government, yet they 
would not abrogate altogether t ha rights of private ownership in 
the. ,means of .. production. Carlyle held that private ownership 
of land should ceass~ but not so with all oth9r property. In 
his "Latter-Day ?amphlets,"2 he says that private and State-governed 
enterprises ahall go on side by side.3 This is similar to the 
plan sngeested by Ruakin. 4 The latter would rive private 
owners opportunity to carry on business along aide government 
industries. 
".Privote enterprise," he says, should never 
be interfered with, but, on the contrary, mnoh enoouraeed,"5 
so .lons as it oon:1uots itself properly with relbtion to the oomnon 
welfare. He goes on to sey, however, thnt "all enterprise, 
constantly and demonstrably profitable on ascertained conditione 
. . 
should be m&de public enterprise, ~~der Government administration 
•. 
and security. n6 In 'Unto this .Last,' in the midst of 
his very advanced oonoeptions of government ownership and regulaticn 
of industry, he says these should interfere "no whit with privnte 
enterprise," nor set "any restraint OJ:l t"'x i 
... on pr vste tr~de," but 
should le~ve "both to do their beet, '"nd ·befit the Government if 
they could." 7 
Note §l::~;:.D.Cofway, "Thomas Carlyle," p.92. --Laf~e~-Day Pamphlet~ pp.lk3 154 
--Unto this Lost Preruc~ xii' • 8::ft18~ 6v8f.if: ~p~§g: Voi.rr.; p.S6. 
7~-Unto this ~ast, Pref., xii, 
---~-·- w 
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Unlike Carlyle , he does not approve of making lend public 
property, 1 but does say that the present arrangement is not 
altoget~er e~tiefaotory. 
' 2 
those who a an use it. 1 " 
He holds P. 1 that land should be given to 
His eo heme seerr:s to be one of peasant 
ownership, with hereditary tenure, tho pesants to be under the 
,. . 
control of lords whoso income oomeo from the state and not frol'J 3 
rent a. His lond scheme was recognized by Ruskin himself 
aa opposed to 'Land E'atinnalization, 1 "Which all revolutionary 
Socialists include in their pro gram. n4 
The la.st tenet of Sociulism whlch v;e need to notice is 
this: The state, or oocmunity, owning nnd operat ine; the ~eans of 
production, shall be demoorublo in form. Ho re again Carlyle 
and Ruskin differ from ~ocialiam, being opposed, as we shall see later, 
to democracy, nnd pinning thoir faith in a government ruled by 
"heroes," or an "aristocracy of talent." The government 
which Carlyle would have is one V!ith a single strong ruler, a 
"hero," at tte head, with full powers to inaugurate and carry out 
·all policies for the betterment of his subjects. He is to be· 
assisted by an "aristoonacy of the fittest," ooonpying the 
highest positions of trust in the nation. Tha industrial order 
is to be on n basis of permanent relatione between masters and 
men, the masters to be "cnptains of ind ns try," some oontroll ing 
private enterprises, some State,5 all oor:r.wnding, reginantinp,, 
guiding those under thee. 6 His system is not ~ooinliatic 
in the strict sense of the term, r.nd 'Clit,ht porhnps be more 
fittinely called a form of "paternalism." 
R.T.Ely, in his 
• 
Note ~::1~I~: v~796~i: p.9ol91. 
5--Ibid, ~ol.VIII.,p.l64· 
4 also J .A .Hobson p 197 
Bote 5--Latter-nay Pernphlets pp.l53-4 
6--Wm.Grahem, "The ~ooia.i Problem " p.43-4. • 
--J.A.liobaon,p.l97.' • • 
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"~ocialisr:1 and t~ocial Reform," denies that "socinlism" is "paternal-
ism, u defining the latter as a waiting for kinrs or the rich 
to provide what tho people need. r.hile Carlyle d.enies the right of 
-
the people to help themselves throngr .. organized efforts at reform. 
the, ballot , .. etc., and insists that they may only oxpe ct relief from 
. 
the .. action of their "Rea.l-~uperiora," nevertheless, his system 
contains so much that is akin to Sociali3m that probably the best 
classification of it is as a kind of ::stat~ Socialism.l 
Ruskin's system io evan mora fronkly paternalistic than 
Cerly:te•s.! The rectification of eco.nornic injustice must coma 
from "an hereditary aristocracy, 71hoao :d'foctive co-oparat iC'n for the 
common good is to be derived from the voluntary action of individual 
lando\':ners and employers. There must be no movement of the m~ases 
to claim economic justice; no u~e of Parliament to •nationalise• land 
or capital, or to attack any private interest· Reform must proceed 
from a morol ~ppeal to the he~rt and the intelligence of individual 
members of the ruling clasees, who, eccording to .Mr.Ruskin's 
diaenosis, sre now living idly or wastefully upon the labour of 
the people. n3 His ideal government differs sornewhat from 
Carlyle's also in th~t it is to be more distinctly a theocracy,4 
J .A.Hobson says of him, therefore, the.t he "appronchas far nearer 
to the position of the more radical school of Christic:n socialists 
thun to the continental pr·rt of Sooiel Democracy," 5 and points 
out the fact that his advocacy of a theocracy estnbliohes a str~ng 
bond of sympathy between his teaching and thet of Catholic Socialism: 
~mming up their views, it may ba said tr~t neither 
Note 1--Gr~hnm, pp.43 44. ~--PJoAl.EHobonomy ot !Jt, p.21. v·-- • . o sen, p. 210. Note 4--Fore,Vol.VI.,pp.224-6. 5--Pa.ge 200. 
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Carlyle nor Ruskin can bo said to be a thorough-going Socialist, and 
in fact, they taught much entirely out of harmony with Socialism. 
Both, however, held doctrines so closely akin to the principles 
of Engiish ::socialicm that "socialistic" may proper be applied to 
much of their teaching on industritil quostions. 
5. EMIGRATION. 
Another Holution of the vexatious industi:ia.l problems of 
England which suggested itself to beth vrriters was that of !migration. 
Ruskin recornizes its advisability at times, una sugcasts that it 
might be organized like the military.l But to telk of emigration 
e• as a. solution of the economic problem is in his opinion but begring 
the question. 2 
Carlyle, however, waxes enthusiastic over this aid to 
a solution of the problem. Indeed, this Hnd. ed neat ion are the 
two great and only definite rel!ledies for the evils of society to 
which he committed himself. He asks "\'lhy ohould there not be 
an 'Emigration Service,' ••• an effectiv:e s:vstem?,S for getting those 
who canna t find employr:1ent in Enele:nd in to other lands, and 
establishing them there. 
6. PHILANTH..'t\OPY. 
A final method proposed to mitigate the evils r.rising out 
of the economic syotem, ani one which aroused Carlyle 's and Ruskin's 
most abusive wrath, is that of philv.nthropy. Not that they did 
not believe in relieving distress. Carlyle told Emerson th[t 
none of the poor Irish folk, wandering over the moor in search of 
work, went aw~y breadless from his door. Ruskin, advising young 
\). women, said: "Do not let yourselves be deceived by any of the 
common talk of 'indiscriminc;..te ch&rity.' The orde:;.· to us is not to 
feed the deserving hungry, nor the induotrious hungry, nor the 
amiable and well-intentioned hungry, but simply to feed the hungry."~ 
The kind of philanthropy, however, ~hich they united 
in conP.emning was that which nel~lected the normal, but junustly 
treated man, and concentrated its attentions upon the dependents, 
defectives and delin~uents of society, &a though care for them 
/-c....-,.,_ 1 ~ ~-~· ~8.b-.b. .3-~ ~I'~-,.,. l.) f. 
'J-~ w..: S..o......:t- 'j0-1.2.0 '1-~ ........ ~~- .t,f.S: 
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would aura all the ills that society is heir to. Carlyle speaks of 
with the greatest oontempt.l He says they ft>il to see that a.ll 
. 
this misery has a. root ba.ok of it, whioh will produce more and yet 
-
more lika it. Why do they not turn their attention to the 
cause of the troublo. 2 He aries to them to got themselves to 
the wellheads of the thing, "to the chief fountains of these waters 
.. 
of bitt erne as," a.nd causa these poisonous fountains to oease pouring 
out their deadly streams. 
Ruskin acousea them, likewise, ·af wasting tneir time in 
-trying"to gat maximum intellect from cretins nnd maximum virtue 
from criminals, meunwhile neglactingr; or even refusing, to remove 
the .. cause of cretinism and crime .3 He bids them turn their 
attention to establishing exercise grounds instead of hospitals, 
and .. training schools instead of penitentiaries, tmd they Vlill 
find their efforts producing more permanently Bl'.tisfnctory 
results. 
There is much truth in thoso criticionm cf Carlyle 
and Ruskin. But, as in too mon: other cases, the error and evil 
in the· current philonthropicr.l mcvet:lent s tt.rew thon into such a 
Berserker rf\ge thet they were blind to the many comrendnble reforms 
carried out by the benevolent gentlon:ent who'J'I'l thoy so hflrflhly 
\l condemned. 
Note 1--Latter-Day Pamphleto, pp.66,66. 
2--Ibid, pp.65,66. 
3--Fcrs, Vol.II., p.41. 
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CHAP~ER III. 
PART II. SOCIAL GROUP. 
1. The Family. 
a. MARRIAGE: DIVORCE. 
We chs.nge now from the econotrl.c to the social group. And 
first, under "The Family," we conoidor tho question of Marriage and 
divorce. There is little placo for the latter in their social 
system. Carlyle, particularly, expresses himself very conservative-
ly on the subject. He assumes thnt wedlock rightfully is "a 
contract of permanency, not easy tc disoclvo, but difficult extremely,--
"1 a 'contract for life' •••• 
Ruskin proposed strict state rog1tlt tion of n;Brriege. It 
is to be attained only after the youth nnd maid to whom it is grnnted 
have shown themselves worthy of entering into thatJdl:Jdmx relation.2 
When it comes to ":Preventive Chocks" on popnlution, however, noither 
he nor Carlyle has much sympathy with the Malthusian school, 
particularly in their proposal thot the laboring class help to 
solve the industrial problema by diminiahine the supply of laborers, 
when "of course the damEmd and the remuneration will increase!" 
Carlyle has little petiance with this Don Quixotic proposal.3 
b. WOMAN'S PLACE IN SOCIETY. 
What one has said of Ruokin may well be aa.iti also of 
't:)· Carlyle, --"Of woman • s ouf.:·rage he is fur too cont emptuoua to 
discuss it. rr4 John Nichol tellHathot "he opo~e with acorn of 
'the riehts of women,' their demnnd for the suffrage. n5 Ruskin 
says that womE>n 'a crowning glory io to be the mal:er of end que IJn 
over a home. He is opposed to her entering into competition with 
~,,_---~--~~======~~~~----------~~ .L --~_.,n__.,, -·- ----------- -
I· 
_gg.;. 
men in pursuit of a 'oareer.•l Carlyle, to our surprise, 
speaks with unusual liberality concerning woman entering into 
employment outside the home. "If a woman miss this destiny {i.e., 
of presiding o·rer a home), or have renounced it, she has every 
right before God and man to take up whatever honest employmant 
she" can find~ open to her in the world. n2 · 
2. THE TRADES. 
a. Unions. 
we .. have alroady observed Cs.rlyle 'B hostility to Trades 
Unions, He considers thet'l "avoy;edly for increase of wages 
alone; of thievery, knavery, botohery neetin~ in the work done, no 
account is had, or, if any, rathor a preference a~own for these 
sad quo.li tie a! n 3 lie comperes tham un favors bly with the old 
guilds, und tells tt~m that there is something mere important to 
be thought of than Viages, namely, the doing of their work well or 
ill. That As~ociation of v:orknen which v:ill direct its attention 
to getting work well done will ba, he says, "most blet:E;ed of 
the 'Trades-Unions' yet heard of!"4 
Ruskin, howevor, is moro ft1vornble to them. He B[\.ys 
that "Trades Uni~ns ure quite right r1hen honest eli~ kind ••• n5 
b. STRIKES. 
Cf!rlyle sees nothing unexpected in strikes, in view 
of the evil conditions surrounding tho laborer, and replies to 
those who oomplnin tht\t the best-paid. workmen are the ones who 
Bote 1--Fora, Vol.III., p.356: Seaamo end Lilies, p.l22. 
2--H.J.Niooll, "Thomas Carlyle," p.218. 
3::Ltr~.wordr~-£B:s,9. g __ go~s, iEt.rr~.,p.l96: see also Works, Vol.XVII.,pp.536-39. 
............... ------ ---- .. L 
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oauae the most trouble, that they are the only ones who can so 
m~xax start agitations for thai~ rights.l Treat your men 
justly, he says, and you will hr.vo no troubla.2 
Ruskin agrees v;ith him that before strikes OEin be condemned, 
the legitimate oauses for diasatisfaotion on the port of employes 
must be removed. He advoo&tes giviug ovary man a wage oo~mensurate 
with his actual needa.3 
o. GUILDS. 
In discussing Trades Uniono we noted thf1 t Cnrlyla compared 
them unfavorablg with the guilds of medieevbl tir~s. His criticism 
is on the baais thc,t the avowed nnd only purpose of Trades Unions 
is to increase the v:ages of it 6 members I wherens "Guilds VIera for 
quickening the .. conscienc9 of workoen, teaching every workman thet 
it was not permitted him to think of doing his work ill. n4 
He ·gives, however, no further or more d3finito suge,estiona ~s to 
. 
the advisability of returning to the guild s1stem • 
. 
Ruskin, on the other hnnd, seez:c. to favor, thonrh he does 
-
not hold clearly or con,iatently to tr~ plan, a revival of the cld 
syutem, one of the many medh:eval ro·versiono noticeable 1n his 
thinkint;. His genor&l pl&n, so far as he rrakes it ~lain, is that 
("'; of "re-establishing guilds of every impc·rtt-'nt trade in & ·ti tul, not 
formal oondition;--that there will be ~ grent council or government 
house :for the ttembers of every trade, built in v;he. tever to\\n of the 
kingdom occupies itself principally in such trade, with minor 
Note 1--Chartiao, p.21. 
2--Ibid, p. 288. 
3--Time !!nd Tide, Appendix, p.209. 
4--Laet Words, pp.7,8. 
' 
J 
I 
•' 
council halls in other cities; and to each council-hall, officers 
attached, whose first business may be to examine into the circum-
stance of every operative, in that trade, who chooaes to report 
himself to them when out of work, and to set him to work, if he is 
inaeed xtxt able and willi~g, at a fixed rate of wages, determined 
at regular periods in the council-meetings; and whose next duty 
ma,y be to bring reports before the council of all improvements made 
in the business, and means of its extoneion: not allowing private 
patents of any kind, but making all improvemento available to every 
member of the guild, only allotting, aftsr successful trial of 
them, a certain reward to the in ·:entoro. nl The formation of 
guilds, he says, is to be voluntary, the public to deal with those 
outside the guilds and whose wares are not warranted, at their 
own risk. .. All guild goods are to be warranted, and a sale of honest 
goods to be punishable by confiscation. Prices for the articles 
sold by the guilds and for the workmen's wages are to be fixed 
~1 -
annually for the g11ilds in the kingdom. By this arrangement, also, 
-
a definite limit is to be set to the profits of the master. All 
these requirements are to be enforced by the la~s of the State.2 
He does not carry his system out ~into any great detail. Hobson 
says he fails to tell us fully and satisfactorily how these 
guilds are to be instituted and governed.3 although, as has been 
shown above, he gives general suggestions. as to this. In this 
connection, it is interesting to recall Ruskin's own industrial 
experiments in the St.George's Company, hi h f 11 
w c o owed in a general 
the guild system. 
Note 1--Pol.Econony of Art,, pp.88,89. 
2--Time and Tide, pp.88,89,145,146. 
3--J.A.Hobson, p.l78. 
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3. THE CHURCH. .. 
.. 
carlyle, as is well known, was far from being orthodox in his 
beliefs concerning religion. It is not surprising, therefore, to 
find his views concerning the church also more or less heterodox. 
one writer has said that we must conclude from Carlyle's own words 
that he meant to teach thvt "we are to fall back upon natural 
religion,"l 
a belief. 2 
And there is much in his w-ritings to confirm such 
We are also told that "Carlyle attended no place 
of worship, or rarely."3 It must not be concluded too hastily, 
' however, that he rejected tho church and its teachings altogether • 
.. 
He speaks of it as "the venerable embodiment of an idea which may well 
call itself divine."4 It is the decadence of real spiritua.l 
life in the church, the v~angling over "Puseyisms, black-and-white 
surplice controversies," or over "prevenient grace,"5 when the 
.. 
people are perishing from the lack of real religious guidance, 
which evokes: .. his scathing criticisms of the church and its leaders. 
-The world still needs spiritual teachers, "Speaking Ones," he calla 
them, who shall guide the people,6 This kind of a religions 
leader, this "Speekin~ One, 11 speaking of spiritual things to 
.. 
men, this "man preaching from his earnest ~ into the earnest 
souls of men~7 this'soul kindling soul,--"there is need of 
'" him yet 1 n8 Would that he who fills his place might awaken 
to t:r.a true duties of his cffice,9 
In his ideal society, in which all men should be 
Note 1--Peter Bayne, p.loo. 
2--Past and Present,p,251. 
3- -A. S. Arnold, "The Story of Thomas Carlyle " 206 4-Chartism, p.31. ' p. • 
5--Lattor-Da.y Pamphlets pp.l45 150 
6--E.D.Mead,"The Philoa~phy of Corlyle,"p.48 
7--Herocs & Hero-Worship, p.432, • 
8--Pest and Present p 260 9--Ibid, p.260.. I • • 
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"regimented" under heroic leadera, he says the "true Souls'-Overseers" 
have the most exalted office and duty of all.l Indeed, in a properly 
organized society, the Priesthood and the Aristocracy should be one; 
"and the King a Pontiff-King, n2 an ideal aimilr.:r to that of Ruskin's 
of a theocracy. Just how these "Souls'-Overseers" are to be chosen 
or,to be inducted into office,ho leaves us ignorant. As is too 
often the case, he is content with condemning the old and painting 
an idealistic picture of whnt he thinks the new ought to be, let 
it come as it may. 
There are some very striking differences, as well as 
similarities, between Ruskin's views on the church, and Cerlyla's~ 
.. 
Both find many evils in the present system to condemn, particularly 
.. 
its "laissez faira" attitude toward the evils of aociety;3 both 
agree that a true Priesthood has u very important function to per- · 
form in society; end both make the Priesthood an integral and 
dominating office in their ideal schema o-f government. 4 
.. 
But Ruskin is mora orthodox and Biblical than Carlyle in 
hie attitude toward religion and tha church. And he differs from 
.. 
his master, also, in his views as to what should be done to correct 
the evils of the present syotem, e.nd ss to what the principal duties 
of hhe priest or minister should be. Carlyle, it has been 
~·~ observed, th.ought that he ought to preach, or "speak", spiritual 
. 
truths to the people, that they might be guided aright in their 
conduct. Ruskin, on the other hand ,---and here we have an inter-
eating illustration of his mo~e practical bent of mind,--insists 
that there ;I.e entirely too much speaking.already,5 and says that 
Note 
in "Roadside Songs of 
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what they need to do is more practical social service. 1 Did they 
give themselves up more energetically to-helping their brother 
in a practical manner, they would have better success in understanding 
. 2 the meaning of the ~criptures which they pretend to expound • 
.. 
And there would be more real religion in the members of the church 
,. 
i.f instead of confingng their dev~tions to "worship" in an elegant 
church, filled with Gothic windowc, incense, and org&n music, they 
gave up their "carbureted-hydrogen ghost in one healthy expiration" 
., 
and looked "after .Lazarus at the door-stap." For, he adds, "there 
is a true 6hurch wherever one hand meats another helpfully' and thfit 
I 
is the only holy or Mother Church wh.Ji:ch evor was, or aver shall ba."3 
He would not entirely abrogate the church service and preaching, but 
su~e;asts. wi~h a pertinent and tellingly ~phrased sentence, that it 
woll;1d be bet~_er if the olargy, "who nol'l dine with the rioh and preach 
. 
to the poor, ware accustomed, on the contrary, to dina with the 
poor and preach to the rich."4 
One other suggestion of his may be noted, finally, as 
interesting. It is that "bishops," or "overseers," be appointed 
over every hundred families in the state, who~o duties it shall 
be to have K very intimate oversight of these families9 This 
conception is an outgrowth of hin genernl conception of the Chnroh 
leader's office being a ministerial rather than a priestly or 
.. '~ preaching one. 
Note 1--Fors, Vol.IV., P.22. 
2--Sesame and Lilies, p.l90. 
3--Ibid, pp.63,64. 
4--Fors, Vol.V.,p.l30. 
5--Time and Tide, p.ao. 
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4. THE NATION. 
1. Form of Government. 
a. DEMOCRACY. 
we now come to their views as to the proper form of 
. 
'government for the nation. During the era in which Carlyle and 
Ruskin wrote, the cry rose higher and higher in England for a 
modification of the existlhng systom of government to one in which 
the sovereign power should be more fully "vested in the people as 
a whole." This cry for democracy met with little favor from 
Carlyle in his more mature years, or, in its more revolutionr.ry 
forms, from Ruskin in any period of his life • 
. 
Carlyle, it may be said, bcgnn as a radical, a believer 
in more universal suffrage. we have it on the testimony of 
Mr.Froude that he was disappointed in the Reform Bill of 1832 
becau~e it simply transfered the power of government from the lend-
" 
owners to the tradesmen, and gave no relief to the mechanics and 
peasants.l As the years went by, however, his views on the 
matter changed. "Chartism" contained his last concession to 
belief in democracy.2 In his later books he expressed a 
was that it destroyed the unfit old, and prepared the way for the new.3 :By removing the old, left "zero and it vacuity for the institution of a new nrrangement."4 This arriving at a l[tX\f 
"growing distrust in the judgment of the multi tude. "2 In 
later writings the only good thing thf(t he could say for democracy 
"net result of zero" makes de b t " 
mooraoy y .:nn ure a self-cancelling 
busineas,•
5 
and its only justification for being nt ~11 is that 
Note 1--~ p.~94) S::rl2mi·cifi.fUi~biRt±gfi; B~~1~~s£6fi~nrtiarn. p. 57. 4--Chartism, p.34. ' 5--Chartism, p.33. 
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it prepares the way for a better---and one not democratic--system. 
He considers democracy founded on nn erroneous proposition,--thst 
of equality. '"The equality of men' any man equal to any other; 
Quashee Nigger to Socrates or Shakapeare; Judas Isoeriot to Jesus 
Ch;i~t,nl is tho way he puts it. The proposition to enfranchise 
every man seems to him absurd on the face of it. Most men are 
by n&ture sla.ves, born "not to command, but to obey. n2 What kind 
of a leader, of necessity, must such, if enfranchised, select? 
One.like themselves! 3 In selection by ballot-box, "Jesus Chri~ 
goes ju.st as far as Judas Isoa.:riot. n4 He asserts that never in · 
the history of the world has the worthiest mtm or thing received 
a universal vote in his or its favor.6 America has been cited 
as an example of successful democracy. He says ita seeming 
success is due to the boundless natural resources of thLt oountry,--
conditions making "no government,"--such he termo democracy,--to 
endure there~6 He questions if there ever was a nation which 
could ht1ve continued to m.tboist on democ~~cy. 7 
He .favors a limited suffrage, confined to the "heroic 
free man. n8 This is in harmony with h'a view of the ideal state 
as one in which the governing shall be done by those made superior 
to their fellows by Supreme Power. Only through these "elect 
ones" can God's ·EternDl Law be reueu.led and put into effect.9 
This is a Divinely appointed plan. "The Universe itself is a Monarchy 
and Hierarchy. nlO Democracy would grind down these Divinely 
Note 1--shobting Niagara, pp.4,5. 
2--Lutter-Day Pamphlets, p.217. 
3--Past and Present, p.94. 
4--The Nieger ~ueation, p.l2. 
5--Lutter-Day Pamphlets, p.211. 
6--Chartism, p.35. 
7--L.D.P.,p.42; Chartism,p.33. 
8--L.D.P.,p.217. fl 
9--Ibid, p.236. 1 
lil 10 --Ibid ,pp44-5. I 
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.. 
endowed leaders, he says, such as Frederick the Great, for instance, 
' . . . . .. 
and "even find_ it excellent practice, and pride themselves on 
Liberty and Equality."l He fails to consider how many possibly-
Divinely-endO~Ied men Frederick ground dow~ beneath his cannon 
wheels. in o/d~~ to. svtisfy his selfish ambit ion. This admiration 
~r.• ,.._ 
for despotism ~xplains much of Carlyle's antipathy towHrds democracy. 
/•'' 
He speaks /r·N~poleon I. as "a Divine Mi~~ionary, "2 and in his 
' .# ' -Edin~~h Inaugural he quoted, with implied approval, .Machiavelli's 
stat[mfnt that "the history of Rome shows_ that a democracy could 
not ~rman~ly exist without the occasional intervention of a 
Dictftor. n3 -
11 In a nut-shell, Carlyle ha4 no faith in the "Co1loctive 
Wil(." He believed also that "the ideas that. master men are greater 
then the ideas men master." This doctrine of the Unconscious, 
. 
requiring the revelntion of God's ~ill and Law through tha "elect," 
together with his lF.ck of faith in populr:r intelligence, caused 
him to deny the possibility of a dernocrat.ic form of government 
provine successful.4 
It has already been hinted that Ruskin's ideal scheme 
. 
of government is founded, like that of Cllrlyle's, on the assumption 
that the power to rule is to be in the h~nds of an "aristocracy of 
talent," the principal diffe~enoe being that his sbheme is even 
more theocratic in fore then Carlyle's. We ~BY readily conceive 
~ 
therefore thot we are not likely to find him very favorably disposed. 
toward democracy in any form. 
Note 1--Frederiok,the Great,Vol.VIII.,pp.8,9. 
-2--Sartor Resartus,p.l35. 
3--Wylie,p.274;· see also Inaugural l·ddress 63 64.· 
4--Maocunn, pp.l47-164. ' pp. ' · 
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Though self-confessedly plebian by' ancestry, he was by nature an 
aristocrat, an admirer of authority, a firm believer in the Divine 
right, not only of one class to rule, but no less of another class 
to be ruled. Consequently, we early find him expressing his dislike 
for"liberty'!and its. advocates. "Of all-curses that poor, vicious, 
idiotic man can suffer," he says, in a letter to his father in 1845, 
"liberty is perhaps the greatest. nl This opposition to "liberty" 
continued throughout life. It remained ever.with him "only another 
word for Death·"2 
Ruskin followed Carlylo very clo~ely in many respects in 
his opposition to democracy, even using his diction in his tirades 
against it. Like his master, ho considered "democracy" synonymous 
with "anarchy. n3 .. He followed the former in denying the 
possibility of "natural equalit3,"4 .and wee driven like him to an 
assertion of the antipodal view of "natural slavery," or the 
Divinely appomnted subordination of the many to the few. 
"Obedience," "loyalty,W "subjugation," "restraint,"--these are 
the .. words .he ~uses to describe. his conception of the proper 
relations of governed to governing.5 Like Carlyle, he speaks 
contemptuously of the democracy of America. He speaks of 
that nation as . "wholly undesirous of Rest, end incapable of it. 
The Carlylean dootrine of rule by "heroes," or "bast men" is 
reiterated in Fora Clavigora,7 where he tells the masses: "Your 
main problem is the.t ancient and trite one, 'Who is best man?'" 
Note 1--Worko, Vol.VIII., p.262, ~::&~8w!0~~·*~tdVOI~vt~5~.~g8.s.L.of A.,pp.204,205. 
4--Time ap.d Tide p 152· liobsdn p 205 
5--seven .Lamps o-! Architecture' pp. 204,205; see' al.so 
6--Time Fo~s~id~l.II.b~.l30; Ii.,p.l47. . 
_ 7--Paga i~7. ' p.l · 
n6 
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These ere to govern+ regardless of the opinion of the proletariat.l 
The present aristocracy he admits to be bad,2 but even so, he would 
trust it before he would demooraoy.3 All this stamps him to be, 
that which he openly avowed himsel£,4--nri unchanging Conservative. 
-
. Yet, contradictory though it mny seem, Ruskin was also, 
in mapy respects, a strong Radical. This paradox may be explained 
•· 
best perhaps./ by a statement of W. G .Collingwood, who says: "Mr .Ruskin 
is morally/Conservative, intellectually R~dioal. His instincts 
., 
cling.·.to .the"past, his intelligence leacls him ahead of his time,"5 
It has ,~lao been sugrested6 that Ruskin "is much nearer to the more 
enligh~ened Liberals of his day and ours than he is v:illing to admit," 
for while, as we have seen,he followed Cai·lyle ln denouncing 
Democracy, and in insisting tha~ Kfxftkaxhgood ro~ernment can only 
come through the rule of "the heroic boat," nevertheless "his only 
definite suggestion for getting good government is by suffrage 
of .the ,body of citizens. rr Contradictory as it seems+ to v1hat 
we have noted him to have said above, he ··asserts thai0~Svarnment 
might be secured by universal suffrage, though he modifies this 
last by explaining tha.t he does not mean universal equal suffrags~ 
He draws the line, however, at womon voting.7 
Too much emphasis should not be placed on Ruskin's 
~ expressions which seem to favor demo~recy, for he is to the last 
what he called himself, "a King's rwn," and favored, as we have 
seen previously, a diotinotly puternulist_io and aristocratic 
scheme of government. 
Note ~--Construction of Shoepfoldc p 34 1 i;l==~~w~e~n~0Tf~~h·~p. Iglkf62~&1. Vrri. ,p. 262; also Time & Tide ,151-2 il. s::~:geeEf6 ~n uB11o ~f~Irs, pp.550,551. 
6--Munara Pulveris, p.l22. ' 
7--Arrows of the Chace, p.l54. 
-~-~~~--~ 
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. ~. 
b. GOVERNME,NT :BY AN ARISTOCRACY Q,F T.fLENT. .. 
Carlyle and Ruskin found feudalism practically deoadent,--
baroly suggested by the aristocracy of the time,--snpplanted b~ 
-~-- __ ~,-~ 
a mercantile plutocracy. The latter, by its greed, its materialism, 
its selfishness and injustice, rendered yet another change inevitable • 
.. 
Whither should it laad? To democracy, cried most men. Nota so, 
replied Carlyle and Ruskin. And rejecting democracy, they could 
bnt turn to the GOlden Age of feudalism as their model for the 
new era. Their idae of an orgsnically nnited society, a 
regimented body of men, with those natnrslly endowed for leadership 
as .ita "capta.ina,rr its governors, seamed to find illustration in the 
old fendlllity. Carlyle, for example, speaks with glowing admir-
ation o£ those days.l Ru~kinrs scheme of governiTent, which he 
givos in considerable detail in Fora Clav.igera, 2r: is frankly based 
on .the old feudal system. But he goes a step farther than 
-Carlyle a.nd speak& with approval of "one Seventh and Final Authority" 
in the old system, who was the direct representative of God.3 
-The old Catholic theocrucy, then, 
seems to be his rr.odel. 
idealized and shorn of its abuses, 
II 
This feudalistic ideal fer society is entirely in keeping 
vdth Carlyle's end .Huskin's teaching, alrendy referred to several 
~ times, that there is a Divinely appointed "aristocracy of talent," 
in whobe hands all rnlo should rightfully rest. 
"These," says 
Carlyle, 11flre properly our Men, cn.r .Grent Men; the guide o of the 
dull host, --whi oh follC'Vla thern ao by en irrevocable decree. 4 
.Note 1- -Chart ism, p. 36. · 
2--Vol.VI.,pp.224-6. 
3--Fors,Vcl.VI.,pp.224-6. 
4--C.& M.Essaya, p.313. 
',• 
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And again, he says that "Surely of all ':rights of man,' tl~is right 
of the ignorant man to be guided by the v.iser, te be, gently or 
forcibly, held in the true cuurse 'by him, is the indisputnblest."l 
He defines an aristocracy as "a corporation of the Best, of the 
Bre.vest."2 This of course is his ide31 aristocracy, not the 
* aristocracy actually existing in lrngland e.t that time. 
Obedience to the authority of these ''Bast c.nd Bravest" is "the 
primary duty of man." And when those in authority do not measure 
up to hia idoal, he would nevertheless insist that one is not justi-
fied !nJresicting thoir nuthority, except for very heavg cause, 
indeed.~ 
.. 
He is s.sked how the "Best e.nd Rravest" f; re to be found 
and exalted to positions of power, but his reply is woefully 
inadequate and unsatisfactory. In truth, he did not know himself. 
Pinned down to some definite suggostion, he gives us to und(?rstand 
that he looks, after all, to tho present aristocracy to produce 
the sa ideal "real leadore and rulers. n4 He thinks that when 
the real "hero" appears in society, he will be immediately recognized 
by even the common heid, for is there not implcnted in every mvn'e ~ 
hebrt an instinctive power to recognize and desire to worship hie 
"Real-Superiors?"5 There is a very palpable inconsistency 
here, for it will be romeered that he wonld deny the ballot to 
~ the majority of men because they would select ignoramuses or 
rascals, men of their own low type, as their lenders and rulers, 
Note 1--Churtism, p.33. 
2- -Ibid, p .34. 
3--Ibid, pp.56,57. 
4--~hooting Niagara, p.l8; also pnges 24-5. 
5--sartor !teanrtus, pp.lS8,189. 
-----~-·-........ -·----------------· 
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instead of their best and ablest man. He nowhere tells us very 
definitely just how tho "Best t-.md ·Brcvest" are to be chosen, but 
1 in the .Latter-Day Pamphlets gives some very hazy and indefinite 
suggestions us to how it might be dona. 
Some hint hue Rlreo.dy beon fi'ven thet C&rlyle favored 
-
~a despotism,--a "one man" rule. This crops out here and there,· 
par.ticuh1rly in FrodE)rick, the Great2. This is of con.rse a 
natural outgrowth of his view of history. "Universal History'' 
teaches us, he says, that the great man of thG world are the ones 
who have really done ita work, bnd guided its life into their 
.. 
present che.nnels.3 ::such l;re not to be limited, than, lest their 
.. 
Divinely appointed work be hlnaered Lnd curtailed. They rule by 
.. 
"Divine right."4 He intimBtea also his belief in the hereditary 
principle of sovernmant.5 It must be co.id that despite his hHrsh 
criticisms of the ruling aristocrbpy, he virtually identifies them, 
or at least a goodly porticn of them, with his nristocrucy of 
talent. ~ance, his approv&l of tho hereditary principle of 
.. 
eovernment, P.nd of the doctrine o:f the Divine rights of Kings • 
. 
That tl:.e "Best and Bravest': who t~re to rule in his ideal scheme 
of ecvernment, should come from the common herd, scarcely enters 
into his thinking at all. To use Ruskin's term, he is a 
,. thorough-going "King's men," a Ccncorvotive of Conservvtives, 
who8e entire hope, so far as governcental ch&nee end oction 
are ccncerned, lies in the established and hereditary aristoaracy. 
Uote 1--fage 14. 
2--Vol.I.,p.6. 
3--Haroes & Hero-Worship, p.239. 
4--sartor Reas.rtus, p.l86-7; H.& H.W. ,pp.424,425. 
5--Inaugural Addrebs, pp.69,70. 
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The term '~ing's man" referred to above, was, as will be 
remembered, used by Ruokin of himself,l and well describes his 
general conception of government. He followed h~:rd in the 
tracks of CBrlyle in his "hero-worship," a course easy and natural 
for Ruskin, the artist, turnod socia.l teacher, to take, says 
2 J.A.Hobson, Like Carlyle, he conceives of en ideal society as. 
regimented end under captains Divinely fitted for the work of 
. /3 governing. · He re-echoes Carlyle's view that change is only 
.. 
a matter of last resort; we must mnke the most of what forms of 
government we have alr8ady.4 Wo notice in Tim0 and Tide5 a very 
extraordinary assertion of his pr8ference to pin his faith in the 
tyrra.nioal, corrupt and inefficient o.ristocrncy ra.thor thE1n to trust 
democracy tm correct the evils of the netion. He follows Uarlyle, 
aloo, especially in his later yea.rs, in his belief in "one mon" 
powez·~ He makes however a slight modlficr·ticn of his general 
admiration for the kingly office by s~ying tho.t kinr.;s who think 
of their n~tions DS priv!lte, and who e~:ploit them for their 
own selfish ends, sre not, no nu.t';ter how pov.erful, true kings.7 
In tho mai~, then, the conceptions of Carlyle and Ruskin 
as to what a proper government should be like agree very closely. 
It is to be a regimenting power, in the honda of the "Best and 
Bravest." Thezse are not to be chosen by populs.r vote,---thoueh 
Ruskin is not so oartain of this us Carlyle,--but when they appear, 
they v:ill receive gener~jl recogniticn as Divinely appointed to 
rule,.beoause of the instinct for "hero-worship" implanted even 
Note l--Le~tBrs on Public Affairs pp r5c ~51 
--f!, 1ft tiOD~O¥ ~.45• ' •• , , • ., • ::~~r~, 1v~o.l J~l: , Pp· 7 ~~9. --l?uge ~. 6--Fora, ol.II., pp.63,64. 
7Seea.me end Lilies, p.71. 
lp!l· l· ml-.l.'"i'JIR. •,•=•n•n•'IIF?Ii. •, ••n•n•·•r•zn•v•· ., •• .., ..... llll!•l!!:r~. !!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.:!!~=====;==::::;:::;:::::~~=~===== .;,:.. , 
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rule, because of the instinct for "hero-worship" implanted even 
·in the low and common mind. Both fail to explain how these 
"heroic men" are to be installed in office. Indeed. they seem 
·-·~ 
-
to be uncertain themselves, nnd fall back nt last upon the belief 
~ 
that .these are to be developed out of the existing aristocracy. 
Hence. no revolutionary changes in existing forms of governmmnn 
are to be thought of. The king may not be perfect, but there is 
no better to replace him. Therefore, ftLong live the king!~ 
mrm :· 
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c2. LAW. 
It has already been pointed out several times that Ca~le 
and Ruskin conoaived of the world as subjeot :mf to Divine e.nd Eternal 
.. 
Laws. we ere not su:::-pri~ed then to find that their view of 
.. 
statute law is th~'t it is simply the definite ane.otment and promul-
ge.tion,for the gnidnnoe of human aotion,of these supreme and Infinite 
Laws. In hie Frenoh Revoluticnl Carlyle says that the only set 
.. 
of laws that men will obey is the "one which images their Convictions ...... 
their Faith t-:s to this wondrous Universe, en<l what rit;'hts, duties, 
capabilities tl:ay hcve there; which stand·s sanatione1, therefore, 
by Necessity itesaaf; if not by a o~en Delty, then by an unseen 
one. Other La~s, whereof there o.re alvmys enoueh ready-made, 
-
are .. usurps.tions; Vlhich rneri do not obey, but rebel t-tgsinst, and 
abolish, &t their earlieot convenience.":£ Ruskin expresses 
practically the same ;iew in Munera.Pulveris,2when he says tl:at only 
those laws founded on the principles cf :r:tornul Justice and 
Rightness can be established snd endure. 
3, FUNCTIONS OF THE STATE. 
a.. TAXATION. 
carlyle has little to say, specifically, ooncerning tsxation. 
He plainly indicated his opposition to the iniquitous "bread tax" 
imposed by the Corn Law (see Chartism). Not only thnt, but he 
intimates his belief that tho land-owners who cry for "protection" 
at the cxpenee of the poor, are really paying far less than their 
Note 1--Vol.I,, pp.266,267. 
2--:Puge 106. 
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share of the nation's taxea. 1 Ruskin also oppooed tho 'bread 
.tax.' 2 From a discussion of the avilo of this tax, he proceeds 
·to discuss the entire systom of duties on imports and exports, and 
becomes very sarcastic af3 he discusses the follp of tax-po.gers 
objecting to.taxes directly imposed, and -their insistence that 
'ft they be added rather to the prices of commodities which ere 
imported. ~Ek He states thnt he favors a direct tax.3 
He advocates a very heavy, even nlrno~t prohibitory tax, on luxuries 
which are detrimental to the nntion. The . revenue of the 
country, in addition to these taxes, should, he se.ys, "be boldly 
• 
and permanently provided for by both en income end property tax, 
the letter only on fortunes exceeding 110,000." 4 
• 
Note 1--Past and Present, p.262. 2--tatters on Politics, ~crko, Vol.XII., p.594. 
3--Ibid, p.596. 
4--Ibid, pp.59~,595. 
"· 
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b. STATE AND EDUCATION. 
In order to understand Carlyle's and Ruskin's writings 
concerning education, it must be remembered that prior to the 
passage of Forster's Elementary Educatic~ Act, in 1870, the 
·tt progress of general education in Engle.nd hud been very much retarded. 
It ··was estimHted, for example, thet in 1833· not over half of the 
.. 
children of the nation were in attendance at .schools. '!;hen viewed 
in this light, the point to Csrlylo 's insistence tlu~t what he calls 
., 
the miracle "of the teaching of England. to r(wd '! be attempted 
becomes apparont. 1 As early as "Sartor Rece.tt.ns" he celled 
attention to· the nt:tglact of thitl import,lnt matt or, ru1d said thP.t 
until teachers were lookod upon no more important personages, 
the work of education would not be car1·ied out as it ought 
to be done. He thinks the teaching :::~ervice might be carefully 
and effectively organized, nationally, with "some Education ~eoretary, 
Captnin-General of Teuchars, who \dll actually continue tc get 
us t aupht . "2 lie considers educe.tion a solution of the 
grievous economic problems of the duy. If the lobo~ing men are 
. 
not educe.ted, they will go on burninr, "ricks and mills; reduce ua, 
the111selves ana the world into ashes and r~in."3 \ He advocated 
in "Chartism," long ba='ore the compulsory educational ucts were 
• enacted and put into operation, tht:tt ''penalties nnd K:XJrla disabilities" 
be ''by law ini'lic~tod on Avery :tn~ront who did not teach hie child 
to read, on avery n:u.n who had not been taught to read. 114 
Note 1--Chnrtis~, p.63. 
2--Sartor Resartue, p.80. 
3--Chnrtiern, p.60. 
4--Ibid, p.63. 
·•· 
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R Ruskin also ndvocated that tho atnte provide means of 
education for all, nnd thnt it compe~ all to take advantage of such 
provisions •1 · Having determined, ho says, thnt "we will have 
education for 8.11 men end women now, and for all boys and girls that 
. -
are to be," the question then is, wr~t kind of an education it shall 
Tho very practical turn which his answer takes is 
., 
intetresting. He asserts that the business of education is to 
.. 
fit men for the station in lifo which they nre to fill, whether it 
be high or low.3 He advocates vary strongly that "all youths, 
of whatever rank, ought to learn uome manuel trode thorcughly."4 
And it is interesting to hear this Professor of stuid c.nd. conserva-
tive Oxford predict, with reference to .th·a various cla~sos which 
compose society, th~t "the training of all these distinct classes 
will not be by Universities of o.ll knowledge, but by distinct schools 
of .such knowledge a.s 'hrill be most useful for every ol&ss •••• Thus, 
I do not desputt of seeing a :)ohcol of Ag-riculture ••• n5 
The teachings of Carlyle and Ruskin on education and 
the state's rela~ion to it are notable as being in advance of their 
age, and also prophetic of many of the most important innovations 
of the modern educational movernont. 
Nota 1--Stones of Venice, Vol.III., Appendix. p.241; also 
Time end Tide, p.lC3. 
2--Fors. Vol.I, p.57. 
3--stones of Venice, Vol.III., App., p.240. 
4--l'olicica.l Economy oi' Art, pp.lOO.lOl. 
5--Lectures on Art, p.5. 
~-----------------------~-~~--~ 
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o. STATE AND MORAL LIFE: THE LIQUOR QUESTION. 
carlyle attribut~s much of the misery of the laboring 
classes to into~icants, and delivers himself of a wonderfully 
eloquent arraignment·of their arch-enemy, Gin. 1 It is interesting 
to note, also, that despite his usual antipathy toward the clergy·, 
he was heartify in sympathy with the work of Father Mathew, the 
great advocate of taotolalism,2 Ho suggests no particulr·rly 
definite method .whereby either state or private societies c~n check 
the evil. Indeed, as in the case of other evils, he seems to 
look for reform to coma through porsonal, individual initiative. 
This should be incited and encouraged, he says, by the clergy, 
their neglect to do which, among other things, evoked tho scathing 
rebukes against them which we hvve already noticed. 3 
As.the son of his father---his father was a wine merchant---
we can hardly expect Ruskin to advocate total abstainence. He 
says, frankly, "I am no temperance man," i.e., ne means "advocate 
-
of .total abstainence. n4 He does, however, severely condemn 
drunkenness, and points out, in an interesting manner, that 
statistics even do not show the real facts as to its heavy toll 
on society. 5 Like Carlyle, he finds drunkenness a "gigantic 
and infectious evil," which is "the root of the greeter part of 
the misery of our lower orders.6 In contrast to his usual 
antipathy towards reforms and philanthropists, he expresses the 
greatest sdmiration for Sir Walter Trevelyan and George Cruikshank, 
who were devoting their best energy to the suppression of the evil,6 
Note 1--Chartism p.22. 
2--A.S.Arnoid, p.211. 
3--Past and Present, p.260. 
4--Fors, Vol.III. pp.43 44. 
65--ATrirows of the ~haceA tol.II. pp 129 130 
-- me and Tide, pp.6o,69. ' • ' • 
-----------· ... ~ -~-------
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As for the practice of those engaged in the liquor business who for 
the sake of profit encourage and incite to excessive nee of their 
wares, he can hardly find words severe enough for condemnation. 
"Venders of death,"l he calls such men, and their practices "one 
of the most crimintil methods of asoassinntion for money hitherto 
adopted by the bravos of an age or country. "2 
imrnediHtely be a_dopted for restricting them. 
Legal means should 
Such measures, 
" 3 hovtever, can only be "temporary and provisionary. Like Carlyle, 
he intimc;tes that the only ultimate remedy for the evil is 
individual inhibition and self-control. 
d. STATE AND THE CHURCH. 
We have already observed that Carlyme 's end Ruskin's 
ideal state is a theocracy, in which the Aristocracy and Priesthood 
are preferably one and the same. We have already noticed, also, 
their strong inclination to retain tho present system of government, 
out of which the ideal-may be evolved, and their steadfast opposition 
to the agitation about them for revolutionary changes in the existing 
order of things. .. It is not surprising then to find, that 
despite the many strictures which Carlyle uttered ngt:inst the Church 
of England and ito clergy, and in spite of his personal indifference 
to and neglect of its services, he expressed himself privately as 
believing "'that the Church of England is the most rational thing 
he sees now going, and that it is the duty of every wise man to 
support it to the uttermost. 'n4 
Ruskin, cleo, though he had much to say against the Church 
Note 1--Time Emd Tide, pp.68,69. 
2--Arrows of the Chace, Vol.II. ,pp.l29,130. 
3--Time and Tide,pp.68,69. 
4--A.S.Arnold, p.332,--quoting Charles Kingsley. 
• 
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of England, considered it, nevertheleso, the only apt;roavable form 
of _church polity. Re had little sympathy with dissenters from 
the established church. "I had rothcr be a Papist than a 
dissenter ••• or a oember of the Church of Scotland," he says, in 
"Let tars to a College Friend .1 He is a thorough-going believer in 
union of church and state, and',spe a.ks of "the idea of sepr:rvtion of 
Church and State ae Fatuity. "2 This is quite in line_ with his 
.. 
ideal of government as a theocracy. Expression of this view is 
given as early as 1851, when in a letter to F.J.Furnivall~ he says: 
"Wherever the State calls itself Chri otian, its government should 
be pre-eminently Christian, therefore pro-eminently part of the 
Church." 
e. STATE'S PROTECTION OF CITIZENS AGAINST CRIME • 
. 
Cf-trlyle has been much criticized for his savage utterances 
regarding the punishment of oriminalo. This attitude of his grew, 
no doubt, p&rtly out of his n&tura.l harshness in dealing bith the 
subject of evil and evil-doers in general; pArtly out of his Calvin-
istic training a.nd tendencies. He sa~ in criminality defiance of 
the Eternal Laws of God. The malefactor, therefore, merits 
,. 
punishrr.ent "ghat you mey do justice to him." This is "the will 
and commandment of God with regard to him-. 4 After fair trial, 
.. 
he who is unchanging scoundrel should be sent "whither he is 
striving all this while, and have done with him.5 He hr,rks 
back to Cromwell's time with approval, when "there was still 
Bote 1--Page 465. 
2--Construction of Sheepfolds, p.38. 
3--Works, Vol.XII.,p.569. 
4--Latter-Day Pamphlets, p.85,88. 
5--Ibid, p.91. 
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belief in the Judgments of God" and "as yet no distracted jargon 
of 'abolishing Cppital Punishment.'"l 
His attack o~ the, to his mind, too mild treatment of 
criminals in prisons, particularly in his Latter-Day Pamphlets, may 
be better understood in the light of his visit to Millbank jail 
befQre writing his second pamphlet. Hero he found brutal malefactors 
"2 living in comparative luxury and idleness. The thought of the 
honest poor suffering privations and existing under the most 
.. 
miserable conditions, while these lazy scoundrels dwelt in ease and 
comfort, drove him to some of his most savage outbursts against 
the whole pe-nal system. Of theae rascals he stye ,!!! would "make 
rather brief work, n3 for "there iD immense work, and of a far 
hopefuller sort, to be done elsewhere." 4 
As is so often the case, in his treatment of social 
problems, Carlyle strikes into tho heart of the case when he attri-
butes the increase of "social Nondescripts" to general social 
decay, the lack of employment among the poor. the increase of 
luxury among the rich, the breaking down of real government, the 
"captains of ind uatry" having degenerated into "capt Edna of 
idleness. n5 
Ruskin follows Carlyle in some of hiD views ns to 
-(·-· criminals and· their treatment, but he also exhibits some striking 
differences from his master's opinions. In "Ivlunera ?ulveris "6 
• 
he refers wit1. approval to Carlyle's views on model prisons in 
"Latter-Day Pamphlets." He has &s little pntience as his 
Note 1--Cromwelli Vol.II.,p.l44. 
2--A.SLArn£ d, p.271. 3--Latver- ay Pamphlets, p.~ 73. 
g::~a~er~~~~ays, p.433. Note 4--Ibid, p.91 
I~ 
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master with the coddling of offenders against society. He also 
intiniates his belief thnt there is still need of capital punishment. 
He ridicules those whose tender consciences will not permit them to 
"incur the responsibility of shortening the hourly more guilty life 
-
of a gingle rogue • "1 He advocates that cri~inale not worthy 
. 
of death should be put at once to the most dangerous and painful 
-forms of necessary labor, such as work in min_o.s, at furnf>.noes, and 
-
so on. eo that innocent and honest men may be relieved of such · 
labor so far as poesiblo.2 
proper C?Orr_e~tive of crime. 
hindered by.punishment."3 
He nenies thnt punishment is a 
-· 
He eays that ''orirne cannot be 
The only euocesefnl remedy for 
cri~e is education. 4 This advocacy of prevention of crime by 
education rather than by punishment ha.s a distinctly modern tone, 
and was quite at variance with tho views hold by most criminolo~ists 
and penologists of his own day • 
Note 1--Yors, Vol.IV.,p.Sl. 
2--Munera Pulveris, pp.l01,109. 
3--Time and Tide, pp.97,9A. 
4--Arrows of the Chace, Vol.II.,p.l34. 
•• 
---------------------------------
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f. STATE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 
1". Tariff: free trade. 
Curlyle accepted free trade ns a just principle for com-
mercial relations with other nations. The 'bread tax' in particular 
excited his antipathy, and he said thet he h~d "heard no 'argument' 
.. 
for it {the Corn-Law) but such as might mu.ke the angels nnd vlmost 
the very jackasses weep!"l In one of his latest books, however,--
"Shooting Niagara: and After?"--he sa.yu that if free trade is to 
mean thnt unlimited competition devolves into· cutting of prices and 
hence of wages, f;nd into the production of the ncheap and Nasty," 
some· checks will need tc be put upon the business. 
We hftve lllready seen, under "Taxes," tht:t Ruskin not 
only advocated tho repeal of all taxes like the 'breu.d tax,' bnt 
also .favored. the abolishing of ull au ties on impDrts v.nd exports, 2 
and thet he would provide for the revenues of the country by 
income and property taxes. 
2". WAR. 
Carlyle delivers hi~self on the subject of war with great 
plainness end directness. He is unequivocally opposed to the 
principle of the business. Perhaps the most notable picture 
in all liternture of the folly of war is that in "Sartor Resartua " 
• 
where he describes thirty Fronch and thirty English men blo~ing 
out eaoh other's brains in a conflict ovor matLers which neither 
knew nor oared anything ubout. 3 He says, in a letter to 
Note 1-:--Past and Present, p.89. 
2--Letters on Politics Works Vol.XII.,pp.597,598. 3--Sartor Resartus, p.~32 ' 
... 
'/ 
' 
' 
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the London Peace Congress of 1651, dated July 18th: "I altogether 
approve of your object• Cleurly the loss war and cutting of throats 
h 0 S it . _...11 be the better for us all. nl we ave am ng u , vv.L He admits, 
however, that the millenium of univer~al peace has not yet arrived, 
and "foreign war_s' are sometimes unovoidltble. "2 In the r.1eantime, 
sinoe it is- -neot!asary to have soldiers prepared to fight in case 
. 
war~ unavoidably arises, some steps should be taken to make better ; . 
use of thes~/~oldiers during times of peaoe. The old Romans, he 
I 
says, used/their soldiers in pencoful occupations in the intervals 
I 
between/wars. Why should not England do the same? 
/ Or, bettet 
still .f--and here he recurs to hi a fa·:orite conception of society 
/ 
as organized into "Industrial Hegiments,"--why have soldiers set 
apart for fighting alone? Let all tho ~soldiers of industry" 
be so drilled and regimented that in times of war they could drop 
the plough hahdlei for the sword.3 Carlyle's opposition to 
war is somewhat surprising in view of his avowed delight in bloody 
"he..roes," such as William, the Conqueror, and Frederick, the Great, 
who advanced to power nnd reno~~o~•as the bleeding bodies of 
their slain. 
Ruskin is, if you pleaao, more consistent in his admirt:·tion . 
for his "heroes" of might, for he commits himself to a pretty 
plain defense of warfare. He has been severely ooddemned for 
this peculiar position, and i htl b 
r g y so, ut in justice to him it 
must be Doted that he limits his defense of warfnre 
.. with conditions 
which mnterially modify its unlovely nspects. 
Note 1--John Nichol, p.208. 
2--Latter-Dny Pamphlets 137 3--Ibid, p.l39. ' p. • 
~--
He himself calls 
• 
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attention to the fact that his advocacy of war is confined only to 
thtt which may be considered "right, or necessary, or noble." He 
says he does not "spa sk of all wer as necessary, nor of all war 
as noble. B0th poaoe and war are noble or. ignoble according to 
their kind and occasion."1 He says, in "Letters on Public 
Affairs,"2 that he likes war as "ill as most people," yet he 
"would have. the country go to war, with hast,e, in a good qua.rrol." .. 
"' ~ . ' •'· . ' ,.,.. 
In'!Fors Clavigera" he tells us that, in tho abstract, ha entirely 
disapproves of war, yet that he had "the profoundest sympathy with 
' 
Colonel Yea and his fusiliers at Alma, and only wish I had been there 
with them.3 These passages might seem to indic~.te thtlt he 
looked upon war solely as a necesaory evil, to be avoided, if 
possible honorably, but to be eng~gad in when peace became lass 
honorable and fitting to the na.tionK thun conflict. But there 
are other passages in which he expresses an unmistakable a.dmir-
Modarn Painters 
ation for warfare in and of itself. In "Klm•RXJn{l:QnJJ" he 
tells us that "nations have alwayo reached their hiehast virtue; 
and wrought their most accomplished workG, in times of straitening 
and battle •••• no nation ever yet enjoyed a protracted and 
triumphant peace without receiving in its own bosom ineradicable 
seeds of future decline."' 
Sober judgment must decide that Ruskin is an admirer 
of war ~ .§.!· Yet, on the other hand, he rivals Carlyle in 
passages ~xtKXtx:X pointing out the evils and even folly of it. 
Note 1--The Two Paths, p.l95. 
2--Puge 546. 
3--Vol.III., p.282. 
4--Vol.III.,p.326. Sae aloe Crown of Wild Olive, pp.304, 320 • 1 • 
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In "The Crown of Wild Olive"1 he quotes with hearty approval Cf•rlyle 'a 
passage in"Sertor Reaartus'' ~lUtX«hxxll referred to above. He finds 
war to be primarily tho outcome of greed in society,2 and expresses 
an opinion, very strikingly like tht1t of modern Sociulist s, that the 
responsibility for unjust wars falls very largely upon the ca.pitalists,3 
Like Carlyle, he is opposed to the expenditure of large sums 
' for armaments and stunding armies, and he counsels the workingmen 
of Enelandfto direct their JmXIl[gb:sxi:m energies to abolish these.4 
He lent his efforts to the Council of the Workmen's National Peace 
Society in 1871 to persuade the more belligerent section of the 
laboring classes of the evils and ouffering which warfare would entail 
upon them. 6 He pointed out in "Munera Pulveria" thot if "we mude 
in.our dockyards ships to carry timber and coals, instead of cannon, 
and with provision for the brightening of dmoeatic solid culinary 
fire, inBttHJ.d of for the scattering of liquid hostile fire, it mie-ht 
hl:~ve soma effect on the taxes. u6 And he further stated that 
taxation spent in opening up new land, making harbors, and other 
similar enterprises, "will annihilate taxation, but spent in war, 
it annihilates revenue."' 
He pred1ct s that wt.rs in -;·igh too us causes will need t 0 
be waged for many years to come,8 bnt sees a vision of an era when 
• it ,shall be said: 
"Put off, put off your mail, ye kingo, and bevt your brands to dust: 
A surer grasp your hands must know, your hearts a better tnust; 
Hay, bend abttok the lunce's point, c..nd break the helmet bl.tr __ 
A noise is on the morning windo, but not the i • 
"' no se of wsr! "g 
Bote:i:--~-P~ge s 317,318. Note 6- -Munl!ra !'ulveris p 121 3 --p~ors, II .1 PP .15,16. 7--Ibid, p .161. ' • • 
--Munera ~u v~r2a Pre:f xxi 8 T-4--Wo~~g.avg£.X.e at!J.e &.nL.·iJ.1oa,p.75. -- ue Two Paths p.l97 
5--lc'ors • Vol. IV·~'~ • i~ . ., 9 --Poems • P. 245. • • 
l" .~ 
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4. CLASS DISTINCTIONS IN THE STATE. 
Cr.rlyle generally identifieD himself pretty closely with 
Teufelsdrookh in "Sartor Resa.rtus", but he oan hardly be said to 
hE<ve done so when he says: "To Teufelsdrb'okh tho highest Duchess is 
respectable, is venerable; but nowise for her peerl bracelets and 
Malinas laces: in his eyes, the star of e Lord it\ little less and 
little more .. than the brol:d button of.Birmiggham spelter in a Clown's 
•· 
smock. nl For Carlyle himself was very rnuoh a "respecter of persons," 
. 
despite his disclaimers to the contrary. As we have alreany 
observed, he .. opposed to "natural equality" a doctrine of ''natural 
slavery." Some, he says, are "mnrked by Destiny as slaves," and 
one might as well K«k~%Eig~x±tx~ixx~=~~xx~~ 
and acknowledge it to be true. 
Ruskin also advocated this doctrine.2 
recognizeli: it 
And unlike 
Carlyle, who cells the work of the hnnd noble, and that of the 
brain nobler, Ruskin says that "tho head's is the noble work, and 
the hand's the ignoble," a difference applicable not only to 
the work but also in a deeree to the men who do it.3 
a thorough-going aristocrat in tastes and sympathies. 
Note 1--Sa.rtor Resnrtus, p.21. 
2--See Munern Pulveris, p.l03; 
Time and Tide, p.l84. 
3--Crown of Wild Olive, p.237. 
Ruskin was 
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CHAPTER IV. 
MI SCEIJL! .. NEOUS • 
. 1. SOCIAL MORALITY. 
Much has already been said a.a to this phase of their teaching. 
Their attacks upon materialism should be not8d particularly. In 
'~ a nation dominated by its mercantile class, the lust for gold dis-
played by this class \'.as contaminating every portion of society. 
As early os 18291 Carlyle points out the danger to the nation. 
He admits thv.t prosperity in trade, comcorce, and manufacture hEJ.s 
a r.eal .value ,in human life, but, as he puts it, "Mammon is like 
Fire; the usefullest of ttll servants, if the frightfnllest of all 
masters~"2 And he finds mercantile Englt:nd making M.artrnon 
-
ita~ god. A natural outgrowth of the prevailing lust for 
gold was the wild speculations which provoked his severest 
disapproval •. In hie "Last Words,"3 he vigorously condemns 
"Promoterism," ench as that of Hungarian Tin-mines, as nothing 
better than mere vulgar gambling. Anohher product of the 
times which he viewed with loathing 1:as the wide-spread practice 
of ·bribery. - He denounces it, especially when used in sending 
members to Psrliament, as "an act entirely immoral."4 
Ruskin is no whit behind Carlyle in denouncing mnterialism~ 
He too conderr.ns the speculations of the time, nnd. says that they 
"may be ranged simply under two great heads,--gambling and 
stealing. "6 _. He found the spirit of getting, no matter how, 
not confined simply to enterprises avowod.ly speculftive in 
Iiote 1--C.& M.Essaya,p.l93. Note 5--Crown of Wild Oli·1e, 2--Past and Present, p.295. pp.233,234.-
3--Last Words, p.42,43. 6--Political Economy 
4--til:i: :Past and Present, p. 269. of Art, p.l24. 
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charr.cter, but prevailing also in all branches of industry. He 
denounces it so emphaticallyl thnt J·.A.Hobson says: "The neod of 
social honesty, end the conviction thft the industrial. order of the 
day rested upon dishonesty, became the central gr.nglion of his 
system of teaching."2 
2. SOCIAL DESTINY. 
Carlyle and Ruskin may very properly be called prophets 
of a new social order, nnd there is much in t~eir writings which 
presages coming events, but they seldom venture deliberately and 
definitely to predict that which vlill occur in the future. In 
"Sartor Resattus" Carlyle predicted a complete regenasis of 
society, though it seeced to come slowly abot~t. 3 In later years 
he says that""it is more than usunlly imt,;omsible to prophesy the 
Future, ,,4 but in the sarr.e passage does venture on two not very 
definite or &ltogether oleer prophecies, one "that a 'Splendour 
of God,' in one form or other, will huve to unfoia itself from the 
heart of these our Industrial Ages too,"A and the other "that 
there will again£! a King in Israel; a oystem of Order and 
G0vernment, •• "6 In this same book, ulso, ho dHres assert, 
with reference to the colonists of Britain, in the future, that 
• they "vdll in all times have the ineradicable predisposition to 
trade with England,"5 a preditltion \thich ho.s lf,rgely been borne 
out. His antipathy, both to America and t 0 the negro, lends 
hirn, however, into a prediction in "Shooting Niagara; and After?" 
to which the refutvtion of time hes only added testimony as to 
Note 1--Munora Pulverio p 95 
2--J.A.Hobson, p.59. • • · 
3--Sartor Resertus p.l83. 
4--Paat and Present p 265 5--Ibid, p.279. ' • . 
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its absurdity: The negroes just freed in America are, he says, "likely 
to be 'improved off.the face of the earth' in a generbtion or two!"l 
· Ruskin also venture a, here and there, upon some ape cific 
prediction, but this is rare. PerhRps as definite an example is 
. . 
ft. that in "fhe. Crown of Viild Olive," where . he. asserts tht> t all know 
•• 
"that we are, on the eve of a great poli ~. ical crisis, if not cf 
political change. That a atruggle is approac.hing between tho 
newly rlsen.power of democracy and the u.ppnrently deporting poVJer 
o:f feudalism; and another strugfle, no loss i'ffitninent, e..c.d far more 
daneerous, between wealth lmd pauperism. "2 
.Note 1--Page 7. 
2--Crovn of Wild Olive, p.358. 
• 
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3. THEORETICAL, OR PRACTICAL? 
The criticism has been made,both o~ Cnrlyle and of Ruskin, 
that they.were theoretical visionr:ries, having .little reail under-
standing of the pract icEll problems of life, or of pract icrtl methods 
for solving them. Since the term "practical" is generally con-
fined to those who study society and ito evils after a systematic 
and scientific fashion, and who offer for their remedying cleur-cut, 
carefully worked out, JH~8~~R~~±~able, workable schemes, it must 
be conceded that the criticism is lvrgely true. Their work is 
very much akin to thl:t of the propheto of the Old Testament, who 
contented thembelves ~ith pointing out the violations of general 
principles, the effecto which must inevitably follov:, flnd the 
general lines of conduc·t which must be adopted in order to avoid 
the punishment of their sins, lec.ving to others the ·working of 
the minute detai~s of the required reform in men's relations to 
Jehovah and their fellow men. 
There have been, however, some very pra.cticEllJ: rcoul ts 
of Carlyle's end Ruskin's teachings· We lu1.ve already 
observed their conclusive rt.:f'utHtion of ulilitt.ric.nism and the 
prevailing politicnl economy. Frederic hvrrinon, in an 
srticle on Ruskin in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, (Eleventh l£dition), 
says concerning him: "The ycnrs that ht1ve pasued since 'Unto 
this .Last' appeared ht.:ve seen the pract ic t.<l overthrow of the rigid 
plutonomy which he denounced. J.S.MacKenzie, in "An Introduction 
to Social Philosophy," points out the foot that to Carlyle and 
Ruskin may be lcrgely attributed n revolution in Economics: 
"Not Jta::i:xxi~u only has there! been a tend.ency to subordinate the 
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study of Economics to the lsrger science of Sociology, but there 
has also been a demand---largely through the influence of such 
writers as Carlyle and Ruskin---for a more distinct recognition 
of ethical considerations on the economic aspects of life."1 
~ Frederic Harrison, in the article referred to above, also says 
concerning Ruskin that ''So, too, tho vague and sentimental socisliam 
which pervades 'Munera Pulverie,' 'Time and Tide,' and'Fora' 
• 
is now vera much in the air, and represents the aspirations of many 
energetic reformers." • This same might fittingly be &pplied to 
Ce.rlylo and his "socialism" as well. 
Perhaps Carlyle's greatest influence was exerted through 
his "gospel of duty." Samuel R. Gardiner, in "A Student's 
History of hnglend," 2 says of tho Englond of Carlyle's time,--
"The man, however, whose teaching did mor.:t to rouE.~e the age to 
a sense of the inouffioiency of ita ~ork was Thomas Carlyle •••• He 
was the prophet of duty." Thio teaching "fixed itself upon 
the mind of the young, thousands of whom learnt from it to 
follow the call of cl11ty and to obey her behesto." 
-His advocacy of popular cauaos--though eometimes 
peculiarly expressed--must not be forgotten in reckoning up his 
practical influence upon his times. "One need but name Poor-lp.w 
-
reform, Corn-law reform, Factory Acts, Land-law reform, not to 
speak of Public Health nnd Emigration"3---and one may add Education---
to be brought to a realization of his connection mwith some of the 
most important reforms of hie time. 
Note 1--'Page 8. 
2--Page 941. 
3~-MacCunn, pp.l44,145. 
John Nichol tells us 
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. 
that "there is ground to believe that the famous Factory Acts 
. owed some of their suggestions to 'Past and Present.'"l 
When men were agitated concerning this or that measure 
of reform, "he he.d en intuition thr;t the real questions lriy deeper 
"' then. merely political reforms could touch·. "2 But no man recogni~ed 
more clearly the.n he that something must ·be done immediately for 
• 
the correction of the frig-htful abuses wh-ich the laboring classes 
wera -suffering under the new industriv.l system, and to which their 
masters seemed blind. "Chartism," in pnrticulnr, enatched awe.~ 
the veil which hid this misery from the employers in a rough but 
none-the-less exceedingly effective feshion.3 
One should not forget, also, the very great influence, 
in the midst of a grossly materialistic, Mammon-worshiping xge 
nt>.tion, of this fearlaos preacher of great moral a.nd spiritual 
truths. Never does he lower his standards, ever does he urge 
with nKJtiwx .ringing. words that this is God's world, e.nd the.t true 
success to tho individiual and progress for tkK society can come 
only when His Eternal Laws for mr.n- nre obeyed. Injustice, oppression, 
mt1terialism mDy endura for a time; bnt le·t Englr..nd not doubt it,--
the coming of God'o ~rnth is suro. 
"Turn then, ye people, 
before it is.too late~" is his final warning to them. This 
.. 
devotion to spiritual truths in tho midst of a materialistic age 
has led one wri tel to say that which is u.aque stinnnbly true,-- "Beyond 
.. 
all-writera o£ the Nineteenth century, C&rlyle has borne witness 
Note 1--Page 88. 
2--MscOunn, p.l48. 
~:~&9~uRB~r~:-£EB. PP • 3, 26. in pt'rt iculnr. 
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to the spirituality of the foundations upon which society rests." 
While we must acknoledga with gratitude all these contri-
butions of Carlyle to the solution of the problems of society, ~e 
c~nnot help feeling that had he been more· definite in his teaching 
.. as to the proper remedies for tho ovils in social and economic life, 
-his influence would heve been far greater, and his ~ork as a social 
much more effacitive. De Quincy once took Carlyle to tvko 
I 
for this laok izfl'lie teaching: ~-;e "You've sno·wn or you've 
. 
made another hole in the tin kettle of' society," he said; "how do 
you propose to tinker it?"l To this Carlyle gives only a rnengre 
reply., He seems, indeed, to have no remedy to offer, except an 
appeal to the individual to make himself right, end to take 
~ right relet ion to his follow men, let them do '"?hat they 
will."2 While there is undoubtedly noed for·appaal to the 
individual in society to correct tho evils peoulie.r to himself, 
and while such personal improvement will unquestionably aid in the 
amendment -of .. the group life with vJhioh he is connected, yet this 
alone is not adequate. Society is scmething more then the sum 
of the individuals who compose it • It is highly and complexly 
organized. . Its complicated problecs can only be solvad by the 
concerted action of all, or at least of a working msjority, of 
those concerne:l with those pnrts of the orgnnizntion requiring 
amendment. Carlyle himself, hF.d r.e not been obsessed with 
his "hero-worahip, '' must have seen this to be true from his study 
Note 1--Quoted by H.J.Nicoll, p.154. 
~--Chertism, p.lS; nlao Past and ?resent, p.90. 
S--
r 
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of history • His failure to do so, with the resultant absence of 
. suggestions fer concerted, systematic and effective general action 
for remedying the evils-which he so clearly pointed out, ~atxxak«t 
constitutes, perhnps, the most fatal weakness in his entire social 
teaching. 
Some of the principal results of Ruskin's work, viz., his 
re£u.te.tion of the old political economy,, his socialistic influence, 
·-
end his prrt in making F.conomics giYe greater recognition to ethics 
in its treatment of the problems of life, huva bean rsferred to above. 
In &ddition, he joined with his rncster in mnking plain tc the 
governing s.ntl employing classes the wretchedness, misery and 
grcnving discontent of the leboring classes .1 .. He also joined 
Carlyle in freaching the ~o~pel of good ~nd faithful work. 2 
He fails, however, as did his master, to be speoifio and practical 
enou~h in his main sugr.estinas for remedying the ill~ of society. 
His principal hope for the ultimate attainn:ent of that better state 
of society which he so erdently longs for is based on personal 
initiative ond action. And it is tc the indivldut~l thet he makes· 
his personal ll.Pl>eal. To .those who object that some more specific 
directions should be given ns to tho steps lending to the Utopian 
• state which he describes, he replies that indh·iduel action muut 
be the basis of all El.dvance. !t is Bnly "by doing what is inl7our 
. 
own power to nchieve cf plain right,--(thnt) you can ever bring 
about any of your wiuhos."3 
Ruokin!e mind, however, is ao~awhet less theoretical 
Note 1--!xxxxxxocxRxxKSxk;~~xf»*; Cro~n of T.ild Olive, p.363. 
2--Forst Vol,III., p.265. 
3--Ibid, Vol.II., pp.89,90. 
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. 
than Carlyle' a and we find a number of interesting efforts of 
a more or less puncticnl charnctor to ef.~'ect certvin reforms. 
One of these vias in the publishing business, throue;h the oatnblist-
ment of a press, conducted by ~escrs.Allen, at Orpington, in Kent, 
• v1hioh he inaugurated because of hi::: dissatisfaction with the bock 
printero. and.sellors of his time. Here he had his books printed 
according to h~a own ideas. Ti .. is enterprise was unfortunnte in one 
respect, however, namely, that he insisted on the books being 
printed so expensively thn.t poor people could not nffo:ril. to buy 
them, and oftentimes the very p§.loplo v;ho;::c he wished to influence 
most were not touched at all.l 
Another of his pructicr..l sohemoa w&s the <'•n.t~rov:th of his 
dissatisfaction with the oxnotion of high rents by lnnd.lords from 
the poor, ao .. well as the shbrneful ner,loct to provide proper s~mitn-
tion in suoh exorbitantly rented lodgings. He purchased some 
property in the alum section of London, made it comfortable and 
aanitury, nnd rented it ut reasonable pricos to the poor.2 
He was ulso troubled nt the filthy condition of ~ondon's streets, 
and .in order .to show that it was pocsible for them to be kept ole an, 
he hired three laborers to work eight hours e. duy swe;sping oertHin 
of the city's thoroughfares.3 Another experiment which proved 
successful was the establishment of n tea shop in London, ~here 
tea wes sold without adulteration, ond at the s~rne rate for small 
quantities as for lhrga.4 
In the realm of practical industrial reform, Ruskin 
Note 1--For~, Vol.III., p.l92. 
2-- Time ~nd Tide, p.159. 
3--Ar:rmH; of the Chaos, Vol.II.,p.l20. 
4--W.G.Collingwodd, p.l~O. 
' ' 
-------- -----~-~------- --------- -- -- ---- -----------
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made some valuable c ontri but ions by his "revival of hand -weaving, 
wood-carving, and other home or small industrioa."l His most 
-importent experiment was the st.George's Guild, in which he endeavored 
tc ce.rry out, in a. practical manner, .certein of his tha erie s of 
economic and·industrial life. While some-phases of the work were 
~ successful, it was, on the whole, unpractical, and failed to measure 
up .to its founder's expe·ctations. 
Rnskin was also connected with the Working Men's College 
for more then ten years, teaching drawing there, in the evening 
classes, though not with greet regonlvri ty. This prao~: ica.l 
ednaEltiona.~ work with the working people had considerable influence, 
no doubt, upon his vio"t'ls on eduoation, ~hich included, as we hElve 
seen in a previous ohnpter, a very comprehensive program of prActical 
instruction, such as msnual trnining, EJS well as of the ordinery 
cultural training. 
·Interesting testimony as to Ruskin's inflnence on practical 
social workers is contained in s. zx±XXJ: story, vouched for by 
W. G. Collingwood: "When the Generol of the. Salvation Army wrs v:orking 
rat the scheme which lr,tely met with such an outory of acceptance, 
he told the Rev.H. V .Mills, the f'irot ·promoter of the Horoe-Colony 
plan, that he bas entirely ignorant of poiitical eooncmy, end 
asked for s. book on the subject. Mills eave him Unto This Ls~~" 
The noteworthy pert which R uskin has h~d in nffecting sentiment 
among the laboring classes is sugge sted by Bn incident related 
by E.T.Cook: 3 "The fonture of the :rnection of 1905 which attracted 
Note 1--J.A.Hobson, p.317. 
2--Vol.II., p.26. 
3- -Intimdaotion to "Works". Vol • .X.XVII. ,p .lii-liii, 
• 
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most attention, and which seoms likely to have the most marked 
effect upon the course of British legisl~tion, waD the accession 
·of strength gained by the Labour Purty. An iniquisitive journalist 
issued a circular to the Labour mombera, inviting tl).em to state 
the books which had most influenced them. The a.nthor whose nama 
·figured more· frequently than any other in the lists was Ruskin ••• " 
It .. me.y be safely said that nuakin' s influence, though 
suffering in his life time from his ID8.ny poculioritioJs, and pe.rti-
cule>rly from the unretHJonably high prices which he placed upon his 
books, is to-day "1·ising ugain into v. foroe which must be reckoned 
with in England. and that even aevare politic!\! economists may be 
:found quoting his opinions with rsapect."l 
Note 1--V.D.Scudder, "Social Ideals ln English Letters," p.217. 
• 
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6H.APTER V. 
CONCLUSION. 
We have seen that a very cloue parallelism runs through 
the social teachings of Carlyle and Ruskin. Here and there , we 
find marked-points of difference, but inx the main they ~re agreed. 
This similarity is explainable by a number of things. First, certain-
ly, by a cert&in correspondence in their mental and moral conati-
tution. T!1en by .Hnskin' a self-oonfo tis ad subJection to the pov:erful 
influence of the older man. He speaks of him as "the friend and 
guide who has urged me to all c lde f labour, nl e.ad eeain, as "my 
:iear _ MF-ater. '! 2 In "Fora Clavigora"3 he refers to him as the 
only ttmsn in England ••• to whom I can look for steady g:.lidsnce." 
He .follows Carlyle at tiroo o in an almost slavish fashion, not only 
approving his moat radical doctrines, bnt also aping his worst style 
of expression. 3 The intimvte friendship, the close ties 
of .affection which existed between them for years. made Ce.rlyl e' s 
over his follower more definite lmd intensive. And though he 
transmitteu many of his faults to his disciple, he inspired hlm 
also with such zest for a study of social problems, such zeal for 
arousing the social conscience, t:.nd. snch vision of the aocisl ideb.l, 
• that he helpod tranuform the brilliant art student into a fi«X)q: 
flaming evaneel of social reform. 
It would be h rniBt&ke, however, to think that Ruskin 
is "Carlyle' a man." lils genius needs no other's aid to give 
it plaoe in the first rank of the mental~ giants of hio period. 
Notel--MunerEi Pulverie. P1·of.xxvi. 
;--"lioted on Principal Pi~tures at the R.A.," p.20. 
o--See Letters, Volume II •• p.l86. 
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And while, as we have noted, he himself acknowledged his debt 
to Carlyle, he recognized in himself and his work many elements 
for which he owed nothing to anotho:r. 1 Cerlyle laid bare tho 
-
germinal idea· for a now cnnception of sociel and economic life, 
. 
but it remained for Ruskin to develop this with greater complete-
ness,. and to. express "with more fullness 'the longing for a society 
shap~d into u rational spiritual organism, governed by vital and 
2 
adequate law·" Much more clearly than Carlyle; he recognized 
the need of a new code of morals for the chenged e conornic order. 
:tit!!: He sogght, therefore, "to sugeeut und. unfold a great play of 
moral considerations fllld duties, interwoven wi~h. the intricacies of 
' . 
industry, with production and ooncunptio:1, with labor rtnd commerce. 
In this li.tternpt, Ruskin had practically no pl·ecnrsor of importance 
in Englflnd, n3 
Right manfully hu.Ye both these men labored • Mistakes 
.. 
5 m·=· 
they h~ve made in abundance. Mmoh which they hove said might better 
have remained unsaid. But they have ever been true to that which 
theJ taught so grandly, thnt mnn shall follow Duty, not Pleasure; 
they who hcve prar..ched since1ity have been sincore; they who have 
urged others to la.bor have toiled fe&rfully themselves ln order 
Shat they might help their fellow n:en. And they have ebrned 
'((> a place in the: t goodly host of those who have done ''noble fruitful 
Labour," with "Ploughera, Spinners, Builders; Prophets, :Poets, Kings; 
Brindleye anci Goethes, Odins and Arkwrights ••• the enorreoua, all-
conquering, flame-crowned Host, noble every soldier in it; sacred, 
and alone noble.rr4 
Note l--Lette1·s, Vol.I, ,p.396. 
2--V.D.Scudder, p.274. 
•. -~- .. ·.·--------=--·~---······~-···· 
EWD. 
Note 3--V.D.Scudder, pp.218,2i9 
4--Past & Present,p.302, 
j 
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Rudolf Eucken, "The Problem of Human Life,•• published by Chas.Scribner's 
Sons, New York, 1912. ~ 
Samuel R. Gardiner, "A ::>tudent 's History of ~ngland," published by 
Longmans, Green & Co., London and New York, 1893. 
William Graham, "The Social Problem," published by Kagan Paul, ~ranch,, 
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tr>~licatt~Rs t£ sgcial 'Dahiloscph,:'l..t" George Routledge 
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L.L.Price, "A s: hort Historv of Political Sconomy in Englr,.nd, From 
Adam Smith to Arnold Toynbee," published by.Methuen & Co., 
Ltd.~ London, 1911, (7th edition). 
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J.H.W.Stuckenberg, "Introduction to the Study of Sociology," published 
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Note:--The ebcve used as reference ~ork~, only those passages 
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"T~e Works of John Ruskin," Edited by Cook and Wedderburn, 
listed on a previous page. 
